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Stored at the 9-59 buildings.
I understand the 9 (Line 9). I just didn’t know the significance of the 59.
I have no idea.
What’s that?
I was just wondering if there was some significance to the number system. How this
is 14 and this is 68?
That is a back line and… the Army knows how it is significant …
{Bldg. 9-60} They were bonded into housings, plastic housings for the Gators. The
mines were taken down to Bldg. 9-59-1. There’s another canister. Had machines that
did that.
We didn’t use that then.
I don’t recall….
That was used earlier.
I thought it was a solvent storage area. {Bldg. 6-58}
Yeah. There’s a dock in there so that they could unload. {Bldg. 6-58}
You had the cafeteria; then you had inert storage. {Bldg. 6-137}
They stored something there.
They used it as a storage area for something, but I don’t recall. You know I’m trying
to think back.
When I got out of there it was testing.
Was testing….
The testing equipment, but you couldn’t have used that for much.
Basically it’s storage area if I remember right, ma’am. And I could be wrong in that.
Yeah, I would say. Inert storage.
OK, Bldg. 9-62.
OK. They had the heat in there, and I was thinking that they put carts….
For some of the gluing sometimes.
It wouldn’t be…Bldg. 9-62 would not be an area where you had exposed explosives.
I’m trying to think, I thought, I know it was heated, and I thought at one time they
were putting carts of mines in there for the glue to set up or something. I don’t recall.
The paint, the paint sometimes was dried down here, and they rolled them back up
there, ‘cause it’s just a little tiny building, real tiny.
Yeah, it’s very miniscule.
OK, Bldg. 9-72.
OK, those are Storage Igloos.
I like those; those are easy to record.
Those are for explosives.
OK, I think the only thing we missed....
You didn’t ask about Bldg. 9-60, did you?
You told me that’s where they sleeved or bonded them into the housing, then pallets
for GEMSS.
Yeah, now at Bldg. 9-60, at Bldg. 9-60 they also did the painting for the mines.
There were three different bays, A, B, and C.
Where they used for different….

Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Interviews conducted at IAAAP on April 25, 2000
Line 9, Continued
36. LM: Yes, A was the paint bay.
37. BB: Paint?
38. LM: Yeah, B was pack out, and C was gluing them in the houses.
39. BB: NA has a few questions here. While you worked at 9, did you have to give the urine
samples for the bioassays?
40. LM: No.
41. BB: Did you wear TLDs?
42. MS: What’s TLDs?
43. BB: It’s for the rad. Did you guys have any rad?
44. MS, LM: No.
45. (slight interruption for Lafe)
46. BB: Did you work at Line 9, MS?
47. MS: Yes.
48. BB: Did you guys wear PPE?
49. MS: Yeah, we all did. Coveralls, safety glasses, gloves sometimes. Cotton because you
can press charge, which is explosives stuff like PBX. But it is a requirement that we
wear our bright....
50. LH: Those are those bright orange coveralls?
51. MS: They’re blue now.
52. BB: We saw a couple of orange ones. We joked about….
53. MS: It’s convicts.
54. BB: That’s what they are in Tennessee, too.
55. MS: That’s why when the people go like down to the hospital or something they request to
put their own clothes on because they think they’re from the jail.
56. BB: Do you know of any spills or mishaps that might have occurred on this line?
Explosions, accidents, anything like that?
57. MS: Now back in the 70s it was used for a completely different thing than what this
was….
58. BB: What was it used for in the 70s?
59. MS: Oh, I don’t know what they’re called. We called them stove mines. That’s what it
was used for…but it was a different mine. It had Freon and azide and….
60. BB: Freon and Azide?
61. LH: Is that lead azide?
62. MS: Uh huh.
63. LH: Is this the line we heard, when we were down here initially, I think the end of
February or the first of March, that Harza had gotten some high hits on Freon in the
soils? And I think they had tales from one of the old guards that was out here where
they used to dump excess Freon on the ground at night and inside the line they would
have Freon fights.
64. MS: Oh, no. I worked on Lines 6 and 9 both.
65. LH: That they were spraying the Freon. Yeah, that’s the stories that we got here from the
Corps and from Harza.

Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Line 6
66. MS: I was the foreman at the time on Line 6. Part of Line 6 would have the Freon tank
right outside the door and what happened on some instances, the humidity was low
and the ground cloud would come in and some of the ladies and gentlemen got high.
Literally high and we would walk them outside to get the fresh air. And it was just
because of where they were sitting and they were pouring it. And the vapors, some
people were more susceptible than others, but they never dumped any. These came in
these big tanks. Like they come in like gasoline tanks. Bulk, big tanks.
67. NA: Big tanker trucks?
68. MS: Well, pig tanks. They had a pig tank. Like you have by your house. And it was
piped.
69. LH: One of the guys from Harza, I think, said this area here, it looks like an asphalt pad
now, was where one of the Freon tanks was.
70. LM: That was way before my time, sir.
71. MS: 13, drive it down the ramp.
72. LH: Drive it now. It’s a little, it looks like a little roughly paved area, but the pavement is
kind of deteriorated. But if you have Freon on asphalt, it could very well be why too.
73. MS: I know we had plenty of Freon over there, but I, as far as, I can’t remember, it’s been
so long ago, where the tanks were actually placed. They used a lot of it back then.
74. BB: What was the Freon used for?
75. MS: To pack and keep the product wet so it wouldn’t be as sensitive.
76. NA: Where any other kinds of solvents used for cleaning or anything like that?
77. MS: We didn’t clean up the….
Line 9
78. LH: At Line 9?
79. LM: Yeah. We would use acetone and isopropyl alcohol, but that was in the buildings,
strictly in the buildings.
80. NA: What building was that?
81. LM: 9-59, 9-60, 9-59-1, and 9-14. Possibly, possibly at 9-61. If there was any grease on
the cases of the mines they might wipe them off with alcohol.
82. BB: You said a couple of these buildings were used for storage. Is it strictly for the mine
storage, product storage, or waste storage at Line 9?
83. LM: We didn’t have….
84. MS: Waste storage was all in here as far as our scrap, but we didn’t have any liquid or
anything like acetone or anything like that.
85. LM: No, because they weren’t GEMSS. I think they were running… On Bldg. 9-60 I
thought they were running those solvents when they cleaned the guns. I think they
used those the next day as part of the solvents to reduce the enamel that they were....
In other words, it was not waste.
86. MS: Recycled.
87. LM: I don’t recall. We had our solvents at Bldg. 9-58, and I don’t recall having any. I
don’t remember if we had a log over there.
88. MS: Yes, we did.
89. LM: Was there hazardous waste or not?
90. NA: Is that…solvent storage?
91. LM: Solvent storage area, yeah.
92. NA: And that would be a good area for us to investigate?
Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Line 9, Continued
93. LM, MS: Yeah.
94. MS: Is that the only place the Freon was found was from Bldg. 9-14?
95. BB: I don’t know about that one. That was something that Harza did. We weren’t sure,
but since there was that pad there, we thought that would be the most likely place.
96. MS: ‘Cause I thought the generator was there. But I was trying to think....
97. BB: That could very well be; ours is strictly word of mouth.
98. LM: It was long before my time when they used Freon there, so I don’t have any idea.
Line 6
99. BB:
100. BB:
101. LM:
102. BB:
103. BB:
104. NA:
105. BB:
106. LM:
107. NA:
108. LM:
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.

BB:
MS:
LM:
BB:
LM:
BB:
LM:
NA:
MS:
LM:
MS:

You worked on six, right? (directed to MS)
Did you also work on six? (directed to LM)
No, ma’am.
No?
Do you want to talk to MS about Line 6 while she’s here? (directed to NA)
Yeah.
Was there anything, as I said, any kind of mishaps or accidents or spills that might
have occurred that you can think of while you were there?
There wouldn’t be anything to spill except, you know maybe, unless somebody
spilled solvents in the building, but then as far as….
How about anything with explosives that could’ve been put on the ground or washed
on the ground?
Oh, you and I discussed that earlier, and we didn’t do any washing, sir. As in the
melts, there was nothing to wash down.
So the product was wet essentially when it was put into the mine?
You’re thinking of a different…you’re thinking of Bldg. 6-70. This was all dry.
No, these were all dry.
OK.
The Freon you’re asking about was way prior to my time and that involved....
I apologize. I got things mixed up.
No, no, we want to keep the timeframe straight. There wasn’t any Freon used.
No solid explosive could be laying around then in any areas.
No. Because it came over shaped already.
In tubs and they had lids on them.
With dividers.

Line 1
120. BB: And those came from the melt buildings?
121. LM: No, those came from Line 1; they were pressed at Line 1.
122. NA: Some of the production was already done previous to getting to Line 9.
Lines 6 and 9
123. MS: Oh, yeah.
124. LM: Yeah. The charges for the mines were already pressed into shape. We didn’t have
loose explosives.
125. BB: So essentially Line 6 was more or less an assembly.
126. MS: Line 9.
127. BB: Line 9, I apologize. Not enough coffee this morning. I’m so sorry.
Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Lines 6 and 9, Continued
128. LM: No, no problem. Line 9 would be more of an assembly area. We put the charge in
the booster and glued them together then added other parts, and that was crimped into
a mine case.
129. NA: As far as health-wise, did they have you do any kind of …
130. BB: We covered the bioassay issue.
131. NA: Oh, you did?
132. BB: Yeah.
133. NA: Did you finish it?
134. BB: Uh huh. There was no need for respirators, correct? You didn’t need respirators?
135. LM: No.
136. BB: Just the standard PPE, gloves?
137. LM: Right.
138. LH: I guess we get stuck on this bioassay and why you hear us bring it up is we’ve done a
lot of work on the Department of Energy plants and you’re on a quarterly bioassay,
fill up two liters….
Line 6
139. BB: To work on site, it doesn’t matter if you work in an office, you have to submit them.
140. NA: I guess we go to Line 6.
141. BB: MS’s having memories. Just real quick, paraphrase, what was Line 6 for?
142. MS: Detonator.
143. BB: Detonator?
General Information
144. MS: Grenades.
145. LM: Do you need anything else from me then? Line 9 was my only area of expertise.
146. NA: Anything on Lines 4A or 4B?
147. LM: No, didn’t work there. I worked Line 5A for a little bit. Nothing in the 4s, sir.
148. NA: Well, I think that’s it. We’re trying to go through Lines 4A, 6 and 9.
149. LM: I don’t know anything about Line 6; MS was my counterpart at Line 6.
150. NA: I guess, um, when were we going to do some walk throughs? Later on in the day, if
possible? I don’t know if that’s possible.
151. LM: No problem for me as long as....
152. BB: DH was coming in about 2:00 and I think we were going to try to do some walk
through at 2:00.
153. LM: You want me back here at 2:00 then, or you need to meet?
154. BB: I don’t know. I just know that DH was coming in at 2:00.
155. NA: How about 2:30? We’ll meet for a walk through at 2:30. Would that work?
156. LM: Sure.
157. NA: We’d like to walk over at Lines 6 and 9 and….
158. MS: I won’t be here. I came it at 4:00 this morning and get off at noon.
159. NA: OK. We have AA coming.
160. MS: Andy would be very good.
161. NA: Coming out at 9:00. LP’s coming in, too.
162. MS: Who do you have for Line 6?
163. NA: DD, that’s tomorrow. LD, JL, and GS they’re still active.

Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Interviews conducted at IAAAP on April 25, 2000
General Information, Continued
164. MS: JL’s in a meeting.
165. NA: He’s scheduled for tomorrow morning.
166. BB: He’ll be here tomorrow morning.
167. NA: We’ve got DT, JS….
168. MS: JS’s retired.
169. NA: Yeah, JF....
170. BB: Just barely. I caught him on his way out the door. Actually, I think that’s all we
have.
171. NA: Yeah, for Line 9.
172. LM: OK. You want me to meet you here or…?
173. NA: Meet here, 2:30.
174. LM: OK.
175. NA: We’d like to videotape some of this walk through. Is that going to be a problem?
176. MS: Did you get a permit for your video camera?
177. BB: As long as we’re not in the line.
178. NA: Or any active line, is what we’ve been told.
179. BB: Right. We’re covered. I had MS check that out. You’re MS; I meant MN. I’m
sorry.
Line 6
180. {LM exits the interview, agreeing to meet at 2:30 and offering his pager number if we
should need anything else (261).}
181. BB: Alright MS, tag, you’re it. Where did we start on Line 6?
182. MS: Back here on the back line. Bldg. 6-68 is the dock area. Comes in, in barrels,
alcohol, water, sawdust, bags of RDX, RD-1333, NOL. If we have to repack any….
183. __: Magazines were brought in and at that time they were washed, processed and
bagged. Back here was all dug out, big time. I don’t know. Some company took all
that dirt and earth because we had sumps. That was all dug out between here.
184. LH: Remediation.
185. NA: Yeah, remediated. I’m not sure if it was OHM, but I think the Army Corps did that a
few years ago.
Line 9
186. MS: They took a lot, and then they put wells in.
187. LM: I just happened to think of something on the 9-60 building. Through the automatic
glue machine, there were solvents run through those lines to clean the glues out of
those lines, and I think that was then taken down to barrels at Bldg. 9-58. You know,
I told you I couldn’t remember for sure if they had waste parts down there or not, and
I think they did after. I was just getting in the car and “oh, the glue machines.” I
remembered the paint because I thought they were running the solvents of that back
through the system. On the glue machine, they wouldn’t run that back through.
188. BB: Yeah, that would make sense.
189. LM: So they were taking it….If I remember right ,we took it down in 5-gallon buckets and
dumped it in the barrels at Bldg. 9-58. But there weren’t any spills to my knowledge.
190. BB: Great, we appreciate that.
191. LM: Well, I’m sorry I didn’t think of that when we were talking, but….
Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Line 9, Continued
192. NA: That’s good, because we only have three to four locations to do this confirmatory
sampling, and that’s why we want to definitely pick the right spots.
193. LM: I’m sorry I didn’t think about it while I was here.
General Information
194. NA: That’s great. If anything else comes to mind….
195. BB: You still have my number, right?
196. LM: No, ma’am, I do not. {Silence while number is being written down.}
197. NA: I want to make sure to take the video camera. Line 1 and Line 2 we would have to
get a pass (camera).
Line 6
198. {Discussion about the camera pass issue.}
199. MS: This is a little building that…. And then in later years they never even used it. This
was a process bay where it had been. It was all contained; it didn’t have the liquid as
far as….
200. Ms: These two are where, like we remolded it and we, uh, put it in a little cup. We had
this incident years ago; this girl lost her hand. It was dry powder at the time.
201. NA: Did it blow?
202. MS: It blew, but it was all inside the building.
203. NA: Bldg. 6-88?
204. MS: Bldg. 6-88 or 6-89. I don’t remember the one that blew. I think you can still be able
to see some of the damage…. She had dropped it; it was her error. It was in the very
back. You go in the building and keep on walking, turn, go around the corner. There
used to be a barricade. The little hole next to the ground. If you look in there, there’s
a door up here at the top, you might be able to see. It’s in this bay, the east bay.
Yeah, we used to remold the powder down in there.
205. BB: I’m sorry. Re..?
206. MS: Remold. The operating line was up in these three buildings. The powder was used
for packing. We had operating loaders; are you familiar with operating loaders? Uh,
Jones Loaders? The machinery that made the detonators, you put the powder in it; it
spun around. The detonators were no larger than that {referencing the clicker button
on the top of a retractable pen.}. Very tiny detonator that we loaded for the M55.
Then we did a couple of others, but it was brought back here in little cups. The cups
were filled up all in the melt building so no one could get hurt. We couldn’t do that
back here at the time. That’s what was done in these two buildings. The equipment’s
all gone out of there now. But they had put different ramps. There we processed
RDX, as far as we brought in RDX. This is like a little equipment room is what it is
now for the UV. (Line) 19 was used with tables, rollers and racks, where we laid the
powder out; put cheese cloth over it to dry the RDX. This was all dug up also around
here, because there were little, little sumps, but the sumps just ran out of the
buildings. There were little holes like a tin can, a barrel put outside, and the can on
the top. But that was all taken out. All that stuff was taken out by the Corps. I think
some wells were dug.
207. NA: I’m sure there are wells all over, all around.
208. MS: Oh yeah, all over here across this road. There’s a whole bunch down here and down
here that I know that they put in.
209. NA: So those little sumps are around in this….
Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Line 6, Continued
210. MS: Yeah, 18 had one; this had one.
211. NA: That’s a good target area probably.
212. MS: Bldg. 6-49we made grenades there. We pelletized, different types of pellets with
PBX, A5, and RDX. They had little bays that are back here in the back. This on the
east end of Bldg. 6-49. And they had sumps out here, large sumps. And then they’ve
got caddies. You could eject them out through a pipe that went up over the building,
and there is a road here by this new ramp and we would put a contamination bucket.
And that pipe went into that bucket from the sumps, from these three sumps. In this
other part of it we did a lot of things. We made the M61s, we made the hand
grenades, assembly as far as just assembling them. We didn’t do any raw powder or
raw liquid. We did 212A1 for a while in there. We did a lot of inspection. We got a
new dock here. But in this part of the bay, where that dock was under that concrete,
they used to have an X-ray machine developer. But that isn’t there; it’s the dock.
213. LH: What was that then, like a nondestruct inspection on some of the things?
214. MS: Right, well they didn’t test them. They just X-rayed, had an X-ray in there. The film
developer is what was in there. We processed it through there. I didn’t have much to
do with that. I don’t know that much about that. It’s not there now. They put a new
dock in. I got me a nice new dock.
215. MS: OK, Bldg. 6-85 was a maintenance, cafeteria, change house, maintenance, the tool &
die. They did lathe work. They painted foil in that building. They distilled water in
that building. This is over the last years. I was on my Line 28 years. I don’t know of
any spills. There were only solvents that the maintenance guys had. And this was
just a little cage that maintenance used; I don’t know what was in there {referring to
6-206}. I think it was their volatiles, solvents, or something.
216. MS: Bldg. 6-76 was the pack out bay. Was strictly pack out, sawdust, lumber, that’s
where they put everything in crates and shipped it out.
217. BB: With all that sawdust, did you wear any kind of dust mask or anything?
218. MS: Oh, that was a different type of sawdust. It was like strings that came in bales; that
kind of stuff.
219. LH: It was used mainly as a….
220. MS: A packing product.
221. LH: Prior to styrofoam peanuts.
222. MS: Right. Well, we never did have that; we never did use that.
223. MS: Bldg. 6-92 is an all new building. We did have an explosion there. With individual
bays, with all high security doors on them and a nice new dock area here. When it
was still Bldg. 6-92, it stored detonators, 74s, grenades. I don’t know, at the time I
think they thought a rodent got in there and chewed on some packing, chewed on a
detonator or whatever, and that’s what….We don’t know, but then we did go to no
propagating packing after that.
224. NA: What year was that?
225. MS: I don’t know; I’ve got it written down up there, but it’s maybe ‘70s.
226. BB: How about Bldg. 6-31?
227. MS: That’s the power house. That ran the steam and the heat and stuff like that. All that’s
been removed and taken out of there, too. {Bldg. 6-137} This is a cafeteria, change
house, lunch room.
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Line 6, Continued
228. MS: Bldg. 6-97 was testing, test fire. They did a lot of tests in there. They tested the
grenades, M55s, 605s, 74s. It was all in machines. The little detonators at a time….
You know nothing, no problems, no contamination, it all went up in the air.
229. MS: {Bldg. 6-69} This is a storage building. No product.
230. MS: Bldg. 6-98 had ovens in it with shelves. What went in it was all self-contained.
They’re no longer there. It was drying; it was a drying oven for the M61, M24s. For
drying, drying of them. M70, TNT…
231. __: {Bldg. 6-34-3} 3 building is an assembly building, that was when Line 9 was
running. Half of it, the north half was used with the Freon for the mines and the
boats.
232. BB: The what?
233. MS: The boats. That’s what the Freon and product were brought inlittle boats. And
there’s a little pad out here. This concrete, this did have a Freon tank sitting on it.
That’s the reason I say if they did testing of Freon, it was here. The tank, I don’t
know how it would leak. I never knew of any leakage.
234. BB: Did they pick up the tank and replace it with another one, or did they fill it?
235. MS: I don’t know. I never noticed ,or I didn’t care or what. I was more worried about the
product and my people; I wasn’t worried about how they filled it. The back half was
used for, like we had made 61s, we made 259s, we did 54sa lot of assembly of
different products. Bldg. 6-34-2 had loaders in there. We made M55s, just
detonators, which had NOL, RD1333, but all this came in… into loaders. These cups
would have an ounce, into this load. When I talk a loader, it’s a large machine that
dispenses. That Andy Anderson was the maintenance on it; he could tell a lot more
about that. We did have a lot of detonation inside the loaders from the product. It
made a lot of noise, but the product didn’t go any place. It blew up. The back part of
it was packing. Had storage back here for these M55s. On Thanksgiving, this back
part blew up, part of it.
236. BB: In what year?
237. MS: I don’t know. GS would know because he was in it. It was before the propagating
pack. That was when the candle sticks, I call them candle sticks; I don’t know what
they’re called…You load black powder into them; the whole line was. If you’re
trained properly enough in there it doesn’t bother you at all.
238. MS: Bldg. 6-34-1 was the detonating building. We had loaders on the front half. The
back halfat one time we had a painting machine and drying machine. We had hand
lines.
239. BB: What?
240. MS: Big tables like this where we assembled product: the 89, M89s which was all NOL
explosives. And it would go into a dispenser, which is all barricaded, and the
operators were all protected. But with M89s you did have some detonation, but it
was in the barricade in the house. It wouldn’t have gotten outside, you know, for
contaminating that stuff.
241. MS: Bldg. 6-28you had storage of M55s and painting, and putting them in the little
carts, putting them in the packing. We did some inspection, but that’s it.
242. MS: Bldg. 6-96 is like a whole building, and it’s heated. You could dry stuff, material in
there.
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Line 6, Continued
243. MS: Bldg. 6-25they dug up all around. All around, because that’s what we called our
kill. We would desensitize, is a better word for it, the lead azide, RDX, if they had
any, rags or anything like that. We sumped out back behind this. We’d make a kill
solution, which would go down…You say you’re going to talk to JL?
244. NA: Yes.
245. MS: He’s the chemist. He can tell you the ingredients of what was in that kill.
246. NA: Was it some kind of neutralizing?
247. MS: Right. And they dug all this up here, and they went clear all around in here
underneath this ramp and out past the.…And we were still operating, and they just
hauled and hauled and hauled because their samples, wherever their samples had to
be. You know, when they did sampling.
248. MS: {Bldg. 6-137-1} This was a change house where the men and the women changed
clothes.
249. MS: {Bldg. 6-09-1} This is where like a time clock was. Not there now. You think 9
looks badwait’ll you get on 6. It’s really bad.
250. NA: We took a ride there yesterday.
251. MS: {Bldg. 6-09-2} This is also like a time clock area. This is another change house area;
it’s Bldg. 6-137-2.
252. MS: Hi, AA.
253. AA: Hi.
254. BB: They seem to pretty much follow suit whichever line. You have your 9s and your 3s.
137 are all….
255. MS: Change houses
256. BB: Change houses, cafeterias. OK.
257. MS: And the 69 buildings are, if you’ll notice, they’re more like of a solvent type. AA,
what’d they do in Bldg. 6-91? I know they did the powder and stuff in 88 and 89.
258. AA: They did storage, wasn’t it?
259. MS: That’s what I thought it was, but….
260. AA: It’s just a storage building.
261. MS: But we did bring our RDX and stuff in there and that’s what I thought. I just wanted
to make sure.
262. MS: We used a lot of paint thinner, a lot of acetone, dope lacquer. It’s called “dope”
lacquer. And that was the only kind we could use on account of the paint the
government wanted on the detonators. Acetone, Freon when we made the mines.
How did they fill that tank, the Freon tank that sat on Bldg. 6-3?{directed to AA}
263. AA: Trailer, truck trailer.
264. MS: I couldn’t really remember.
265. BB: So it was a tank truck then?
266. AA,MS: Yes.
267. MS: It sat on that little pad.
268. AA: Yeah, by 3 building. They had one down by Bldg. 6-49 for a while, too. Didn’t
they?
269. MS: I don’t remember that.
270. AA: Maybe not. Maybe it was just 3 building.
271. MS: Yes, it could’ve been this little pad right here.
272. AA: I think they had a tank down there.
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Line 6, Continued
273. MS: When they had ammonium nitrate they had that tank there.
274. AA: They did some mines in Bldg. 6-49.
275. MS: Not very long.
276. AA: Huh?
277. MS: Not very long.
278. AA: No, it wasn’t.
279. MS: But these sumps are all gone now that were back here. I think they’re all gone.
280. AA: You mean behind Bldg. 6-49? Could be I haven’t been in line so long I don’t know.
281. MS: What was it, about 10 years ago when you moved to 1?
282. AA: Probably. Of course they had RDX and azide, all that….
283. MS: PBX from pressing.
284. AA: From pressing there in Bldg. 6-49. Back in there was where we pressed the TNT.
285. MS: We used TNT when, this little thing here, very little of it, when we mixed the stuff for
the delay. I mean we’re talking maybe a pound or two when we mixed it. Had very
little TNT…
286. AA: Put that nickel and chromate and stuff like that up there for that delay powder.
287. MS: And that was in the 33 building?
288. AA: Is that 35 building?
289. MS: No, they don’t have it numbered.
290. BB: We don’t have it numbered.
291. MS: That was the chem lab.
292. AA: Bldg. 6-33 or 6-35 was the chem lab I think; I don’t remember.
293. MS: Bldgs. 6-33 and 6-35they got a bunch of little ones down here.
294. AA: It had sumps outside.
295. MS: Yeah, they dug all that up around there.
296. NA: What was the difference between using like RDX and TNT? Was one more
explosive or a delayed explosive? I know that RDX is used for initiating.
297. MS: RDX.…TNTwhen it comes in, it comes in basically….RDX comes in wet.
298. AA: No
299. MS: The kind we used did.
300. AA: Did it?
301. MS: Yeah, we had to dry it. I really can’t tell you. {referring to Nick’s question} The
need to know was not there so we didn’t get told.
302. NA: The chemist probably has an idea.
303. MS: Yeah, JL would.
304. NA: What would be the worst places you think as far as contamination. Good places for
us to target. We have three or four locations.
305. MS: Probably in the back.
306. NA: Probably back in here?
307. MS: Yeah, Bldg. 6-68, you know, and Bldg. 6-25. If there was going to be any, it’d be
those two places because that’s where we did all the bulk. We missed this building,
95. This was just for heating.
308. AA: That was just for storage, wasn’t it?
309. MS: Yeah.
310. AA: After it’d been processed before it’d come to the line, it came to the hold area.
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311. MS: Came here and went up to here. And it’s a new building, too. {directed at AA} I
was telling them how it’s no longer there because it blew up. Do you know what year
that Thanksgiving was that it blew, the back end of that.
312. AA: I don’t know the year.
313. MS: It was in the 70s.
314. AA: It was Thanksgiving day, or night. It had to be sixty….before the 70s. It had to be in
the early….
315. MS: Early 60s?
316. AA: Probably ‘65, ‘66.
317. MS: I came out here in ‘65.
318. AA: It’s after that.
319. MS: It was after that. Quite a few years….
320. LH: Was it operating on Thanksgiving night?
321. AA: Yeah, well, it would have been a Wednesday night. But I think they cleaned it up on
Thanksgiving day. They were picking up detonators.
322. MS: I don’t remember the 92 one. There was a little building here, but it’s gone now. I
would say probably those two would be a good….and maybe….
323. AA: Didn’t we blend powder or something in.…
324. MS: Yeah, I was telling them about it.
325. AA: 6-19 building?
326. MS: The sump’s right here. It’s Bldg. 6-18-1 where we brought powder in and inspected
it, and here is where we….This is a little control room now. Here’s where we did the
drying.
327. AA: Well, not blending, but we took the screened powder or something….
328. MS: Right there.
329. AA: Right there.
330. MS: And there’s a little sump there, and there’s also a sump here.
331. AA: They’re both gone. I don’t know about the back of Bldg. 6-49. I know they dug that.
332. MS: They dug that up.
333. AA: But I mean that we had those presses in there running, so there’d be a lot of dust
around there. Then they washed them down….
334. MS: How many samples do you .…
335. NA: Well, we have three locations, and we’re suppose to go at three different depths down
to about 10 feet. {directed to LH} About 10 feet? Yeah, they haven’t given us many
samples to take so that’s why we’re trying to pick and choose carefully. To confirm
and then this may turn into a big investigation if more is found. If we hit the mother
lode on RDX or something.
336. AA: I don’t think Line 6 is that hot.
337. MS: I don’t either.
338. AA: No, we never had that big of quantities; we never used big quantities down there.
339. MS: It all came in in little buckets.
340. AA: It isn’t like we were using thousands of pounds.
341. MS: 10−15-pound bags are all. You kind of hand carried them.
342. NA: It seemed like….
343. AA: In other areas like Lines 5A and 5B, thousands of pounds of powder to them.
344. NA: Lines 5A and 5B?
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Lines 6 and 9
345. NA: I know that the Corps has been doing work out there for a couple years, moving dirt.
Apparently Line 9 didn’t even have as much going on as Line 6. From what LM was
saying, everything was already processed by the time it got to the line.
346. MS: That’s when LM was there. But when this {Line 6} was going strong and they were
running the mines back, Line 6 supplied some of the stuff to Line 9, which had the
azide, Freon. Whatfor a couple of years? {directed to AA}
347. AA: And glass, and RDX, wasn’t it?
348. MS: Azide, RD1333.
349. AA: I think they had some RDX in that line, too.
350. MS: I don’t know; I didn’t mix it. But in the later years, it was like the mines….GEMSS,
Gators, and that’s when I was over there with LM.
351. AA: Azide.
352. MS: Azide, yeah. Lines 6 and 9 were the hot spots.
Line 9
353. AA: But, you know, the quantities and amounts that we used were small.
354. MS: Because they were small products. Nothing like the big products that you see on the
other lines. And most of that had been around Bldg. 9-14 and the back line,
Bldgs. 9-57, 9-58. Had a lot at Bldg. 9-57 there. None of them….
355. AA: Everything was processed in Bldgs. 9-59 and 9-60 in that time.
356. NA: Did you work this line?
357. AA: Yeah. I’ve been on all of them. All but Atomic Energy. Don’t know anything about
them.
358. NA: Where would be good places for us to take three locations, samples locations, on Line
9?
359. AA: Bldg. 9-14, Bldg. 9-58everything’s pretty well packed up down in here.
360. BB: Any particular area around those buildings?
361. AA: Bldg. 9-57.
362. MS: Bldg. 9-51.
363. (Discussion between MS and AA. Can’t quite ascertain the topic.)
364. MS: Went through on that channel. Went through there….
365. AA: Overhead, didn’t it?
366. MS: Detonation occurred.
367. NA: Any particular areas?
368. AA: MS probably knows where they processed more than I do.
369. MS: They processed it in the buildings, but you probably see where there’s some holes
running into the building. You know, where you might have had a tank coming
outside. That building had….
370. AA: They’re only letting you dig one spot, huh? One hole?
371. MS: …which would be Freon is what we do there now.
372. NA: Three holes, that’s what we have so it’s….
373. MS: It could be Freon and it could be the azide.
374. AA: There’s a lot of chance of Freon on Line 9.
375. MS: Well, there were questions. There’s a dark spot.
376. AA: The Freon tanks were setting in here. Right here. See this big concrete pad down
here.
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Line 9, Continued
377. MS: That’s what they….he was saying that some had deteriorated. So that probably is
where….there was a generator down there too, but that was closer to Bldg. 9-59. I
think they took that out.
378. AA: Some place out here close to where the sumps were if you’re going to find it. Outside
a door where they washed a building down because they used to wash them down.
379. (Discussion between MS and AA about buildings that were washed down {Bldg. 9-57 and
Bldg. 9-58})
380. AA: I can’t remember. It’s been too many years since I’ve been on these. Since they
closed them down, I didn’t ever go back in there.
381. NA: About when did they close this down?
382. MS: Just before this one.
383. AA: Yeah, but they ran the mines in here after that, didn’t they?
384. MS: The gators.
385. AA: The gators and stuff were run here. Bldg. 9-59-1.
386. MS: Yeah, just in Bldg. 9-59-1.
387. AA: They did a little bit of assembly in Bldg. 9-59, and then they did a lot of painting in
9-60 building.
388. MS: That’s what LM was telling them.
389. AA: Ought to be some paint in the ground down there because that’s when we used to be
able to run all the water from the paint booths. We had a water wash, you know, and
at that time it was OK to drain the tanks, the wash water.
390. (intermixed discussions)
391. AA: That was done here in the 9-60 building.
392. LH: And they just periodically drained the drain outside.
393. AA: There was a tank on the outside, and that drain was down there towards the dam.
That’d come out the wall and out the….
394. MS: It was in A bay, the very first bay.
395. AA: The west, the west bay. There might even be a paint booth now, but it’s just a dry
booth. But you can tell where one time it had water that flowed into it.
396. MS: I think they got a wall out behind there, but they got a sample back in there.
397. AA: Maybe they already sampled it back there; I don’t know.
398. MS: Outside there, when they go down that ramp at 9-60 building, they dug up in there.
They did a lot of digging, the Corps did out here.
399. NA: Yeah, I know a lot of dirt’s been moved over to this landfill.
400. MS: That dirt was taken over to Peoria or someplace.
401. NA: Yeah, if it was really contaminated they would take it off.
Line 6
402. MS: It was taken off right….
403. AA: And they laid some in the parking lot at Line 6.
404. MS: Yep. To turn it over.
Lines 1, 6, and 9
405. AA: Yeah, they rolled it in the parking lot for a few months. I don’t know where it went
after the supposedly dried it out, but most of that over in the landfill came out of over
by Line 1.
406. MS: Yeah, back behind Line 1 in that valley.
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Lines 1, 6, and 9, Continued
407. NA: Yeah, that pond back there. Yeah, they dug a lot out there.
408. AA: Yeah, most of that, all of that went to landfill. I don’t remember them hauling out of
Lines 6 and 9 and going to landfill.
409. MS: No, they didn’t because they were still using that out there.
410. NA: Andy, you’ve worked all the lines except Line 1?
411. AA: Well, I mean, my working on the line was repair work; it wasn’t processing.
412. NA: How about Line 4A?
413. AA: Line 4A, yeah.
Line 8
414. NA: Find out…We’re also trying to find something on Line 8, but that’s been down since
1950.
415. MS: Nah, I ran Line 8.
416. NA: Really?
417. MS: Yeah.
418. AA: Nitrate?
419. MS: Nitrate, yeah.
420. NA: Can we go to Line 8? We’re getting all kinds of information. Let’s talk about Line 8.
We’ve been told that nothing has been down there in years. Years and years and
years.
421. AA: It has been a long time. But black powder mostly, wasn’t it? {directed to MS}
422. MS: What was those stove pipe things from? We lost a guy by B one year.
423. AA: I just called them stove pipes.
424. MS: I called them stove pipes, too.
425. AA: I don’t know what the number was.
426. MS: But some of that was done here.
427. AA: You loaded them, put mines in them, or reworked the canisters?
428. MS: Reworked some of the canisters.
429. AA: Reworked canisters.
430. MS: Nothing that would have had any liquid. They’re such an….in the black powder we
just made the M20A1s and ….
431. AA: Igniters, M20 igniters.
432. MS: Was that Bldg. 8-3 or 8-4? It wasn’t in the first one.
433. AA: Second one.
434. NA: Mostly assembly?
435. AA: First building was surveillance. The army brought in items and opened boxes.
436. MS: Finished items.
437. AA: Finished items. So it shouldn’t be any….from the time I remember there shouldn’t be
any open explosives.
438. MS: Nah.
439. AA: Really in that building.
440. BB: In number 3?
441. AA: Yeah.
442. MS: And in Bldg. 8-4 was where we did the M20A1s, which is black powder. It was all
contained inside and there was assembly.
443. AA: How ‘bout that…?
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444. NA: Black powder?
445. MS: One of them is compressor house and the other one is the change house. Bldg. 8-169
was, well, we made it into a change house. Maybe Bldg. 8-3 was where our
cafeteria….We did not have a lot of facilities down here.
446. NA: It didn’t look like much.
447. MS: This was all porta pots and no running water. It was very crude. Like you say, in the
50s they did something up on the hill.
448. NA: Yeah, the saddles. The tank saddles right there.
449. MS: Yeah. I didn’t know about that.
450. AA: Ammonium nitrate.
451. MS: Ammonium nitrate
452. AA: Loaded ammonium nitrate was what they did.
453. MS: But that was maybe in the 60s.
454. AA: I had nothing to do with that, but in talking to older people they loaded ammonium
nitrate into shells down there. There were tanks and stuff behind those buildings.
455. MS: And there were two more.
456. AA: There’s some missing.
457. NA: There’s a big drain pipe that looks like it comes off Line 8. Goes all the way out to
the lake past the spillway.
458. MS: There was a lagoon. As you’re coming down here there’s like a, right here at the Y,
used to be a spillway and water ran.
459. AA: Creek
460. MS: A creek that comes out along here.
461. AA: I think that pipe….
462. NA: That pipe is actually way off here.
463. AA: It’s this way, isn’t it?
464. NA: It has like a trestle that goes across.
465. AA: Yeah, I think that was just….They used to pump water out of this one well, and they
used to run it clear to the lake. They used to pump the water into the lake or reservoir
for the power house.
466. BB: So it wasn’t a discharge.
467. AA: I don’t think it was a discharge. I don’t know. I guess I shouldn’t say because I don’t
know for sure.
468. MS: The power house is just right up the hill. So they may have had to do it from down.
469. AA: They used to bring water out of the lake to the power house, and they used to take
water from that one well there at the 90 degree corner. They used to run there all the
time. Run into their reservoir and into the lake. It’d be running all the time.
470. NA: Because that’s kind of this, a mystery, what that 8-inch pipe does. It looks like,
almost like a storm drain or some kind. Comes back up through here.
471. AA: Yeah, comes right up that ditch.
472. NA: Yeah, I followed it all the way back up to that 14 building ,and then I don’t know
where it goes.
473. AA: OK. I don’t know. I always figured it was…. I could be really wrong. Really, in
them early years, we didn’t use that road. It was always gated off.
474. MS: At the gate house, there was a gate there and a gate on down there.
475. AA: Right now we kind of use it for….
476. NA: A short cut.
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Line 8, Continued
477. AA: Yeah. That’s right. A short cut.
478. LH: You all had Lake Mathes….When BB and I were up here two weeks ago, there was
not water flowing over that spillway. And now it’s just gushing over it. I mean, can
they control the flow of that?
479. AA: No, it’s because we hadn’t had any rain. It rained last week; that’s why it’s running
now.
480. MS: A big rain.
481. LH: Before, we could get up there, but the roads were all muddy.
482. AA: Yeah. It usually takes a while to trickle down.
483. MS: It’s usually dry, very dry.
484. AA: Until we have rain. If we have rain during the week, it’ll continually run.
485. LH: Down in there, if it was a wastewater treatment plant or ….
486. {Misc. discussions blurring each other out.}
487. AA: It depends on how much water or rain we get whether it’s running over the spillway
or not.
488. BB: Line 8do you know anybody that worked that line when they did that?
489. AA: No, I don’t. I can’t think of anybody.
490. NA: We have this write up from JJ that JS gave me. It had like an overview of everything.
Nothing really specific about contamination on Line 8.
491. AA: JS and JJ were here earlier, earlier than I was anyway, by a few years.
492. NA: JS, he said ‘58 was when he started.
493. MS: You’ve got DT down there; he may shed some light.
494. BB: You didn’t have any kind of explosions or anything on Line 8? Not that you’re
aware?
495. MS: No. We didn’t do much down there.
496. NA: We just kind of have to hit and miss.
497. AA: It all depends on the type of material you’re using, too.
Lines 4A and 4B
498. NA: Let’s go to Lines 4A, 4B.
499. AA: I don’t know much about that one, Line 4B.
500. MS: It’s petrol, isn’t it?
501. AA: Line 4B? No. That’s where they used to make that….
502. MS: Grenade.
503. AA: No. Shillelagh missile.
504. MS: Shillelagh, no.
505. AA: 90mm aluminum manny was made over here.
506. MS: All I know now that that’s where they’re making the Hellfire.
507. AA: With an M371 or something. Used to call it aluminum 90. And Shillelagh missile
and what was done before that, I don’t know.
508. NA: Is that still something going on there at Line 4B?
509. MS: Yeah, now they’re running the Hellfire. They did run that, and that’s pressing.
510. AA: Shillelagh, that was just assembly.
511. MS: Yeah.
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512. AA: I think the warheads were done someplace else. Might have been done on Line 2.
And all we’d do was assemble the Shillelagh there. I didn’t have the clearance to go
in that building.
513. MS: I didn’t either. Didn’t have the need to know.
514. AA: I did go in a few times because they needed something repaired, and I had to have a
guard or somebody go with me when I worked in there. During that time I didn’t
know what….
515. MS: But now they’re testing LX14 and PBX in 9 in this B-22. Back here and they just
added a new here.
516. LH: So this is still somewhat active then.
517. MS: No, it’s active.
518. NA: It’s active. It doesn’t look like much is happening there.
519. MS: They don’t have that many people. It’s a very clean, small operation, but a nice one.
And they don’t use this at all. And those are storage magazines back there. And
that’s a time clock thing and that’s a compressor room. That 4B-21-12 has a
generator. This whole unit is 4B-22 and that’s all assembly, except one bay in here
where they screen powder. And that is for these presses here. And there’s a vacuum
house 4B-99-1. Where the vacuum goes in….I don’t know what was here, but there
was a sump out here but I think they cleaned all these pumps out. A lot of these are
used for storage.
520. AA: I don’t even have any idea what they made in there before the Shillelagh. I know
they did something, but I don’t know what it was.
521. MS: I have no idea.
522. NA: It was a fuse line during the war making M52 fuses during the Korean conflict.
Explosives consisted of tetryl, booster pellets.…
523. AA: Now that’d be 5.
524. NA: Normal fuse ingredients, etc. Production operations since that time included 90mm,
Shillelagh, and the Hellfire warheads. Explosives involved were TNT, HMX, RDX,
Comp B, LX14. Contamination should have been minimal since the Korean conflict.
{read from document authored by John Jamison.}
525. AA: I didn’t realize they had tetryl on that line earlier.
526. MS: I didn’t either.
527. NA: This is Line 4A, the one that was converted, right?
528. AA: That was an old line that was rebuilt. And I don’t really know what was done in it
before they built it into a detonator line.
529. MS: I don’t either.
530. AA: Do they know what was in there before the detonators?
531. NA: Says here lead azide operations - previous line built was never finished.
Contamination since we have started up again has been minimal. Only some sump
problems. {Jamison document}
532. MS: I do know that all the area and everything was there when this new subcontractor
came in to rent the building and they didn’t use it much. We didn’t use half of those
back there in the back.
533. AA: Sump by the chem lab was the one we used the most.
534. NA: Where’s that?
535. MS: This one.
536. AA: 22-E.
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537. MS: It had to be here. The powerhouse was here.
538. AA: That was the equipment room and….
539. MS: They built that new building. They built a new building over that, a new cover over
that, that contractor that’s in there now. It would have been out here, out behind the
chem lab.
540. AA: Right here’s the sump. That area right there, we had concrete going out and around
them. That was the sump right there. Those sumps were used more than any of them
were.
541. MS: We didn’t know they had detonators over there to even know we made them.
542. AA: We only used a little bit of this building here, just the end of it.
543. MS: They brought it in.
544. BB: Brought it in?
545. MS: Barrels. Of Azide.
546. AA: And unpacked it.
547. BB: Any assembly?
548. MS: Uh-huh.
Line 6
549. AA: Right there. I just thought of something. Tests for Line 6. What about all those
aspirator lines going outside the buildings from the motors?
550. MS: 1 and 2 especially.
551. AA: Well, on 3 we had that one from grenade loading, delay powder and stuff like that
because we used to….
552. BB: At Line 4A?
553. AA: I’m back to Line 6.
554. BB: That’s fine. We’ll get Line 6.
555. AA: No, I mean….
556. BB: You jump; we’ll jump.
557. AA: It just came to my mind.
558. MS: 1, 2 and 3 building 6-34-1, 6-34-2 and 6-34-3 and it was on the east side of every one
of them. They had aspirating lines that went into barrels.
559. AA: We’d suck the detonators while the machines were running, and we’d actually go
through a water break before it went out. Now if they had a jug, that was empty. If
you didn’t have a good water break, you’d actually put that out here.
560. MS: You’d be able to see them. If you walked through there, you’d be able to see them.
561. AA: There should’ve been….
562. MS: Two in each bath.
563. AA: But they all went into the same….
564. MS: 2, 3, 4.
565. AA: There’s 10 loaders up this end. I think there were only five barrels. I think they all
went to safety barrels. Two loaders went into one barrel. Anyway, to me, that could
be stuff in there because a water jug could go dry or a cork come out of it or
something and then stuff could go directly out.
566. MS: You may have trouble getting into those areas because a ramp comes down and
around. It’s outside, outside the ramp.
567. AA: I don’t know. I just happened to think of that.
568. NA: We looked at some of those areas and weren’t sure how to bring a drill rig in there.
Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Line 6, Continued
569. MS: Yeah, I don’t know how you’d get in there.
570. AA: Yeah, ‘cause you’ve got ramps going across this and across that.
571. MS: That’s what I was saying when said that. I don’t know how you’d even get in there.
You might here, ‘cause you could come down here.
Lines 4A and 4B
572. AA: We ran solution in there to kill. But it would be nothing but rock bed inside a barrel.
In Line 4A we had them in jugs. We blew out into a container. Then we could drain
that material off that container in a liquid after they’d been killed.
573. MS: And we had acetone, paint thinner, azide, NOL, LD, 1333 and RDX. What was in
that Navy primer? That was…, wasn’t it?
574. AA: That was a primer mix. All it had in that was NOL.
575. NA: I’m curious what all these things….Was one more explosive than another?
576. MS: RDX .
577. AA: Was more powerful. It didn’t….
578. MS: Like your air bag. It’s got like a pellet in it or some type like the azide, NOL, or
something like that, that bursts.
Line 6
579. AA: The detonator, that starts up a train of explosives. You know, like the detonator
would go off first, then it goes to another charge, then finally it gets to the big charge.
And of course, detonators are the most sensitive. That’s the first initiator used.
Detonators that we made at Line 6 would have NOL, lead azide, then it had an RDX
pellet. As you added each charge it got more powerful. Except you need the NOL,
its sensitivity, to get it to go, then the azide was….NOL set the azide off, which
would turn that azide to initiate that RDX. But the NOL wouldn’t set that, normally
wouldn’t set that RDX off if you just put one charge of NOL in there. It didn’t have
enough output to make it go. So it was just a train there, and each time one powder
went off, the next one would go off, the next one, getting stronger each time.
About HMX
580. MS: We’re talking very little, very tiny.
581. AA: About the end of that pen there {clicker on retractable pen}.
582. MS: Yeah, it wasn’t any bigger than that.
583. AA: About that big around and only that small.
584. MS: Pretty mighty though.
585. AA: And about that long.
586. NA: What was HMX used for?
587. MS: HMX was used on Line 3.
588. AA: I couldn’t tell you what. I don’t know.
589. NA: I know that when you mix them in water, they bleed different colors. RDX comes out
red; I think HMX is blue. The landfill would bleed blue or bleed red depending on
what….
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Line 800
590. MS: TNT bleeds red and so did…Because that’s the only thing I could test and Comp B
and….
591. NA: Do you have knowledge of 800? Line 800?
592. BB: MS worked there, too. We’ve hit the mother load.
593. NA: We’ve hit the mother load. This is what the Corps wanted us to do.
594. MS: Yeah, that’s just ‘cause we’re antiques.
595. NA: That’s what we were looking for.
596. AA: Line 800 was renovation. Pink water lake.
597. MS: They dug all this up and they hauled….
598. NA: They took lots and lots….
599. MS: And the animals love it. Go down there now….
600. NA: Million frogs….
601. AA: Well, it can’t be too contaminated if the frogs are there.
602. MS: You’ll see deer and you’ll see foxes. That must be a water hole for every wild animal
out here now, because they just love it since it’s been cleaned up.
603. NA: And they put all these different types of plants out there. They’ve done a good job
taking up the contaminants.
604. MS: I don’t go out there. I drove around here and almost got stuck and said, “That’s it.”
605. BB: What was the 800 line used for?
606. AA: Right now blanks.
607. NA: Just blanks?
608. AA: Yeah, right now.
609. MS: Salute rounds, blanks.
610. AA: Blank powder. And they….
611. NA: They are doing something there.
612. MS: It’s down right now.
613. AA: They’re gonna start it back up, I guess. Right here. They’re making 75, 105 blanks.
614. NA: I know they took a lot of sumps out of there.
615. MS: They took one out I know was right here and put a new one in. It’s out back behind.
616. AA: Bldg. 800-92.
617. MS: Yeah. They took that one out and put a house over it.
618. AA: In the back there they’ve done a lot of, reconditioned a lot of things down there.
That’s kind of how it got, I guess, Renovation named. When we were renovating
things. But, back in the 60s, I know this 191 we sumped a lot of bullets. TNT, Comp
B sumped it out of 240s and big artillery rounds. We used to run like candy; it looked
like caramel candy running out of them.
619. MS: What was that frothy stuff?
620. AA: I don’t know. It probably….If you get too much steam on, sometimes they get that
way. It was a sheet. Just poured it out on big cookie sheets or baking sheets. I know
that building had a lot of TNT and stuff around it.
621. NA: Which building?
622. AA: Bldg. 800-191. That, I think the sumps are on this side, towards the road. This
building….
623. MS: That building’s not really used.
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Line 800, Continued
624. AA: No, we don’t have a number on it now, do we? That building, back in this one, the
long one going, we used to strip paint off of shells. Dipped them in tanks of chromate,
so I don’t know what the stripping solution was, or anything like that. And we also
painted the inside and outside of the shells after we stripped them. It was a heated
solution; it took the paint off good whatever it was. {Bldg. 800-04}
625. MS: Bldg. 800-188?
626. AA: Bldg. 800-188. That was where we sawed a lot of, well, we’re still using it, I think.
Still sawing projectiles down there.
627. MS: That is part of the saw house ID area. It goes into a tank. They pump it into a tank.
628. AA: But that would be a very good candidate for a spot. Outside the door.
629. MS: At the saw.
630. AA: Huh?
631. MS: At the saw part.
632. AA: Yeah, not even at the sump, but out between the door and barricade.
633. MS: This is just storage. {Bldg. 800-68}
634. AA: Bldg. 800-61we melt the material in there. Fuses, wasn’t it?
635. MS: Yeah.
636. AA: 605 fuses?
637. MS: Uh-huh. And it was all in a water bath tank. And they also do some packing in there,
and I guess some detonation and some cutting, too. Because they have a lot of
barricades in there. Tear down, because they’re a lot of remote….
638. AA: I don’t remember.
639. MS: I don’t either.
640. AA: But they made blanks at Renovations for a good many….And they’re like in the 60s
and 70s, too. I know that.
641. MS: And Bldg. 800-03-2 is a solvent building, and they’ve got a berm all the way around
on the inside and a nice….They haven’t used these two buildings since I’ve been
around. Those two that set here, back in the back. That must’ve been something for
this building here.
642. AA: Might have been storage.
643. MS: Cause that’s been locked up and shut off.
644. AA: It was in ’63 that they were shutting those vaults.
645. MS: Yeah. And Bldg. 800-08 here is just a storage building. This is just a storage
building; so’s Bldg. 800-16.
646. AA: I don’t know of anything other than, well, the backside where you said there’s a
sump. Otherwise, Bldg. 800-192 was always a blank operation. Is all I can
remember. What’s the material they sealed them blanks in with?
647. MS: Laminac.
648. AA: Laminac? They’ve got quite a bit of solvents, I know. Probably, they might clean
some of those guns with acetone.
649. MS: They sampled all this, inside this fence, but on the back side I don’t know.
650. NA: So three good locations would be….
651. AA: I’d say Bldg. 800-191 would be one of them. Backside of Bldg. 800-192,
Bldg. 800-188.
652. MS: Bldg. 800-188 back there.
653. NA: Bldg. 800-188, saw house?
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Line 800, Continued
654. AA: Yeah. Between the saw door and barricade, somewhere in there. Where I’d say. I
don’t think that ever had a berm around the floor.
655. MS: Oh, no, we don’t.
656. AA: And we sawed them shells, we were running water on the blade all the time in
order…. ’Cause we’re sawing explosives too, along with the steel, so we had to keep
it flooded. There might have been a little trough in that building.
657. MS: There is a sump.
658. AA: There wasn’t much to keep it from going outside.
659. NA: Do we have to do Line 2? I can’t remember.
660. LH: We have the sewage plant in Line 3.
661. AA: Two is in operations right now.
662. LH: Roundhouse PCBs, Deactivation Furnace….
663. NA: Oh, yeah.
664. AA: I don’t know anything about the roundhouse.
665. NA: There was a transformer storage area there at the Roundhouse.
666. AA: I wouldn’t know about that.
667. NA: Deactivation Furnace.
668. AA: I didn’t do anything there.
669. MS: I didn’t do anything either.
670. NA: I don’t think we’re doing Line 2.
671. AA: Line 5A or B?
672. NA: No, they didn’t task us for Line 5A or B.
673. LH: Lines 4A, 4B, but not 5.
674. NA: Because BL had done interviews before on Lines 5A and 5B.
675. AA: Yeah, I’ve been quizzed about Lines 5A and 5B before.
676. NA: Would you be available this afternoon to do any walk throughs?
677. AA: I probably could be.
678. NA: About 2:30?
679. MS: LM’s going to take them.
680. NA: LM’s going to come back here at 2:30 and drive over. I don’t know if we can get
into Lines 4B – 4A and 4B.
681. NA: Somehow we’re going to have to get in there.
682. MS: PR can tell you how to get….
683. NA: I don’t know if I can get a hold of PR today.
684. MS: ‘Cause I saw a car over there, the van was over there from Kevin.
685. NA: They were mowing the lawn yesterday.
686. AA: They sure do take good care of that building.
687. MS: They’ve put the prettiest stuff on the roofs and it doesn’t leak. They’ve put a lot of
money on this.
688. NA: And they’re not doing anything.
689. MS: No. It’s all decontaminated and….
690. AA: It’s just the caretaker. I think they’d be wanting someone to sell that lease to.
691. MS: They’re trying. They’re trying to sell it, cause it’s on the net. You can see pictures.
That’s what you can do, you can go on the net and see every room.
692. AA: 2:30 you say?
693. (AA and MS are leaving the interview. Some conversations concerning exits and further
information.) {Side note: AA has worked here 37 years.}
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General Information
694. NA: We’ve been talking to LM, MS, and AA, all of American Ordnance. This tape has
their conversations.
695. NA: RF, what production lines or what have you worked here? We’re trying to find out
information on Lines 4A, 4B, 6, 9, Line 800. We’ve got a couple of small things,
deactivation furnace, roundhouse PCB storage area….
696. RF: Really, primarily Line 6, Lines 9, 3, 3A and 800.
697. NA: OK.
698. RF: It’s been a long since some of them but….
699. NA: Yeah, well, we just spoke to MS and AA, and they gave us a lot of insight.
700. RF: Especially about Lines 6 and 4A, probably.
701. NA: Well, what we’re trying to do is zero in on contaminated areas. Where there could
have been a possible explosion, if there was an explosion. MS, she didn’t know the
years, but she knew….
702. RF: She was over there in the right years, I can tell you that.
703. NA: Where do you want to start, Line 6?
704. BB: Wherever you are most comfortable with. We’ll just jump right in.
Line 800
705. NA: These are aerial photos that were shot November ’98. This is Line 800. You know
some of the production and how things were done?
706. BB: We hear now that they’re doing blanks.
707. RF: Yeah, and that’s all we’ve run down there. Primarily for….
708. DT: 15 years?
709. RF: Yeah, 15 years. Except over at Line 800, right here, this is our sectioning facility.
It’s a saw where we sample projectiles. Those were primarily TNT loaded rounds.
710. NA: What do they do in that sawing?
711. RF: We cut notches out of projectiles to look for base separations, etc. Quality type
things we’re looking for there, but in the process, you always run water on the saw
when you’re sawing so you have the little sump pit that’s right outside. I don’t know
if you’re familiar with all these places but, really, the contamination should all get
caught in that pit. Then you pump it out of there and they take it to a….
712. DT: They’re field sumps, as I recall.
713. RF: And then they haul the wastewater there to one of the carbon column facilities. Line
2, 3A, wherever they can take it to. There have been a couple of blows there, you
know, there will always be one round during, but it’s a remote operation. You don’t
end up with much contamination there, anything there because it’s pretty well
contained and there’s a big barricade right behind the saw. And it would blow out the
back….
714. BB: But nothing major?
715. RF: No. Not major contamination, it pretty well stayed contained in there. But anyway,
that was primarily TNT in there, and I know they sawed a lot of different rounds
down there, used to saw a lot of warheads, but….
716. DT: Usually most TNT and Comp B loaded projectiles. Checking for base separation.
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Line 800, Continued
717. RF: So, the only contamination you really got there was whatever that saw dragged out of
that round and then. But then the rest of the line, 800-02, the back end of….That’s
the compressor house.
718. DT: These two buildings here is where they did a lot of renovation work on projectiles.
719. RF: With TNT again. But Bldg. 800-191 was the wash out system. Right there and this
was the filter house or whatever we had here. We haven’t done anything in those
buildings other than store black powder now for years and years.
720. DT: But at one time they used to. I remember they had set up belt and a kettle where they
melted down and washed out material. They poured it on those belts and recollected
it.
721. RF: Later on they had that what they called….You just shoved it in the nose of that round
and….High pressure wash out. That’s TNT again.
722. DT: Hydraulic wash out.
723. DT: Course all the lifts in the early days ended up here.
724. RF: Yeah, that’s right. So it ended up someplace between there and here.
725. BB: Now, was it piped, or….
726. RF: It was piped.
727. NA: There are five sediment ponds that we’re investigating also. I guess there
were….{NA points out the locations}
728. RF: I’ve never been back there but….
729. DT: I haven’t either.
730. RF: I didn’t even know they were there.
731. NA: We’re going to trench out of each one.
732. DT: I think in the late 70s we built a carbon treatment plant for this facility. With the idea
of pumping it in and cleaning it out. I don’t think that ever ran back there.
733. RF: I don’t either. We’re goin’ back a lot of years to this, you’re going back to….
734. DT: Oh, 60s, 70s. Fifties.
735. RF: Well, I think that last high pressure wash out, I’ll bet that’s been 20 years at least
though.
736. BB: I think Andy had indicated it was around 1963.
737. RF: That’d be about right probably.
738. DT: Earlier than that, after the Korean war, they renovated projectiles down here. And
during WWII, of course, they used this to reclaim explosives to reload, I think. It was
primarily buildings of renovation plant, renovated projectiles.
739. RF: Now other than that, I don’t know much about it other than the blank program, which
had run forever. All this ever was was a storage magazine for finished production.
So everything there that I ever knew would have been encapsulated and in boxes and
so forth. Should never have had any loose explosives here. 800-16 is just a little
primer storage, little magazine, same way there. Never had any raw explosive there.
Bldg. 800-192, this is the building where we load the black powder into the cartridge
case on the blank.
740. DT: That has a, an area behind it where they use to disassemble projectiles.
741. RF: In the back of Bldg. 800-192. We disassembled them but you never ever, you didn’t
get contamination there. All you were doing was unscrewing or something or you
were going to reuse them someplace else.
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Line 800, Continued
742. DT: In the early days when they stored TNT projectiles, they had a nose plug in them, the
large projectiles, and they would see some oxidation due to impurities in the material.
And I think this area behind here was primarily built to take the nose plug out
remotely. But I don’t ever recall….
743. RF: That could be, that could be.
744. DT: I don’t ever recall any. I’m sure they used it later on to disassemble others because it
has a heavy 30-inch concrete wall.
745. RF: Yeah, we used it to disassemble a lot of the rocket-assisted rounds. We did a lot of
650s disassembly. But there I say that was purely a disassemble operation and very
seldom would you see raw powder there.
746. DT: Bldg. 800-191 was your primary building, where you may suspect….
747. RF: Contamination.
748. DT: What with all the…leading to the lagoon. If that pipe had ruptured where it may
be….
749. NA: What we’re doing, we’ve been tasked to do confirmatory sampling, soil sampling,
and most of these areas have been investigated. But they didn’t survey them in the
sample locations. So now they’re not sure. It’s like 32 feet from this building, and
it’s like “well, from which side…”
750. DT: They didn’t put a stake in the ground.
751. NA: I have, like on average, about three locations. So it’s like Bldg. 800-191, I need to go
there. Down here, at saw house, I need to go here. That’s what we’re tasked to do.
We’re trying to zero in on contaminated areas.
752. RF: And I don’t know if black powder is a contaminant or not. But you know, behind this
building.
753. NA: I doubt we’ll be testing for black powder.
754. RF: I know we don’t consider it like we do red water or pink water. But there is a pit
back here, because we had this screening operation where we screen that black
powder. So that’s where we washed the bad screen out into.
755. NA: I don’t know if that would show up in the 8230 (referring to a laboratory analytical
method).
756. BB: No.
757. NA: Yeah, cause the method we’re using is for the TNT/RDX.
Line 6
758. RF: We did have a method to tell at Line 6 where we actually killed the black powder, and
I think they would haul it out on the field if they wanted to.
Line 800
759. DT: I think it breaks down with water and….
760. RF: Right. So, this has to be the most likely spot down there and in the back
of….Where’s 4 building at? I know where it’s at. I’m looking for the number.
761. NA: Is this the building?
762. RF: Yeah, right there. That’s 4 right there, Bldg. 800-04. And the only thing that I ever
recall them doing, DT, is they used to strip projectiles and nose plugs and so they
used some sort of an acid bath or something in here. This has been laid away for
years and years and years. Like I say, that was a rework projectile lifting plug….
763. DT: What was? Was it a cartridge case or…?
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764. RF: No.
765. DT: We did that in Line 3.
766. RF: We did that in Line 3. We did that in 3-01 building.
767. NA: They pulled out a lot of sumps.
768. RF: Yeah, they’re not all here.
769. DT: There was an operation outside that….
770. RF: Yeah, yeah.
771. DT: They used to use phosphate.
772. RF: You stripped the paint off, then they repainted.
773. DT: Rephosphate.
774. RF: Yeah, rephosphate, repaint, so….
775. BB: They said the shells were dipped in tanks of chromate.
776. RF: Yeah, there you go.
777. NA: I wonder what method we’d want to look for in there then? That wouldn’t be an
explosive method….
778. DT: No, this was not an explosive method.
779. RF: If you’re just looking….
780. END OF TAPE L1-A
Interviews are continued on Tape L1-B transcript.
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Tape L1-B
Line 800
1.
RF: Of course, that’s where we store our chemicals there, that’s, you know, that’s a
relatively new building there. Well, there was the old one. That’s been laid away for
years. I’m talking acetone; I’m talking solvent storage here. This 800-61 building,
you know, we did a certain amount of demilled down there. This goes back. But at
this building here, all I can tell you all we ever used it for was inert storage, but we
did have a demil little facility that’s still in there, and we did have a Schneible System
setting out here that….
2.
BB: What is “Schneible”?
3.
DT: A wet wash.
4.
RF: Wet wash.
5.
DT: Spray water when you remove the air from the….
6.
RF: It collects the dust and washes it down, well, whatever. The melt and so forth all
have them.
7.
BB: They said Bldg. 800-61 did, melted 605 fuses?
8.
RF: We didn’t melt them; they fired them. That was that demilled program. They
detonated them or deactivated, whatever you want to say.
9.
NA: At Bldg. 800-61?
10. RF: Yeah. That’s as far back and I can go there. I.…
Line 4B
11. BB: Do you want to go to another line?
12. RF: Yeah, I’m ready.
13. RF: I can’t help you much on Line 4A. I know where it is, but…. Line 4B? I can’t help
you at Line 4B either.
14. DT: I remember that one; that’s the old ammonium nitrate.
15. NA: Anything about that?
16. RF: The only thing I know is I never, one of these two buildings strictly built some rocket
igniters in and we did power.
17. DT: There were four buildings originally.
18. RF: It was in one of these two buildings.
19. DT: The fourth one I think was further up here.
20. RF: Yeah, they’ve been gone for a long time.
21. NA: Yeah, there’s just two foundations.
22. DT: There used to be an oil tank farm behind here.
23. NA: There’s the saddles from the tanks.
24. LH: They were ammonium nitrate tanks.
25. DT: Well, we called it an oil field. Whatever they used, they used to have pearling kettles
in here. All I know is whenever I went into one of the buildings you’d swear to God
that the acid must have been all over because concrete was eroded down, and rebar
and ever bit of metal inside was just attacked like crazy.
26. NA: Any sumps off those buildings?
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Line 4B, Continued
27. DT: Not that I know of. There may well had been because they would take the
ammonium nitrate or nitric acid, which would start up here, and whatever the other
component was, they boiled it in these kettles. There was a mezzanine in these
buildings. It’s boil off and then what they called pearled in the….I don’t know if
you’re familiar with Texas City, but I think the ammonium nitrate that was produced
here blew that down. See, this was part of the effort to bring these countries that were
devastated back. They used it as fertilizer.
General Information
28. NA: I’ve got this write up from JJ.
29. DT: Yeah.
30. NA: It has an overview.
31. DT: It must have been some time; he’s been dead over a year.
32. NA: ′88-89? I got this from JS. From what he could remember, just operations, he did an
overall write up.
33. DT: If John was alive, he’d be a real help to you.
34. NA: That’s what everybody says.
35. BB: Can you gentlemen tell me what a stove pipe is?
Answer to what is a Stove Pipe and Yard E Information
36. RF: It was a mine.
37. BB: Stove pipe was a mine?
38. RF: Where are you talking about, Renovation?
39. BB: Ah, no, actually in ′81.
40. RF: Well, during the big mine program, they did use Renovation for that. I don’t know if
that was a pack out operation down there. I remember back thennever worked
there in those days. Yeah, that was the old canister mines; they blew a few people up,
too. Those are the ones that blew up over in E Yard. You know that.
41. NA: Yeah, I heard something in E Yard had blown up.
42. DT: There’s a space where it blew up as you drive by E Yard just off to the left.
43. RF: You see the mines were all, it was a stove pipe, it was a canister. Those mines were
packed inside there and then that was filled up with Freon. And of course, they were
lead azide and that’s why they had to keep them wet.
Line 9
44. DT: Lead azide, RDX ,and ground glass.
45. RF: So when you got one of them, if it dried out in there, any movement you’re liable to
set that lead azide off ‘cause that’s the nature of it. It’s hair-like, and once you break
one of those tentacles it’s, it just takes off. So, yeah I forgot they did, in fact, Line
9…in fact, you know they even had an operation of some sort….
46. DT: Was this a test area for Freon? They make sure Freon….
47. RF: No. I don’t know, DT. I don’t know what they did.
48. DT: I though they had stacked those mines in Bldg. 9-14 or another one at Line 9.
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Line 9, Continued
49. RF: They used several different places. They even did a little of that, now that I think of
it, that mine program even ran over into Renovation. They did a certain amount of
that down there and just what I don’t know. Line 6, Line 9, nitrate, Renovations were
all in that mine program some way. But I’d stay as far away as I could.
Stove Pipe Mines
50. DT: But the stove pipes were the first generation.
51. RF: They were aerial mines.
52. DT: And the idea was, they had a versene and lithium chloride tablet in these little
pillows, along with all this explosive and ground glass. The idea was that as long as
they’re submerged in Freon, they’re safe. Throw them down the Ho Chi Minh Trail
let them sit there in that humid environment for four hours. The versene tablets just
drew moisture like crazy with the lithium chloride. Let that sit about 12 to16 hours.
Our troops could go in. During that period they were unarmed. They could blow….
53. RF: You didn’t want to walk very close.
Lift Stations and Line 8
54. NA: Know anything about Line 8? There’s this 8-inch pipe, storm drainpipe that goes out
to the lake. It seems to come back up into this building area. It’s actually right at the
spillway.
55. DT: There’s a lift station down there that collects sewage and the forced main to pump it
up in this ammonium nitrate area along the road.
56. NA: Yeah, along the road and it’s got a trestle that it goes across. Well, it’s all broken up
now, that pipe. But it goes all the way down to the lake.
57. DT: It’s bringing back memories now. That was a water main from the lake. That we had
a pumping station, and that was to supply water in case we lost our treatment pond
and we pumped water from the lake to our water treatment facility, which was water
treatment like a….
58. LH: Municipal water plant.
59. DT: Yeah, like a municipal water plant. That main was used, I guess, I don’t know if that
was the primary service or whether that emergency reservoir we call now above….
60. RF: Up above the power house….
61. DT: The powerhouse, or it was used as the primary water supply. But I almost have to
believe that this old main was the supply line to our water treatment plant from
Mathes Lake.
62. LH: We thought that was pouring a waste stream the other way, but I guess….
63. DT: Now there well may be another. I’m sure if you go back to the old D&Z drawing
you’ll find that it is supplying water to the water treatment plant. Here again, there
may be another waste line. I know there’s a sewage collection and a lift station in
that area, too.
64. LH: Lift stationwhere’s that? I mean we’re coming down towards this site on the left
that we looked at and missed that manhole.
65. NA: That raised concrete piece there, that could have been the lift station right there. It’s
right on the side of the road.
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Surveillance of Ammunition Rounds
66. DT: I think it’s still active. HT, have you interviewed him? He’s our utility guy. If you
want to explore this area, he can help you.
67. RF: He works over at the powerhouse.
68. DT: He probably was here way later than we abandoned and destroyed the water treatment
plant. So I don’t think he would remember anything about it.
69. BB: Bldg. 8-81-3 had the M20A1 igniter.
70. RF: That’s what I’m talking about. That’s really about all I’ve had to do. And MS…
71. DT: The Army had an operation there, not American Ordnance, where they took crated
projectiles out of the igloos and looked at them for oxidation and deterioration.
72. RF: And you know what the surveillance amounted to, they’d bring in a certain amount of
rounds. There was a regular schedule where they’d survey stuff. They’d bring a box
in, they’d open it up and look at it, see if there was any deterioration, etc. But as far
as ever opening any explosives up, they probably didn’t then.
73. BB: It was more of an exterior.
74. RF: Right.
75. DT: I don’t think they took any shells apart or anything.
76. RF: It was pretty much a visual inspection type thing.
77. NA: Out of curiosity. Some of these iglooshave rounds been stored there for many,
many years? Or do they just.… What do they do, say, after 10 years?
78. RF: Well, I don’t think there’s any set time. Although nowadays, I think the demill says
there’s probably some sort of a schedule. But that’s the kind of stuff that surveillance
does. I mean anything that they think that’s in an igloo that contains explosives, I
think they have a regular maintenance schedule or inspection schedule set up so every
6 months they’re gonna sample that. To make sure that the container’s condition is
good and also whatever’s in it. Depending on what is it, they’re not gonna open up
raw explosives probably as long as the container’s still in good shape.
Line 9
79. RF: Line 9.
80. BB: OK, from what we understand it had the Gator program and the GEMSS. From
70 up?
81. DT: This was the area where those mines were built, too.
82. RF: Stove pipes.
83. DT: I mean Bldg. 9-14; that’s where they assembled them.
84. RF: That’s up there, clear up there. And there were quite a few sumps up at that place.
You know, ground tanks.
85. BB: Was it mainly just the mines? Was it used for other things prior to the GEMSS and
gators programs?
86. DT: Well, it was used for mines since WWII. I think this area was used for primers.
Lines 6 and 9
87. RF: Yeah, I think Lines 6 and 9 were components lines. But that’s before me. Seven, I
came out here in ’67, and they built a lot of fuses. And I think at Line 7 they did the
blanks; they built the blanks before I came here. From that time I hear they built
some kind of a fuse.
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General Information
88. DT: This operation here is WWII, as I recall. They had little primers 0.25-inch in
diameter or so. And they would….
89. RF: I thought he retired.
90. JS: I did.
91. DT: They’d put these in plates, and they’d make a primer mix and they’d knead this into
those plates of primers.
Line 6
92. RF: That’s that old M70. I know we did some of those at Line 6, too.
Line 9
93. BB: So it mainly did primers prior to those….
94. DT: I think that….JS, you could probably try your memory and….Wasn’t Line 9 the
primer line during WWII?
Line 7
95. JS: Yeah.
96. DT: Where they used to knead the material into the plates and press the anvil?
97. JS: They did most of that during the second WW. Yeah, that’s right, Line 6 was the
detonator line.
98. DT: What was Line 7 used for? I know we built fuses there during the Korean War.
99. JS: Yeah, we built black powder fuses of some kind.
100. RF: Yeah, there were fuses, and they ran the blanks down there. Used a lot of black
powder down there.
101. JS: There was tetryl and RDX in the sump. So they did some kind of….
Line 5B
102. DT: I thought tetryl was at Line 5B.
Line 9 and Information about how Ammunition was Used and Manufactured
103. JS: Yeah, during the war.
104. BB: I guess essentially Bldgs. 9-59 and 9-57 area was used for primer materials.
105. DT: Start areas were in the back where all preparation and receiving preparation materials
would be used.
106. RF: That’s back, way back. These buildings are new, right? These all came after the
second WW.
107. DT: These are shipping.
108. RF: Yeah, but I mean these are new.
109. JS: Yeah, those are all new.
110. RF: And so is this building.
111. DT: Where did we do the pelleting the lithium chloride versene pillows? We had some
pelleting bays.
112. JS: That was….You see, we built a new Bldg. 9-14 ,but there was some right here
behind….
113. DT: This is where we washed the RDX.
114. JS: And there was an old kinda bay off the back here….
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Line 9 and Information about how Ammunition was Used and Manufactured, Continued
115. DT: That’s where we pressed them. That was Arizona territory; we had to keep it at 7%
moisture.
116. JS: Yeah, yeah. Those were all little bays that you went right through 57 back
to….Yeah, I remember that; they tore all that out of there.
117. BB: So there was a building behind Bldg. 9-57 where you did the pelleting?
118. JS: Yeah, I think those were just like little cubicles things.
119. DT: But that was lithium chloride and versene.
120. JS: I don’t know.
121. DT: Is what they pelleted to go into the mines?
122. BB: Lithium chloride and what?
123. DT: Versene.
124. BB: Versene?
125. DT: V-E R-S-E-N-E.
126. BB: I haven’t heard of it; that’s a new one on me.
127. DT: That’s what they called it.
128. JS: It was an inert material dry.
129. DT: The idea I think for the versene was a binder for the lithium chloride. The lithium
chloride would just absorb moisture like crazy. And the versene may have been the
sensitizing agent, too.
130. BB: I’ll have to talk to my chemist about that.
131. DT: The mine would desensitize with.…
132. JS: Supposed to….
133. DT: So the versene had to be the…. (train noise is covering conversation)
134. BB: Did we use 68 for anything?
135. JS: Those are strictly storage magazines. They’re igloos.
136. DT: One of our new retirees.
137. BB: Yeah, like I said, I caught him going out the door. When we did the.…Did we use
any chemicals in Bldgs. 9-59 and 9-57?
138. DT: Well, whatever went into primers.
139. BB: You mixed it here, too. Well, if you kneaded it, you would mix it. I’m sorry.
140. DT: We made a mix, somebody dried it and kneaded it in like a mud consistency into
these plates, and they put the plates under an anvil and pressed the anvil down. Then
they dried them.
141. BB: Where’d they dry them?
142. DT: I don’t know. I can’t tell you that, but that’s the process, though, of making the
primer.
143. RF: That was the OM70 mix for the 61s and 54s, and what was in that, today I can’t tell
ya.
144. I don’t know. Joe, did they have any procedures that go back that far?
145. JS: Well, they might. They might have.
146. DT: The Army might have a manufacturing specification on those primers. I remember
one was M62, wasn’t it?
147. RF: I remember building the M61 and the M54s.
148. JS: They got manuals on them.
149. RF: I think somebody still makes M61 primers somewhere.
150. JS: Yeah, probably do.
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Line 9 and Information about how Ammunition was Used and Manufactured, Continued
151. BB: Is there anything else we need to know about this area. Tanks? Now we….
152. DT: We had a tank farm of Freon.
153. RF: Freon, that was right here.
Line 9
154. BB: So it was back between Bldgs. 9-57 and 9-59?
155. RF: That’s all we had in here. I think that’s….
156. DT: As fast as stuff boils off there wouldn’t be nothing left there. Boiling point was like
90 degrees.
157. RF: I don’t know if it’s that hot.
158. BB: OK, we had initially thought that maybe the tank was stored on that cement pad by
AA and MS seemed to thing there was some tank storage.
159. DT: Could have been; there was a lot of them down there. I know that, big tanks.
160. BB: A lot? Like more than 12 less than 50?
161. RF: I don’t believe that there were more than 12 even.
162. DT: Probably 8.
163. JS: I don’t remember them being in between there.
164. RF: I don’t either. If this is the road, though isn’t it?
165. JS: No, those are the ramps.
166. BB: No, these are more ramps between these two buildings.
167. RF: Oh, those ramps are still here.
168. BB: We have the road here and we have this cement pad.
169. DT: That’s probably where they sat.
170. RF: Yeah, they were right in here. North somewhere.
171. BB: About how big were the tanks? 500, 1000?
172. RF: No, no, a lot more than that.
173. DT: Probably 8000 gallons.
174. BB: Freon tanks?
175. RF: Freon tanks, yeah.
176. JS: Good size.
177. DT: We should have drawings on that if you really want to research it. I don’t know
whether there’s any….
178. LH: We were going to start a couple weeks ago when BB and I came here to look at
drawings, then they told us that there’s about 7000 of them.
179. DT: Yeah, but if you know the line. All our drawings are coded by line.
180. BB: That’s why we wanted to talk to everybody first. So we knew where to start looking
at drawings.
181. DT: Well, you can look at the drawings by date and go back. There’s M drawings; that’s
your installation and equipment. There’s T, which are piping and probably show that
tank farm.
182. NA: Did you go through this already? We have three locations to do confirmation
samples. Where would be the three areas that you know of contamination?
183. DT: We had some blows in there.
184. NA: Blows in here.
185. RF: Had one here.
186. DT: Bldg. 9-60?
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Line 9, Continued
187. RF: Uh-huh. And I think they had one at 9-57 building. Isn’t that right, JS? Isn’t that
where those two women got killed?
188. JS: Here, here and here.
189. BB: OK, so Bldgs. 9-57, 9-14 and 9-60?
190. RF: Uh-huh.
191. DT: Bldg. 9-59 was strictly assembly.
192. JS: So there wouldn’t be….
193. BB: What did we do in Bldg. 9-50, Bldg. 9-50? I don’t have that.
194. JS: Well, that’s where they packed the mines. They packed them in there, and we had an
explosion down on this end.
195. DT: Bldg. 9-14. They ran water through there, too.
196. JS: And there were drain sumps out the back of that.
197. RF: At Bldg. 9-14?
198. JS: Yeah.
199. RF: That’s right. There are several pits over there.
200. JS: And there was something out in here, too.
201. RF: At Bldg. 9-60. Then after we ran 605 fuses there and then we ran all the GEMSS and
gator mines through there. That’s long after the blow. This building’s new.
202. JS: Yeah.
203. RF: This building is new since the blow.
204. JS: Well, actually, some of them walls are still there?
205. RF: Oh, are they? I don’t know, but….
206. JS: They reworked it and what have ya. Blew the wall out on this side.
207. RF: On the east side?
208. JS: Yeah. That wall’s gone and it got replaced.
209. BB: What was it that blew, or what caused it?
210. RF: The mines.
211. BB: The mines?
212. DT: During the crimping process. That’s where they crimped this lid into the stove pipe
and had all that Freon. Pressed them down; they had to get so many into there.
213. NA: AA said Bldgs. 9-57 and 9-58. The Freon tankswere they inside here?
214. BB: Well, he thought they were, but….
215. RF: I think they were on north of there.
216. BB: They were on the north side where that cement pad is.
217. NA: There was something at Bldg. 9-58 where there were a lot of sumps or something?
218. JS: Yeah, there were some sumps back in around the back side.
219. BB: Bldg. 9-58 was a solvent storage. They said they had a waste log out there.
220. JS: Well, it was solvent storage in later years, but it was a disassembly bay earlier on.
221. RF: That’s where we disassemble those mines, the M16s or….
222. JS: They were prior to the M16.
223. RF: Yeah, pretty good size one.
Line 6
224. NA: Let’s go to Line 6. Is Line 6 over there? {switching maps around}
225. {Switching Maps around}
226. RF: There you go, JS. You were at Line 6 a lot.
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Line 6, Continued
227. BB: Line 6 was a busy little place. Uh, detonator and grenades, was that pretty much what
we did there?
228. JS: That’s all I ever remember.
229. DT: Basically it’s a detonator only.
230. JS: Detonators. I know they made primers there.
231. DT: M55s, M84s.
232. RF: M17s, M24s, XM89.
233. JS: Now there’s been a lot of clean up work done on this. There’s lead down and around
through here.
234. DT: All those sumps were dug out and dirt all around. I think that dirt went into a landfill,
didn’t it?
235. JS: Yeah, it got transferred over someplace in Illinois.
236. JS: If you’ve talk to MS, she knows everything. She knows that building.
237. BB: What are these two over here?
238. JS: That’s an old lab.
239. RF: Well and a….That’s where we made the M70 mix and the delay for the grenade.
240. NA: She said that was what we’d want to punch a hole around.
241. RF: Probably, yeah.
242. NA: And Bldg. 6-68?
243. RF: That’s right here.
244. BB: Bldg. 6-68 and 6-25 also.
245. NA: Bldg. 6-19.
246. RF: That’d be here somewhere. Right here.
247. BB: That’s where they dried the RDX.
248. RF: Yeah.
249. DT: This is the old chem lab, I know that.
250. BB: Bldg. 6-31?
251. DT: Uh-huh. It had a chem lab that supported this one.
252. RF: Oh it did? Well, the chem lab was right there as I remember. Oh yeah, that’s the
compressor house. That’s what that is.
253. DT: This is where the press beds were, in here. Didn’t they build a new chem lab here?
254. JS: No, down here.
255. RF: Here, it’s right down here. Yeah, it was right between 6 and 9, about right here.
256. BB: What was down there?
257. RF: It’s a new chem lab, but we never used it.
258. NA: Said that ‘88 or ‘89 a girl lost her hand?
259. JS: Yeah, that was back in these buildings here.
260. BB: Bldgs. 6-88 and 6-89.
261. JS: They would have been 88 or 89 rather.
262. BB: Said she dropped it?
263. DT: It was a remold.
264. JS: They reached through the barricade.
265. DT: Where did they dry that stuff? In one of these buildings, too? I remember we used to
have a diaper.
266. BB: Bldg. 69-2 was used for drying. It was a drying bay and bulk storage.
267. DT: This is mostly RDX, and in earlier days we used to use….
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268. RF: Tetrazine.
269. DT: Tetrazine?
270. JS: Wasn’t there where they used mercury fulmanate?
271. DT: They did some in WWII, but not much I know.
272. RF: Well, where’d the two girls get killed at, JS? Over here?
273. JS: Bldg. 6-95.
274. RF: Oh, Bldg. 6-95? I’d forgotten.
275. JS: That’s where that storage bay area, unloading crates….
276. BB: She didn’t say anything about that one. She said it was a new building, and it was
storage. But that’s all she said.
277. RF: I think she’s talking about Bldg. 6-92; they had a blow here. Back in the old building.
6-92 building blew up, remember that, JS? Nobody got hurt there, but there was
everything you could imagine in there as far as anything we might ever have ran at
Line 6. There’d be some of it in there.
278. NA: She said maybe a rodent had gnawed….
279. DT: That went up spontaneously, didn’t it?
280. RF: That’s the one in the back of Bldg. 6-34-2 or Bldg. 6-34-3 that was clear in the back
end.
281. JS: There are recorded things at several different plants where they had spontaneous
detonation.
282. RF: That’s when they went to the non-propagating pack. All kinds of things.
283. NA: Thanksgiving ’65?
284. RF: Uh-huh. Which oneBldg. 6-92?
285. DT: I know it was Thanksgiving ‘cause everybody.…
286. RF: What year?
287. NA: ‘65
288. RF: Ah, that was after ’65, because I came in ‘67.
289. NA: You were around when that happened?
290. BB: She said it after ‘66.
291. RF: It had to be after ‘67, ‘cause I was here when the back end of, which building blew?
Back end of 6-2 building, 6-3 building? I forget.
292. NA: I think it was 6-2 building.
293. BB: At Thanksgiving it was Bldg. 6-2. The Thanksgiving explosion happened in
Bldg. 34-2. The rat did Bldg. 6-92.
294. RF: What year did she say that was?
295. BB: In the ‘70s. Bldg. 6-95? She didn’t say anything about Bldg. 6-95. She just said it
was a new building.
296. JS: There’s a…safety has a complete index of explosions, what have you, by line.
297. RF: It’d be pretty long.
298. JS: Yes, it would.
299. JS: By line, by year. It’s an index; an index is just that.
300. RF: I wasn’t here when Bldg. 9-60 blew up.
301. DT: You don’t run a place like this 50 years and not have some problems.
302. JS: I tell you, we run them things day and night. 24 hours.
303. DT: You got those little detonators….
304. RF: Per machine. That’s them aisle loaders.
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Line 6, Continued
305. BB: 68, 25, and you said 19 as prime locations.
306. RF: Well, that’s what MS told you and probably all.
307. JS: Back of this building here, there’s some press bays here. Right back in here would be
some….
308. RF: Probably some RDX in here. Pressed a lot of RDX pellets in there. Various pellets
we pressed in there, but a lot of RDX pellets back in the 55 days, M55 detonators
days, you know.
309. NA: Is TNT more explosive than RDX?
310. JS: RDX, you use RDX ‘cause it has more power.
311. DT: An M55 detonator was just about where my finger nail is to the end, just about that
diameter {again, referencing the clicker on a retractable pen.}. And it had an RDX
pellet in it and lead azide in it.
312. RF: And some NOL, wasn’t it? Which is a mix.
313. DT: NOL 130.
314. RF: You had RD1333, lead azide and NOL, which I think also contained azide, tetrazine.
You put a whole bunch of things in that little teeny thing, I know that.
315. DT: Made 14 pounds on one machine a day. A shift.
316. RF: When them little devils would pop in them loaders, they’d make a hell of a noise.
Just one of them. I remember back in them days when there’d be four or five
operators sat around those loaders. Well, hell, you know they’d been there so long,
when one of them popped, they didn’t even hardly stop. They didn’t even…. It’d
scare you to death if you’d never been in the building before, but they just keep
going. ‘Course they’re barricaded, you know, they were OK on something like that.
317. JS: But when the barricade….
318. RF: When the barricade itself went, it really made a big bang.
319. DT: Most of the feeding of explosives was on Line 9.
320. JS: In later years. They use to hand scoop the stuff when I first….
321. RF: In fact you know, JS, when I first came over in….
322. JS: They’re still doing that in private industry today.
323. RF: This building here, you know, in the back end of this they were still scooping what
they called XM89s, which is a big detonator. Remember that? They had them hand
scooping the line. Put your arms through that barricade. I don’t believe we’d get
anybody to do that stuff today.
324. DT: If they’re still loading with scoops in private industry, they must treat a hand cheaper
than they do….
325. JS: I had a call just within the last year from a friend of mine who works for the
Department of Labor in OSHA down in southern Illinois that said they were hand
scooping.
326. DT: Now there may be some stuff over here. I remember that NOL was real funny stuff.
Roundhouse PCB Site
327. RF: That’s all I know about it.
328. BB: Did any of you play around the Roundhouse?
329. RF: No, I don’t know nothing about the Roundhouse.
330. DT: There was diesel at the Roundhouse.
331. JS: I can remember the Roundhouse. They had….
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Roundhouse PCB Site, Continued
332. BB: Transformers?
333. JS: Transformers up there stored out on the south end.
334. BB: Quick, get the map! We’re kind of guessing where they were stored and samples
have been taken out there.
335. JS: Well, that was our transformer area. Ok, I’ve seen transformers stored down through
here, and around through here. Through here and through here. {These areas were
marked on the aerial maps} ‘Cause there’s a fence that the farmer uses and they
stored, stored areas down through here and a square out in here. I think that’s, there
used to be some kind of pens there where they had things stored, ties and….
336. BB: It looks like a lay down area.
337. JS: Yeah. But this was the area where those were at. They were out here on the south
end.
338. BB: This definitely gives us some place to start. They didn’t worry about the buildings,
did they Nick?
339. NA: No, its just where they’re stored. We’re gonna sample, resample in three locations,
somewhere in those areas.
340. JS: I’d try to get a couple here, ‘cause there was a big square of them out here.
341. NA: Yeah, I’ve seen some other aerial photos, maybe 70s era, ‘69 or something.
342. JS: No, not really. But I would guess probably early to mid 80s.
343. NA: How about Line 1? We’re supposed to do, I guess, rad surveys out here. Well, they
had a big meeting in Des Moines yesterday.
Line 1
344. DT: JS could probably tell what they did when they cleaned it up the first time.
345. NA: I think I mentioned this before, the Corps wants us….There’s a mention in a 1980s
document of sed ponds upgradient of that lagoon. Pink Water Lagoon? They talk
about sediment ponds.
346. JS: Well, they had to be up here. There was, I can remember back in the 60s when we
put the piping in. You remember the underground plastic piping that we put in here?
OK, before everything ran in kind of ditches down to this area.
347. NA: Yeah, I know there’s these big ditches.
348. JS: Where’s 40 building here? I got to get situated.
349. RF: It’s got to be over in here somewhere.
350. JS: Right here. OK.
351. NA: Yeah, not everything’s labeled.
352. BB: You want to call that 40?
353. JS: I think that is.
354. NA: I mean these are the two melt buildings, right?
355. JS: Yeah, 40 building’s up here.
356. RF: Yeah, in there somewhere.
357. JS: Right there. Right there’s 40 building.
358. DT: It’s under the ground.
359. BB: Oh, OK. I was going to say, “I’m not seeing a building.”
360. JS: 140 building had a lot of machining and stuff and it went over, it came up out of this
area, and went right south down this ditch.
361. DT: Where’d they do the treatment? Where they had diatomaceous earth?
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Line 1, Continued
362. JS: Well, in 40 building we had one right in here. In 70 building they went down
here…Bldg. 1-170. That’s the underground building where it was there. So we had
piping that ran down to here into that building. But then things went down the draws
to this area. And from the melt, this melt…This one ran, too, though. And then they
ran down ditches here.
363. NA: So I’m just kind of guessing I’ve got to try to pinpoint a few sample locations.
364. BB: On Line 1 again.
365. JS: Where do you go looking for explosives?
366. NA: Yeah, and these sediment ponds. That’s what the Corps is asking me to look for.
367. BB: But RD had explained to LH and me a couple of week ago that the sediment ponds
had been dug up and the dirt hauled off. It had been remediated.
368. NA: I know this had been dug up. This whole area had been dug up and hauled off.
369. RF: I cannot remember, and I came in ’58, of sediment ponds here.
370. NA: I looked at the features and I’m like, “I don’t see anything of a historical feature of a
pond up inside the fence.”
371. JS: But there was a kind of a ponding down here, and there was also one up in here.
Kind of at the top of it. But that was prior to my time.
372. NA: I’m pretty sure they dug up everything up through here.
373. RF: This is recent here, isn’t it?
374. JS: If I was you, I’d try to sample somewhere close to the fence line. See this fence line
right here? There’s a draw right there and there’s a draw right here. And that’s the
ones I’d sample. Now where’s Bldg. 1-70? 70 goes down through here.
375. RF: Where’s the first melt? I would think if you’d sample right in here somewhere, Joe,
‘cause this looks like this is coming from here and where’s the other melt?
376. JS: And the other melt is here. And I think 1-70 building and this melt thing kind of
come together down here. So I’d sample right here and here. There could be
sediment…they could’ve had some sediment things right here. I don’t know. This is
the fence line right here. I’m sure of that. Right here in the draws…that’s where I’d
check. In those draws that come down through here.
377. BB: Now what about up in here around the actual building? Either of the melt buildings?
Didn’t they used to wash those buildings out?
378. JS: Well, they washed them down. But here they, Bldg. 1-105-2, Bldg. 1-105-1, this is
Bldg. 1-105-2 here. And this is 1. Right here on the south side of this side of the
thing, right in there might be a good place to sample.
379. RF: You mean that’s the filter house?
380. JS: Well, that’s kind of where the drains come in.
381. RF: What was this all…carbon columns?
382. JS: No, this was where the actual kettles were. On the west end, see, and this was the
cooling bays. You got the same thing here. But surely somebody sampled around
this.
383. BB: What this is turning into, a lot of samples have been taken but we don’t have specific
locations.
384. JS: Either side of this melt here, right there would be a good place to sample. ‘Cause this
was the real busy one and, you know, in later years. Now this one was running when
I first came to the area. And I can remember explosives running out the south side of
this one.
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Line 1, Continued
385. DT: You don’t have a GPS, do ya? Next time you….
386. BB: Yes, we do. Normally we take northing and eastings of our sampling point, but when
these samples were taken it was just 32 feet from the corn field.
387. DT: New technology, that’s kind of poor, isn’t it?
388. BB: It just makes us throw our hands up saying, “You did what?”
389. JS: Now on each end of these buildings and this building here, this north end, there was
troughs that come out of it. And they went down to 1-70 building here. So, for here
on the north end and kind of west side of these bays, you can go back in under the
ramp here and the drains used to come out and down through here.
390. DT: They came from Bldg. 1-10, didn’t they?
391. JS: And 1-10 building, yes.
392. DT: That’s where the carbon columns are now.
393. JS: Yeah.
394. BB: 70 is the carbon columns?
395. JS: Well, that’s the carbon column building, and it was where they had two diatomaceous
earth drums, big old vacuum drums.
396. DT: Worked real good for the solids, but it didn’t take the red out of it.
397. JS: So there was machining done down in these areas. 1-12 building, from right here
down, there was machining done. There’s drain lines come out of there and there was
machining done here. So there’s drains that come out here.
398. BB: I’m trying to highlight locations.
399. JS: Here on the south end of Bldg. 1-10, too. You can see these big areas here? There
were drains that came out of those. And 1-100 building, on the west end of it, it had
drains that came out and it came down through here.
400. DT: Is that stuff still over there?
401. JS: A lot of that got taken out of there.
402. NA: Are we supposed to do any other sampling up here? I think it’s just the sediment
ponds, if I remember correctly. When the rad stuff comes through, that’s a whole….
403. JS: Radiation-wise, yeah. I can tell you I don’t know of anything other than depleted
uranium being released at the plant. I came here in 1958, and I worked in radiation
safety from ‘58 to ‘75 and I don’t know of any releases. We tested all the
containerized units, wipe tested all those, and we had items that came in in
pressurized containers and we checked the air around as we released those containers.
Now there would be some background levels, but that’d be tritium. But, you
wouldn’t find tritium contamination around here. So when you get ready to do that,
maybe I can….
Deactivation Furnace
404. NA: Yeah, we’ll have to. How about this Deactivation Furnace?
405. JS: Deactivation Furnace, which one?
406. NA: Demolition Field.
407. JS: Yeah, now there’s been some samples taken around up in there.
408. NA: We’re supposed to take three more, three more locations around that.
409. JS: OK, up on this end was the feed end. This up here was the feed end; this is where the
truck would back in. You could have some spillage in this area here. Out there was
where the stuff came out the end when we had the blow and blew the whole thing in.
It was right here. So either side of this. So, 1, 2, 3.
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410. NA: That’s easy.
411. JS: That building’s still there; you can see the feed pipe. That’s blow. It’d pile up in
there and that’d blow. Would just blow the damnest hole in that pipe you ever saw.
412. BB: Now there’s a sump drain or something under the end of that pipe at the out feed.
413. JS: Over here.
414. BB: Yeah.
415. JS: There was a collection tank right down in here. That’s been pulled out.
416. NA: They just incinerated detonators.
417. JS: Popping furnaces. Small stuff.
418. DR: 5 grams or something
419. JS: Yeah, we did….
420. DT: We had little trays we’d feed in there and….
421. JS: The people, if they really paid attention, they could tell whether that was going,
‘cause they could hear them popping. If it slowed a little bit, well, they needed to
stop.
Lines 4A and 4B
422. NA: How about Lines 4A, 4B?
423. JS: Lines 4A, 4B. Well, Line 4A had been totally almost rebuilt except for the one big
building on the south end. This end back here was the old building. The rest of this
stuff is all new, practically. This one might have been. I don’t know; I think that
one’s even new, don’t you DT?
424. DT: Numerous containment chambers were there. Those were built….
425. JS: Well, it was built during the Vietnam War era. So ‘67, ‘68 is when those were built
and they didn’t actually get run. They shut the thing down. Then, about 10 years
later, they rebuilt all this. So it hadn’t been run much.
426. RF: We ran the detonators over there though.
427. NA: What do you think about sampling?
428. JS: Well, the places that you need to sample are around those tanks where, I believe, right
around in here there are tanks. There are tanks up in here.
429. DT: What are these, JS?
430. BB: Now they were under the impressions that those were sumps.
431. JS: Those were sumps. Well, aren’t there some right here?
432. RF: I think so.
433. DT: It didn’t show up very good.
434. JS: Now up in here there’s one. I don’t think that one got used.
435. DT: They used it as a lab.
436. JS: Well, sort of.
437. DT: It was the chem lab.
438. JS: Well, the chem lab is actually right in here.
439. RF: It’s right here.
440. DT: Well, what was that up there?
441. JS: Well, that was the inspection area and this whole end of this building was. They fired
some of them up there, but I would say 1, 2, 3. There’s also, this was used for
pressing some here and there’s a kind of a little sump up here. Now these, these are
drying houses, aren’t they? Isn’t that what those were?
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442. DT: They were….I don’t know….
443. JS: Those were those square cement blocks.
444. DT: I thought they were left….
445. JS: I think if you look, those are cement block buildings.
446. DT: I thought they were there.
447. JS: This is where they brought the material in and worked on it. Washed it down.
448. RF: So that’d be regular bays in there. That’s where they unpacked it, I think.
449. JS: This is a new earth-covered structure down here and I don’t ever remember having
any problems there. Seems to me like there were some sumps behind this area here
where the pipes came out of those barricades. There might be a little….They came
out and they blew into the ground and then into tanks. There’s some here and I think
there’s one right up here.
450. DT: Probably used ejectors.
451. RF: At Line 6 you had them, too.
452. BB: She called them aspirating lines.
453. DT: Yeah, I think they used compressed air.
454. BB: Line 4B?
Line 1 General Information
455. NA: Back on Line 1, did any of the workers have some kind of a urinalysis program that
they were under?
456. JS: Well, in recent years, yes. When we ran depleted uranium, demil operation, we had
urinalyses.
457. NA: Wear any respirators for that work? Any special….
458. JS: Actually, we had down draft tables and what have you. NK would be the guy to talk
to on that. We had down draft tables. There might have been one area where they
wore respirators, but I’m not sure. NK would know.
General Information
459. RF: Don’t try to get him this week.
460. JS: No, he’s gone.
461. BB: I kind of ran into that the last time I was calling you.
462. RF: That’s the way it is when you’re in safety. You’re hardly ever here.
463. JS: Day and night.
Lines 4A and 4B
464. NA: Line 4B.
465. JS: I remember there used to be buildings out here. What were those buildings? Were
those change houses?
466. DT: There were three.
467. JS: There were three.
468. DT: ‘Cause this was the fuse assembly.
469. JS: Fuse assembly line. Now there’s some old stuff here, these two are.
470. NA: I understand they don’t use any of that.
471. RF: I don’t think they do now.
472. NA: MS said that they don’t use…
473. RF: Yeah, I think they laid them all away.
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474. JS: That could be. This is the new vacuum house here. See this and these earth-covered
structures here, this was all build new, and this. The Shillelagh was run in here. And
you just had that and these.
475. DT: This is the new process bay area? Is this the process bay?
476. JS: This is built on new.
477. DT: Joe says if you’re going to sample. Are the sumps out in here, Joe?
478. JS: I was trying to think. I don’t remember any.
479. DT: Probably down in here.
480. JS: If you’re going to sample, look for something probably down in here would be the
best place. Here and here and right off in there. Right in this area here. That would
be the three most likely spots, I would think, you know if sumps got out of the
building that would….
481. NA: Yeah, any place that it got out of the building.
482. JS: I think out here….
483. RF: What’s JJ say about Line 4B?
484. JS: JJ wrote up these notes a long time ago. Too bad he’s not here.
Lines 5A and 5B
485. DT: That’s what I told them; he’d sure be a lot of help. You doing anything at Lines 5A
and 5B?
486. NA: Well, the Corps has done work there already, Lines 5A and 5B. And they’ve moved
a lot of dirt out of there, but they didn’t ask us to do any confirmation samples. BL,
from the Corps, I know he’s done a lot of work out there.
General Information
487. NA: Would you guys be available around 2:30 to actually go out and walk?
488. JS: I’ve got, I told a guy I’d meet him about my tractor. I’ve got to get my tractor going.
Where are you going to walk?
489. NA: Lines 6, 9, try to get into Line 4B. Trying to go out….
490. {Discussion about walk through locations, options and information.)
491. JS: I guess you can go wherever you want to, can’t you?
492. BB: Pretty much.
493. RF: I’m sure you can get into Lines 6 and 9 and Renovation and….
494. NA: Can we get to Line 800?
495. RF: Yeah, I’ve got it wide open.
496. NA: We went down there yesterday and it was like, “should we drive in, no, we better
not.” The gate was open.
497. RF: No, there are no explosives; there’s absolutely nothing down there. I had the gate
open so, yeah, you can get in.
498. NA: I think LM and AA were….
499. BB: Lafe and Andy will be here.
500. NA: 2:30
501. RF: Like I say, I’m not going to be here; maybe some other day.
502. NA: We’re talking to some people tomorrow, too.
503. RF: Oh, OK.
504. NA: Who are we talking to at 2:00? DH?
505. BB: DH?
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506. RF: Today? I don’t think he’s here today. Actually, I think he’s gone for the week.
507. NA: DP said any of the active people could be an escort so that wouldn’t be a problem.
508. RF: But like I say, Lines 6, 7, 9, and Renovation – you can walk wherever you want over
there.
509. BB: Well, what we’ve run into is some of the inner areas, or where the doors are wired.
510. RF: Oh well, that’s a problem because you can’t get into the courtyard can you? Well, I
don’t know what to tell you.
511. NA: Dave was going to find out if the caretaker people, if we can cut it.
512. JS: I don’t know how’d you get in unless you crawled under the ramp or something. I
didn’t think about that, but there are probably places like that.
513. NA: I wanted to video tape it so when we actually go out there we know….
514. {Interviewees leave}
515. NA: {We’ve been talking to JS, DT, and RF.}
Line 1
516. NA: Our task on this site, there’s mention in a 1980 document, assessment document, of
sediment ponds upgradient of the lagoon. It must have been in the 50s.
517. JF: It was in the 40s.
518. NA: Was it the 40s?
519. JF: Yeah, down in this corner.
520. NA: It was down further? We’re supposed to, we have on the sites.
521. JF: I thought they had recently cleaned this all up down here.
522. NA: I know that they had dug that all out, but the Army Corps is saying that something
upgradient of this was mentioned, some kind of sediment ponds. We walked out
there, and I see no remnants.
523. JF: You know where the bend in the road here is on the south end?
524. NA: Yeah, the south end.
525. JF: Here’s the road coming down and going over the Line 2. Right in that corner down
there, there was a dam. And behind that dam why, of course, they collected the
contaminated water, the red water. And of course, some other areas the red water ran
on down the creeks. But this dam was taken out, destroyed. The water was allowed
to run before we invested the carbon columns that cleaned the explosive out of the
water, but we used to make jokes about the red water. Cook fish from that water; get
down on one side it’d pop and turn over itself.
526. NA: So JS said he didn’t know of anything. If there were anything, it’d be down these
gullies that came off the melt buildings.
527. JF: Well, see, around any melt building you’re going to have contamination because they
washed the melt buildings down once a week. And all the water was just allowed to
run out the doors and so. And over on the east side, we pressed explosives over in
these little buildings. Where in the world are the gravel gerties? Can’t see them on
the picture. 1-185 buildings, 1-185-2…well, there are six gravel gerties over here.
528. NA: Those are the ones underground?
529. JF: Yes.
530. NA: Oh, that’s why we can’t see them at all.
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531. JF: We pressed pellets over here in these buildings. And on occasion, of course that was
a remote operation, on occasion a press would pop and the deluge system would go
off and before we could get things shut down and get the material cleaned up why
some of that would run out on the ground. Minute quantities compared to the
washdowns of the melt buildings.
532. NA: What we’ve been tasked to do is, there’s been, you know, this stuff’s been
investigated before. But when they took the samples, they didn’t survey the samples
with full blown surveying equipment, and they have in their report 32 feet from such
and such a building. It doesn’t say in this direction or that direction. So, we’re
coming back with a limited number of sampling locations for confirming that those
are the areas of contamination.
533. JF: There’s another gravel gurtie right there. They were called 1-63 building. 1-63, 1
through 7. Six of them on that side; one of them over here. And this was the 1-18
complex at that time. Now the carbon column buildings were up…OK, where’s the
melt buildings?
534. BB: Right here.
535. JF: OK and then one here. OK, Bldg. 1-51. I’m trying to find buildings, if I remember
right, out in here. I think north of this. See we didn’t even you Bldg. 1-05-1 in those
days. 1-05-2 was in use. Seems to me the carbon column buildings were up in that
area. Building, we had one. And so they could, the water flowed to the carbon
column building in a trough, and there could have been some slop along the path of
the trough and so on.
536. NA: You know of any, well, you must know the AEC operations.
537. JF: Yes.
538. NA: As far as radiation, anything?
539. JF: Nonsense.
540. NA: You know what they’re saying?
541. JF: Yeah, I know what they’re saying.
542. NA: I mean, if we were to go in there, where would we sample? What would we sample?
543. JF: Well, operating buildings where there might, if there was going to be anything, would
be Bldg. 1-11. Where’s Bldg. 1-11?
544. BB: I don’t know.
545. JF: It looks to me like that’s Bldg. 1-11. It had storage buildings out behind where they
stored pits. The tritium bottles were stored there. I would say it, see we never had a
nuclear incident here. We never ever….
546. NA: The only thing we’d ever heard was depleted uranium had been used.
547. JF: Oh, yeah. We had depleted uranium and the pits were plutonium-based, you know. I
don’t want to get into any details, but that same building and also in 13 building, was
an assembly building12 building was an assembly building. 10 building was an
assembly building where depleted uranium could possibly be. Of course the melt
buildings, there was nothing in there. 40 building was a machining building. That’s
the big underground building over here on the east side. But the materials, when they
came in, they were stored in Bldg. 1-11 up there and then transported out on the line
to the buildings where they were needed for assembly. This area over here, too.
548. NA: This an underground…?
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549. JF: No. Well, this is a gravel gertie, which is, I don’t know if they ever fixed that one or
not. They took the gravel out of the ones on the other side. And this is after I retired,
but I know what happened. I don’t know if they did 7 over here or not, but
nevertheless, that also was a gravel gertie and these are earth-covered structures here.
This was an X-ray building; it’s earth-covered. And these seven bays along here,
operating bays, were earth-covered, and we had a couple of storage buildings on the
end here, Bldg. 1-66-1 and Bldg. 1-66-2. I would guess that it’s very possible that
they may have had some materials in them.
550. BB: I’m sorry?
551. JF: A gravel gertie is a building that is built to implode rather than explode. Where an
explosion, a chemical explosion, if it went nuclear…well…kiss it good-bye. But
chemical explosion vents off the side then tons and tons of gravel up in the ceiling
come down and seal everything in.
552. BB: Thank you. I didn’t know that.
553. JF: You know, any other specific questions that I might….I’m sure that you know all the
different materials that we used and had on Line 1. Are you interested primarily in
explosives or….
554. NA: Anything really. You know, solvents.
555. JF: You name it, we used it. Every office you go in you find solvents to clean
typewriters back in the early days, so, yeah. We used lots of solvent. In little squish
cans.
556. NA: Any big storage facilities for solvents, stripping tanks?
557. JF: Tell you the truth, I believe they brought the barrels down and stored them in the 1-11
building. I think they had some solvents in there. But I’m not positive about that.
They may have maintained them up in Yard L. See the AEC had three warehouses,
1,2, and 3 were AEC warehouses, where they may have kept the barrels of material
up there. See, I got out of the AEC business in 1972, so they’re pretty sketchy in the
memory back there.
558. NA: And they moved out in ’75?
559. JF: They were all gone; they were notified they were going to close in ’73. I had
switched to the Army contract in the interim. I just made it.
560. NA: What are they building in Line 1 now?
561. JF: Well, to be absolutely truthful, I have no idea. Now it was our warhead line when I
was here. We built Hawk Warheads, toes; we also built the FASCMSthat was the
Field Artillery Scatterable Mines. We built that over in the Bldg. 1-85-2 area. We
considered in primarily our warhead line. Now FASCAM was artillery shells,
155 artillery shells with mines, anti-tank and anti-personnel mines stuffed inside.
There were three different parts of the FASCAM.
562. BB: What was the year that you worked here?
563. JF: Let’s see, November of ‘58 to June ’93.
564. BB: We had one gentleman that said, “Well, I can’t help you too much. I’ve only been
here 37 years.”
565. JF: Was that today?
566. BB: Yeah.
567. JF: Was that RF?
568. BB: I think it was AA.
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569. JF: AA?
570. BB: AA.
571. JF: Oh, yeah. Yeah, we uh, it seemed like once you got attached to this place it was hard
leaving.
572. BB: That’s what we’re finding, that there’s a lot of long timers.
573. JF: My mother and father both retired from this place. At one time my sister, my mother
and father and I all worked here. It took care of my family for many, many years.
574. BB: We were given these sites at, you know, right by the fence.
575. JF: Yeah.
576. BB: There may have been some sediment there only because that’s where it looks….
577. JF: Rain water going that direction, yeah. And you know, both melt buildings during
WWII, Bldgs. 1-05-1 and 1-05-2, were both in use. In fact all the melt buildings on
all the major lines were used. Any runoff, the rain and so on, because they were not
careful. They did not think anything about washing the building down and washing it
out on the ground.
578. BB: What do you know about 4? Roundhouse…we were checking the, actually we’re just
looking at PCBs. These two sites were for the lay down of the transformers. That
look about right?
579. JF: I didn’t spend a lot of time up there, but that would probably be fairly accurate.
580. NA: Well, we’ve got three samples, three sample locations and we want to make sure we
hit the right spot.
581. JF: OK, you guys interested at all in petroleum products?
582. NA: Oh, yeah. Yeah. Was there a spill of some kind?
583. JF: Well, they had storage tanks.
584. NA: Where would that be?
585. JF: They were fairly close to the roundhouse. But also, right in this bend right here, the
underground storage tanks on Line 1. Supposedly were dug up and taken care of
years and years ago. In fact, they took care of all the underground tanks, I thought.
Where were those things? I would guess the aerial tanks were along in here
somewhere. That’s kind of a guess, I….But obviously those were large tanks. We
used to fill the gasoline and diesel truck over there, too.
586. BB: Were they aboveground or underground?
587. JF: The ones I remember were aboveground. The location is kind of fuzzy, but they were
there somewhere.
588. BB: About what timeframe was that?
589. JF: Yeah, I would say look in the ‘70s.
590. BB: That seems to be the sweet number with everything.
591. JF: Yeah, see, that’s about the time they starting digging up underground tanks and that
kind of stuff as I remember it. Early on there wasn’t such a big push for this.
592. NA: The transformers were pretty much all there?
593. BB: Yeah.
594. JF: They also had a transformer site up around the main machine shops, Bldg. 1-48,
central storage, up in there. They had petroleum storage tanks up there above ground.
There seems to me….
595. NA: What area would that be?
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596. JF: The back end of Bldg. 300-148, which was the main machine shop, and our line
people had a shop back there, an office back there. Obviously those people didn’t
work for me. I’m not sure that they had stuff like that. I do know that there were
some tanks up there though. Of course the filling station was up there also.
597. BB: Bob Corrick, he should know. I have him coming in tomorrow.
598. JF: Yeah. Bobby’ll know. That was his….Those people, they didn’t work for him; they
worked for PR. Have you talked with PR? He’s still working. You can get him any
time.
Line 6
599. BB:
600. NA:
601. JF:
602. BB:
603. JF:

6, Line 6.
We’ve gotten a lot of information on Line 6.
Oh, I’m sure you did.
We talked to Marilyn.
MS, Line 6 was MS’s line and she knows every inch of it and RF worked down there
sometimes and, of course, Shannon was everywhere. I doubt I can add anything to
whatever they said on Line 6. I’m not extremely familiar with this building over here
because most of the time it was closed; it was locked. They just didn’t use it for
anything. But Bldg. 6-49 and some of these other buildings we used, whatever MS
told you, I would endorse in spades. Because she was there. She was our initiating
explosives expert, she and another lady.
604. NA: Yeah, down at Bldg. 68 there’s, those are areas she said that most likely had some
kind of contamination. Or had some….
605. JF: I would certainly agree with that. Obviously all these little storage buildings had
explosives in them; that’s what they were for. And they were brought over to the
main buildings and we made hand grenades, all kinds of stuff in Line 6.
606. BB: Well, let’s ask you. The Thanksgiving incident, about what year, do you know?
607. JF: Was that when…how many people got killed?
608. BB: She didn’t give a number. Said the back part of….
609. JF: At that particular time I was not, that was…had to be in the 60s, and I was working
on Line 1. I do remember they were making little lead azide bombs. Canvas…
McNamara’s Folly it was called. Anyways it…I remember the incident, it seems to
me three people were killed and several badly injured. I don’t have first hand
knowledge of that. MS would ‘cause she was there. They were hers; those gals that
got killed were her people.
Line 9
610. NA: Line 9.
611. JF: Line 9 was again our FASCAM line. The part that wasn’t on Line 1, see
Bldg. 1-85-2. We built the artillery shells type FASCAM, Field Artillery Scatterable
Mines. And on Line 9 we built the GEMSS and the….
612. BB: Gators.
613. JF: Now you probably, now RF was in charge of this area. He worked for me and M, no,
not M, LM. LM could give you a step-by-step detailed description of what went on
in every building on Line 9. I think the 8 or 9 or 10 years he worked for me that was
his line. As a matter of fact when we took people on tour, we just turned them over to
LM. He was very articulate and very, very good
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and very complete. So whatever LM told you about Line 9, I would endorse. I have
no idea what he told you, but the GEMSS and Gators were there. Can’t think of
anything in the years prior to the FASCAM family that…what might have been
done….
614. NA: Yeah, LM had said that he didn’t know anything before that.
615. JF: It seems to me that we tooled up Line 9 and refurbished it in order to do the GEMSS
and Gator out there. Just been so many years ago, I don’t quite remember.
616. NA: How about a Freon pump and tanks?
617. JF: Not on Line 9.
618. NA: Was it 57? We were told there could be tanks, Freon tanks.
619. BB: They thought in here, then JS said down here because they were storing it…
620. LH: Because of lead azide and all that….
621. JF: That was the little canvas mines and that was on, that was on component line. That
wasn’t Line 9. I don’t know what Freon would have been doing on Line 9 because it
wasn’t used on either one of the programs.
622. NA: It was before.
623. JF: That’s a possibility. Like I say….
624. NA: Wasn’t it JS who was saying that?
625. JF: I wouldn’t argue with JS on that because he would be…see, he was in safety. He was
a safety man back on AEC contract and then switched over when they moved out. He
would’ve been involved in that when they made those little canvas lead azide mines.
626. BB: It was used on the primer and the pelleting. That’s what they had the Freon for, the
pelleting because it was so, it had to be kept…or they would lose the moisture.
627. JF: If you’re pelleting lead azide, you have…it keeps it stable, too. Also, there should’ve
been, did we mention that they had used azide on…anywhere where you had lead
azide, it comes in a liquid. Now that liquid is not always Freon. I don’t know if it’s
water or alcohol or what. But it comes in a liquid and quite frankly, I was never very
enthused about back line operation. Because that stuff is so sensitive that we very
seldom took visitors into that area and I didn’t just walk in there to see what was
going on. Let the people who know what they’re doing go in there.
628. NA: LM had said that was mostly dry, that the materials were dry.
629. JF: At Line 9?
Line 1
630. NA:
631. JF:
632. NA:
633. JF:

Yeah. That they’d already been pressed and everything.
Yeah. Explosives were pressed at Line 1 in the Bldg. 1-85.
In assembly, I guess.
In the gravel gerties actually, Bldgs. 1-60-2, 1-60-3, and 1-60-4, was where what we
were using for pressing. But that…those areas…work areas are not ones that would
have contaminated the outside. We never had an explosion, we never…you
know…when they were cleaned up they were…you didn’t have any doors to sweep
stuff out. There wasn’t…just not much chance to contaminate the dirt outside in the
gravel gerties.
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634. NA: How about Line 8? Remember much about Line 8?
635. JF: Ammonium nitrate line, mostly I remember that they were vacant most of the years
and finally…they had some junk down there and they used to do surveillance in a
couple of buildings at Line 8. But, then they came in and put railroad ties. Now
don’t tell me this is a ’99 or ’98 map. Is it?
636. NA: This should be ‘98.
637. JF: I didn’t think there was this much left. But anyway, they stacked up wooden pallets
and all kinds of junk in these buildings and just set them on fire because they were
just rotting away from the ammonium nitrate. It eats concrete; it eats steel. There’s
no way the buildings could be refurbished and reused. So they….
638. NA: There are two foundations that are left. Maybe those are the one….
639. JF: Maybe that’s what I see. Here are the two foundations.
640. BB: You have two buildings, then south of this you have two foundations.
641. JF: OK. Well, one of these buildings they used for surveillance. They used to bring
weapons in from, you know, skids of cartridges and the Army surveillance people
would look at them and make sure they were still in good shape even thought they’d
been in storage in the igloo for a period of time. So we’ve got more down here.
That’s where the foundations are? All those tanks, those have all been removed?
642. NA: Well, the saddles are there.
643. JF: But the tanks were there years and years ago. I remember that up on top of the hill.
But, we...other than surveillance, we never did a thing in Line 8, other than set it on
fire.
644. NA: About what year was that?
645. JF: Oh, I would guess late ‘70s, early 80s.
Line 800
646. BB: Now where do you want to go?
647. NA: Line 800.
648. JF: OK. Good ol’ Reno. Well, obviously you’re well aware of the pink water lagoon,
and that was identified. And let’s see. What’d we do out there? You might find in
the main operating buildings.
649. NA: Now this is the saw building. Sawhouse.
650. JF: Yeah. That doesn’t concern me at all. These buildings here, there might be
something to do with solvents. And these main buildings, we had a conveyor in there
that we painted some rounds, some cartridge cases, and you know any time you have
a painting operation, obviously you have solvents. Sawing operation was there, but I
can’t think of anything very exciting we ever did at Renovation really. It was pretty
much used as the name implies, to fix things that had gotten out of whack.
651. BB: And they did blanks.
652. JF: Yes, they did blanks in those days, too. When we had a schedule. That was a reno
operation. There again, it was pretty vanilla operation.
653. NA: There’s five sediment ponds…1, 2, 3, 4, 5. I guess those are from the 40s.
654. JF: Oh, yeah.
655. NA: And we’re supposed to take a scoop out of each one.
656. JF: As a matter fact, I thought this lagoon here was a 40s.
657. NA: Supposed to be, as far as explosive, the contamination is supposed to be….
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658. JF: Yeah, here again, in those days they didn’t recognize the danger. That one and the
lagoon at the southwest corner of Line 1 in my opinion are…and then, of course, that
creek bed that runs down by the sewage disposal plant. That creek had a lot of
explosives in it in its day. And when they contaminated the water sources for the
people on the southeast corner of the plant, I know that’s where it came from. Just
running down that creek. But, I would say that this and that southwest corner of the
line have got to be your two major areas of concern.
Line 4B
659. NA: 4B?
660. BB: Know anything about that?
661. JF: I don’t know much about it any way. I know…my engineering people were involved
in designing it and so on and I watched them burn a lot of stuff out there, but I like
building stuff better. OK, Line 4A…4B was, of course, our Hellfire (missiles) line. I
understand they…onto the Hellfire building there.
662. NA: Warhead.
663. JF: Line 4A, detonator line and…is lead a contaminant? Got all lead floor in this
building here.
664. NA: Lead floors?
665. JF: Lead floors, yes sir.
666. BB: It was a chem lab and processing. I guess it would have lead floors.
667. NA: Someday it’s going to be a problem for somebody.
668. JF: I just thought of that as we were talking. Back here, this is the initiating explosive
area back here. Azide and various initiating explosives were brought into that area,
perhaps even foamanat mercury and so on. Back in the days when they were building
detonators here. What we did primarily was build equipment to make detonators
bigger and faster and so on. The X4 Loader was our engineering project. It made
detonators four at a time rather than one per stroke of the machine. So, and of course,
this building with the lead floors here, that was out blending and drying area. Not
only had lead floors, we kept them wet. So I don’t know where that water went to.
They had to be wet so you didn’t trip the electrical contact and not risk any kind of
spark or anything like that. We used manual explosive transport vehicles to bring the
explosive from here over into 4A-22 and put it in the storage containers from which
the powder was taken and put into the loaders. Inspection and storage, packing and
so on in these other areas. But these buildings at one time were all full of detonator
loaders. Even though just right up here in the, this building’s the only one we used.
And then I have no idea when they rented that out to some air bag company.
669. NA: Yeah, ICI?
670. JF: Yeah, ICI. I have no idea what they did in there.
671. NA: It basically closed down after how many months?
672. JF: I know that, but as far as the operations are concerned, I have no idea what they did. I
know they were making air bags, but other than that, that’s all I know. I was...I think
that was after I retired.
673. NA: What year did you retire?
674. JF: ’93, June.
675. BB: June ’93. Line 4B?
676. NA: That’s interesting about the lead floors though. That’s never been mentioned.
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677. JF: Well, you know, I thought that was neat.
678. NA: They were washing off lead. That could be a big problem.
679. JF: Obviously, I don’t know how much, how many years it would take before you
actually could notice the amount of lead washed off ,but obviously you’ve got some
minute quantities.
680. NA: I don’t know how many monitoring wells are in the area. I’m curious…
681. JF: Line 4Athere’s some there.
682. NA: There’s some everywhere. There are a bunch of wells.
683. JF: Yeah, I know.
684. NA: There’s almost 400 of them.
685. JF: The development lab, development worked for me and they used to drive me nuts
with the stuff they found in those damn monitoring wells. OK, this Line 4B was our
Hellfire line and press area out behind here. Storage areas here, this was all assembly
here. In the assembly area no problems that I can think of other than the usual
solvents…that kind of stuff. I can’t think of anything in that area that’d be
particularly of interest to you folks.
686. BB: How about the PBX?
687. JF: See you very carefully measured out the amount of PBX and put it in the press. The
amount that was lost was vacuumed up into a water vacuum and it was disposed of.
So, you were very careful with the amount of explosive you put in the press otherwise
your press would go away with a loud noise. Like I say, I really can’t think of any
real, you know….
688. NA: JS said {directed to BB}, wasn’t it JS that said these areas…what was he thinking
of…I don’t know what these areas were again.
689. BB: Sumps.
690. NA: Sumps.
691. JF: Oh, yeah. But see the sumps you don’t use when you’re pressing explosive. What it
was used for before the Hellfire….
692. BB: Shillelagh.
693. JF: Yes, Shillelagh and that was a melt casting weapon. So you would have sumps there
because anytime you would make a bad one, you have to sump it out and do it over.
Yeah, you would have…I wasn’t on the Army contract at that time, the Shillelagh
time. So I’m really not that familiar with that weapon. But if there was sumps there,
then yeah. But it’s hot water and explosives again. Everywhere you’ve got a melt
building, everywhere where you use melted explosives you almost but what you’re
going to have a sump. Some bigger than others.
Line 3A Treatment Plant
694. NA: Line 3A…all we’re doing is….
695. LH: Waste water.
696. NA: Yeah, waste water plant.
697. LH: Influent…
698. NA: We’re supposed to do 30 days straight. Take that influent sample to the plant and see
if productions days and off days, we’re seeing leakage. Apparently the sewer lines
may be cracked.
699. JF: Well, it’s been there a long time.
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700. NA: Probably 50 years, 60 years.
701. JF: 60. Well, Line 3A was the last line built. Line 3A really wasn’t finished until ’42.
Brush Creek Treatment Plant
702. NA: Same thing on the main plant. We’re supposed to do the same thing.
703. JF: Line 1 was first, Line 1, 2, 3, and then they did the garbage lines, the little ones.
Lines 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 3A and 8 and 800 were thrown in there all
before Line 3A. Line 3A was the last one.
General Information
704. NA: I don’t know if you ever saw these notes from JJ? He had back in ‘88, ’89 done a
summary.
705. JF: I never saw this, no. JJ had all kinds of notes and files and things. I don’t know what
S did with all that stuff.
706. NA: It talks about mortars that got lost, firing them off and never recovered. Just things
like that.
707. JF: I don’t…see that almost had to be during WWII. ‘Cause we did static firing until
they got the horizontal range at firing site and that wasn’t completed yet when I
retired. It was completed, but they hadn’t ever fired a 120 down there. But, we never
did that kind of stuff. We didn’t test mortars and so on.
708. End of tape.
Interviews are continued on Tape L2-A.
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Tape L2-A
General Information
1.
JF: If there was, it was down by gate 5. What was that place down there? OK, south side
of the pistol range…I knew that they had a demo area down there. But GM was the
only one that really knew much about that. He was here during WWII. He was the
chief engineer for the Army. Rumor has it, years ago…1947… a 4.2 mortar was
propelled to the schoolhouse in Augusta.
2.
NA: Where’s that? A schoolhouse?
3.
JF: Well, Augusta’s down outside gate 5. So ’47, that’s before my…I actually was
working here on construction in ’47, but, I would have no knowledge of that. Line 7,
black powder. You know these pieces of paper here ought to be invaluable to you
people.
4.
NA: Oh, yeah.
5.
JF: Because JJ was…those of us that knew and loved him so well, he was kind of a little
ol’ lady when it comes to this kind of stuff.
6.
BB: He’s becoming my best friend.
7.
JF: He knew his way around this plant…no doubt about that. He could’ve told you all
you ever wanted to know…hey, do you have OE on your….
8.
NA: Yeah, OE didn’t want to participate.
9.
JF: OE could’ve also told you about the ammonium nitrate area. If there’s anything you
really need to know. Because he went to work there for …I can’t remember the name
of the company that ran the ammonium nitrate area, but he worked for them before he
went to work for Mason & Hanger. Also, OE’s primary efforts were in the AEC
business, and I would imagine he’s still smarting from his retirement where they
debrief you and tell you if you ever breathe a word of what you’ve been doing all
your life, we’ll kill you, and all that kind of stuff. Naw…but they do talk about the
number of years in prison for talking about AEC business. He’s only been retired for
about…well, about the same time I did, I guess. Anything else that I might be of
assistance with? Any other lines that you haven’t covered? Lines 2 and 3?
10. NA: These are the ones that…
11. JF: No, I’m not volunteering, but…
12. NA: We could always be given those, and we’ll have to do this all over again.
13. JF: Well.
14. NA: I don’t have the aerials of Lines 2 and 3. But…
15. JF: You could take Line 1 and just cross off the buildings they haven’t got.
16. BB: From what I understand they’re pretty much twins.
17. JF: Yes, they certainly were in 1941 at any rate.
18. BB: DP has that on his wall, and he was showing us…
19. JF: 3A was the oddball because it was a bomb line, and it had the diamond-shaped
cooling buildings.
20. NA: What do they do at Line 3A now?
21. JF: They’ve got some kind of a mortar deal out there, I think. They’ve got a contract…
22. NA: At least two shifts work out there.
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23. JF: Well, I don’t really know, but I understand they’re having a lot of problems out there
so…but I think it’s a mortar contract, 120 mortar. But I’m not certain of that. That’s
all happened in the years that I’ve been gone. And after I left here, I made up my
mind I wasn’t coming back. I haven’t really kept up on those kinds of things.
24. NA: There’s some potential we may be doing some of this rad type survey work. This
firing site, what could be out there? Depleted uranium?
Uranium Shots
25. JF: Yeah. FS-12 had a firing platform where they did they hydro shots; however, when
the AEC left, they went out there and they scooped up a whole bunch of dirt.
Anywhere they could get a click out of a geiger counter, they scooped up the dirt, put
it in barrels, and took it to a burial site. My personal opinion is, other than normal
ground radiation like I think they found in the water sample, not that high. I don’t
think…well, compared to some of the other stuff we had around here, depeleted
uranium was nothing. You go to Oak Ridge, they were machining it in the open.
Guy standing there over it, with smoke rolling up and the fire on the toll.
General Information
26. LH: In that one area, M.K. Ferguson, which was the construction contractor, was trying to
get the guys to conform, and they said, “Hell, we remember the days when we had a
donut in one hand, a cup of coffee in the other, and watched the automatic lathe at
work.”
27. JF: And people like me were visitors standing there behind them saying, “Boy, that’s
neat.”
28. NA: Yeah, we’re from Oak Ridge.
29. JF: Oh, are you? Y-12 was my…We sent you one of our nutty…that things still not on is
it?
30. {Shut tape off for personal story}
31.

NA: We just completed our conversation with JF, who was a former operations manager
for American Ordnance, retired in 1993. He worked at the plant for 35 years.

END OF DAY - APRIL 25, 2000
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BEGINNING OF DAY - APRIL 26, 2000
Line 6
32. BB:
33. GS:
34. BB:
35. GS:
36. NA:
37. GS:
38. BB:
39. GS:
40. BB:
41. GS:
42. BB:
43. GS:

44.
45.
46.
47.

NA:
GS:
BB:
GS:

48.

BB:

49.
50.
51.

GS:
BB:
GS:

52.

NA:

Well let me first ask you, when did you start?
I started in 1968.
And you’re still active, right?
Right. I’m on vacation right now, three weeks.
We appreciate your coming out.
You bet. No problem.
OK, I’m sorry, go ahead.
OK, 3 building {referring to Bldg. 6-34-3}on this end. Which is this, north or south?
This is north.
On the north end of 3 building they used to pour the mini mines.
Mini mines?
Right. That’s with azide. And in the south end they built 54 and 61 primers. Then,
of course, I already told you, in 2 building they built 55 stamp detonators on the north
end. On the south end we had the candlestick operation. On the very south end, the
one side, I believe that’d be the east side, that’s where we had the storage magazine
for the 55 detonators. That’s what exploded. Then the inspection office was on the
west side. And in 1 building, on the north end, we built M17 detonators and the
M24s. Then on the south end that’s where we did…Bldg. 6-34-1…that’s were we did
the inspection of the detonators, and we also had an assembly line in that area for the
M79 primers. Trying to think here…95, that of course exploded, that’s where we lost
two people when it exploded.
Bldg. 6-95?
Right. That was a major explosion that wiped out the whole building.
What was being done in there at the time?
Storage. That’s where they stored the powder for the 6-34-1 and 6-34-2 building.
They would run powder buggies up the…we had what we called powder girls and
they would run these ramps and down this way. And then we had a red light that
they’d turn on here whenever the building was occupied. And the girls were down in
supply, getting their supply of powder, and in 6-32-2 and -1 they had what they called
wall safes. The girls would come up to the wall safes, open them from the outside,
take the empty cups out, put the full cups in. We also had a…Bldg. 6-97…how about
Bldg. 92? 92 blew also. That was a major explosion. That’s where they stored
grenade detonators, the blasting caps, and they also stored pitch black primers in that
building. It was completely disintegrated when it blew, too. Both these explosions.
Did they do any kind of cleanup when it blew? You know, other than just the
obvious building scraps, did they come in and clean any of the soil out?
That I don’t know.
Do you know about how far a radius it went?
Well, pretty good area, because we combed this whole area. We had
people…operations like when Bldg. 6-34-2 blew…OK, we would walk all through
this area, all over, picking up detonators that hadn’t exploded.
Is that what blew? Detonators?
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53. GS: Uh-huh.
54. NA: A whole bunch of them, a big explosion?
55. GS: Right. And same thing here in 6-92 building. Of course, I’m sure…I’m almost
certain that all the blasting caps that went on the detonators blew clear through the
floor; there’s a heck of a crater left. We had detonators left in the building that hadn’t
gone off, so we took care of that.
56. BB: Essentially we are only concerned with the explosive product. Obviously we know
you’re going to pick up the detonators and any scrap material. We were just
wondering if any of the product had…
57. NA: Well, the other thing is, if we go poking around trying to confirm explosives or
anything, do you think we might hit a detonator?
58. GS: Possibly.
59. BB: That’s not what I wanted to hear.
60. GS: Possibly. Because I’m sure…well, like your 55 detonator, how could I describe
that…
61. BB: Be about like this…the end of the pen?
62. GS: Yeah.
63. NA: Yeah, that’s what DT said.
64. BB: Yeah.
65. GS: Then you got RDX, NOL, azide…
66. NA: That’s new.
67. GS: But you could have the same thing…
68. NA: At any of the explosions.
69. GS: Right.
70. BB: We did a quick walk through, as I said, in some of these buildings yesterday. We
noticed, which building was it…where the hot box was?
71. NA: Oh, Bldgs. 6-88 and 89. Behind the big…
72. BB: Right, looked like hot box work.
73. GS: Right.
74. BB: But there was a drain that went to the outside of the building. Was it {hot box} being
flushed or from the materials they were using washing out the inside. I only say hot
box because I come from a rad background.
75. NA: They’re behind this steel wall. Inch or two thick steel, and they have these little cups.
Were they operated remotely?
76. GS: Right. That’s where they did the remolding.
77. NA: And it looked like something would drain down.
78.

{Introductions made with DD and JL}

79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

NA:
BB:
DD:
BB:
DD:
JL:

We just started on Line 6.
When did you gentlemen start with the plant?
You don’t want to know.
OK, can I guess?
Yeah, ’51…I spent some time in the service during that… retired at the end of ’97.
I started June ’65. {Jl is still an active employee}
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85. BB: Just want to let you two know that we are recording what you’re saying, but only
because I can’t write that fast. We were just talking with GS about Bldgs. 6-88 and
6-89. We have been asked to come in and do some confirmation sampling.
And…what we’re looking at…NA and I walked through these buildings yesterday,
and we were noticing Bldgs. 6-88 and 6-89 had what I’m calling hot boxes because I
come from a rad background, remote operation. And when you go to the back of the
area where that work was being done, there are drains that go outside.
86. JL: They were used to produce primer mix, lead azide, that’s basically what detonates,
and ammonium sulfide, barium nitrate, and tetrazine.
87. BB: Were there different steps? One had a small cup on the remote and the other looked
like a mixer.
88. JL: What you do, you potentially dry the material individually, the components, with
aspiration and then you dump them remotely into the…weighed out and dumped
remotely into the blending bowl, and then from the blending bowl they’re put into
small cups they use on the loader areas. I came in ’65 and ran until the 70s.
89. GS: To the end of the Vietnam War.
90. JL: 1975, 1976 somewhere in there. Other experiments were done back there. We also
did, in 88 I think, we had a tank we eletrolitcally exposed lead azide by separating out
the lead. That was an experiment run by development for a few years. That used a
caustic sodium hydroxide solution.
91. DD: That was Polson’s baby.
92. BB: We’re meeting with him this afternoon.
93. DD: OK, he can tell you all about that.
94. JL: There was semi mix and final. The mix was made in 3, wasn’t it?
95. GS: Uh-huh.
96. JL: GS worked there for years.
97. GS: That’d be the 24 primer…
98. BB: As for the drains…
99. JL: They all washed into the sumps, and the sumps were cooked with a mixture of
sodium nitride, sodium sulfate, and acetic acid. That blend decomposes the tetrazine,
the acetic acid, and the sodium sulfate, and sodium nitride chemically decomposes
lead azide…that basically detonates….
100. NA: Kill solution?
101. GS: Yeah.
102. JL: Ammonium sulfide is a compound… it’s not explosive in it’s own right, it could be a
fuel. And, too, sodium nitrate’s an oxidizer…it’s also non-explosive. Explosives
were tetrazine, basically, that detonated the azide. We also dried RD1333 lead azide
for an intermediate charge… The kill solution also ran down here in Bldgs. 6-68, 688…it came off loaders, and we aspirated into trails of explosives… taken down in
jugs, and we washed them in the sump, and they would cook them down there…used
the kill solution that was used in Bldgs. 6-88 and 6-89. Bldg. 6-35…
103. BB: We were guessing at the number.
104. JL: This is the old lab I used to work in, Bldg. 6-33. They made delay composition mix
that had chromate and zinc in it….
105. DD: I don’t remember all this.
106. GS: I think that was a splash guard.
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107. DD: After they boiled it and chemically checked it in the lab, they just dumped it on the
ground.
108. JL: Down the ditch. But the ditches have all been remediated.
109. NA: Yeah, I was told a lot was dug out in that area.
110. JL: It was removed and taken to PDC, Peoria Disposal Company, for obvious reasons.
Took a lot of work.
111. BB: That’s what we hear.
112. JL: …chromate, it was mixed back…delay mix was mixed back here and used in the
delay assembly for grenades. Also the loaders were mini mines, which were a
composition of lead azide and RDX in 6-34-3 building.
113. GS: Right. Right here.
114. JL: For several years, they were loaded into Freon mixture…41s were done at
Line 9…XM45s were done at 6-34-3 buildings…That’s about all for disposal.
You’re interested in things going out, right?
115. BB: Right.
116. JL: Yeah, those were the areas, Bldgs. 6-35, 6-68, 6-88 and 6-89, anything like the lab.
We just accumulated the waste and it went over to Bldg. 6-68 for disposal. In the kill
solution buckets they had…Anything off the loading operation went back to
Bldg. 6-68. Powder preparations actually went into sumps at Bldgs. 6-89 and 6-88. I
don’t remember much about the primer mix unless it had azide. MS, you talked to
MS yet?
117. NA: Yes.
118. JL: She worked back in those areas. She was probably on the back line a few years.
119. DD: Back in WWII they were making component parts here in Bldg. 6-85.
120. BB: They made what in Bldg. 6-85?
121. DD: Component parts. Processes, I don’t have any idea what they used in there, but they
did make some detonator cups.
122. JL: The cup extrusion.
123. DD: They had a blending and painting system back there, so you can put that in your
notes, for what it’s worth. They stopped that when the government got out of the
business of making parts. Probably after WWII.
124. GS: Yeah, when I went in, in ’68, when I was there that was all inert.
125. DD: Yeah, it was inert operations then, but they did…
126. JL: They had a cup extruder down there, but after I came in they just did the blending…
127. DD: We did some blending for the component parts. You might note that, it was WWII.
128. JL: They blended with graphite to make them feed through the shoots better.
129. GS: Bldg. 6-98, wasn’t that where we did the rebowling?
130. JL: Bldg. 6-97 was test fire. We did a lot of test firing in Bldg. 6-97. We rebowled there,
that’s right. What’d they put that in…?
131. GS: Candlesticks.
132. DD: Lead tests and detonating detonators and stuff.
133. GS: That’s where we tested time delay on grenade pieces.
134. DD: Yeah, basically simple tests of the components in that area. I don’t think there were
any sumps there.
135. NA: No.
136. GS: No.
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Line 6, Continued
137. JL: We just had the gaseous exhaust fumes.
138. NA: Didn’t MS say something about Bldg. 6-19, that storage area?
139. BB: Where is it?
140. GS: Right here.
141. NA: She said something about that area. Do you remember anything about that?
142. BB: Tables, racks covered with cheesecloth to dry the RDX, that was Bldg. 6-19.
143. NA: We saw that there was some kind of a drain that must’ve gone to a sump.
144. JL: RDX is an organic explosive… That’s what you should look for.
145. BB: That’s what they have us looking for.
146. NA: Well, now that there are solvents and other things, we have to rethink and look at
those.
147. BB: That’s what we were explaining to GS. We’ve had a contractor come in prior to us
and do some sampling, and they had some hits that came up hot and they said, “Well,
we’re 32 feet from the cornfield.” You have a cornfield the whole length of your
building…
148. DD: Just like giving directions, go down to the end of the cornfield and turn left.
149. NA: They didn’t do a true survey.
150. DD: They just did some sampling and didn’t record where in the heck they were?
151. NA: Yeah, 32 feet off the cornfield.
152. DD: How hot?
153. BB: It came up positive for explosives, I don’t know exactly what the hit was.
154. JL: Were there no solvents?
155. BB: I’m not aware of any, I don’t know what…
156. JL: In the service area, solvents have been evaporated long ago, whatever little bit got in
the aquifer…In this area we used acetone, I think it was acetone, primarily to clean
stuff.
157. BB: Acetone and paint thinner, I think.
158. JL: Yeah, we used to use a lot of lacquer.
159. GS: For the stuff I worked on, we used primarily water.
160. NA: GS had talked about some of the explosions.
161. JL: He was up close and personal in one.
162. DD: Right on the corner behind that 12 x 12 post…it bent that. If it hadn’t been for that,
GS’d be up there looking at us. I told you you had problems.
163. JL: Also had, which was it, Bldg. 6-95?
164. BB: Bldgs. 6-95 and 6-92.
165. JL: Bldg. 6-95 had two casualties because two ladies were there moving powder buggies
with primer and pre-primer mix, we think. Bldg. 6-92 was just a … explosion. As
was Bldg. 6-34.
166. DD: Every once in a while they’d just decide to go off.
167. JL: Which led to the non-propagating pack.
168. DD: That’s right, which probably saved many lives because when they opened them up
they found that some had detonated inside the pack. You see what happened was,
they didn’t go in line, they just went by order. Like GS, part of the building, you saw
they staggered all the detonator vents over there…
169. JL: You were in 35 back then.
170. GS: Right.
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General Information
171. {conversation between JL and GS, can’t make it out}
172. DD: There’s better memories then that out here.
173. GS: Five ‘til 12. We were going on Thanksgiving vacation, and I let the girls go 8 ‘til.
174. DD: You were a good man. Good thing you did.
175. NA: Were you hurt?
176. GS: I got burnt real good and a lot of shrapnel and…
177. DD: Hearing problem.
178. GS: Yeah, hearing problem in my left ear,
179. DD: What did you say? {Joke}
180. BB: Comes in handy with the “honey do” list. I didn’t hear you.
181. DD: Where are you from.
182. BB: Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
183. NA: We’re from the Oak Ridge office, we have a corporate office in Milwaukee.
184. DD: You work with Martin Marietta?
185. BB: It’s Bechtel Jacobs now. Running those three sites.
186. DD: Huh?
187. BB: Bechtel Jacobs. Used to be Lockheed Martin, then Martin Marietta.
188. DD: Oh, they got bid out?
189. NA: Yeah.
190. BB: They put it up for bid and Bechtel Jacobs…
191. DD: Did all those employees move from one company to another.
192. NA: Pretty much, but now what they’re doing is transitioning them to subcontractors.
They’re really just downsizing.
193. DD: You work for DOE?
194. NA: We do DOE work, too.
195. DD: Where else do we go?
196. NA: OK, let’s go to…
Line 6
197. DD: Is that all for Line 6?
198. BB: That gives us a good head start.
199. NA: We spoke to LM yesterday. He didn’t know of any wet operations or anything like
that where there could be sumps or anything like that.
200. JL: They had sumps there to destroy RDX. RDX and lead azide were used as cabosil,
glass, and EDTA pellets…pellets that picked up moisture.
201. DD: Desensitized after so long.
202. JL: Desensitized the azide. But they had sumps there that were caustic sumps that used
sodium hydroxide to destroy RDX. They were on the back line. I don’t know if they
are there now after the renovations and stuff. They were back here somewhere.
203. DD: These are the three igloos they built.
204. JL: So I think they might be gone.
205. NA: We had a walk through yesterday.
206. JL: They’re probably gone from where they were after renovation…I’m sorry, I’m
looking over here and I should be over there…sump’s back over there.
207. DD: Back line, we brought them in and processed all the lead azide and the RDX. We did
the washing and stuff and drying it. We had Freon tanks here that…
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Line 6, Continued
208. BB: That was good confirmation.
209. NA: Freon tank right there?
210. DD: Yeah, there were some Freon tanks right here, we had two of them. Liquid Freon, we
used it like it was water.
211. JL: There’s a few square miles in the southern ozone layer missing….
212. BB: You say the sumps were in this area, were they on the walk or back behind the
building?
213. JL,DD:
Back behind the building.
214. DD: Yeah, they were back there. That’s where they did all the processing, washing,
decanting…pulled it down with a vacuum, and they put it…
215. JL: Are you sure they had lead azide?
216. DD: We had a blow back there, too.
217. JL: You had lead azide back there, too?
218. DD: Yeah, we processed lead azide and RDX back there. Then brought it up the line and
took lead azide, RDX, and ground glass and mixed it up and put it in mines under wet
Freon.
219. JL: So you had two kinds of sumps…one that was caustic sumps, which was simply
sodium hydroxide that destroys the RDX. And the other would be a lead azide sump,
which is the same as over at Line 6, which would be acetic acid, sodium nitride, and
sodium sulfate.
220. GS: I worked in the assembly area, I wasn’t on the back line.
221. DD: There should be SOPs that tell you exactly what they did in all those buildings.
Standard operating procedures. Somebody ought to have…
222. BB: Who do you think would have those SOPs?
223. DD: It’s changed so much, I’m not sure.
224. BB: Is there a particular department…?
225. DD: It should be in the production area.
226. JL: Or historical archives, probably somewhere. May be over in records or archives next
door, I don’t know.
227. DD: A lot of stuff they put down in storage… that storage is the place to start. CH is in
charge of all storage.
228. BB: I’m sorry, CH who?
229. DD: CH.
230. JL: These were pre-computer age, so they wouldn’t be in the electronic data, for obvious
reasons.
231. DD: They’d be all paper stuff. But that’d be a place where I think you could find out, if
there were… If she can find them. The other SOP writer does that up there in
Iowa…Procedures, quality procedures.
232. JL: DH?
233. DD: DH would be another one.
234. JL: If you’re just interested in waste, I’m pretty certain that they would be in a sump log
there.
235. DD: …We brought in the cabosil and mixed the stuff up and made the pellets.
236. JL: You dried them in the Arizona room.
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Line 6, Continued
237. DD: Arizona room, we call it. Lithium chloride…then in later operations when we had the
mines and stuff, it was used as assembly over here, so…they did some painting
operations down in here. What they did with all the sumps, how they cleaned it up, I
don’t know…used to have an application on pack out down there…did some
assembly on…
238. JL: The building that blew is no longer there, right? Bldg. 6-57? That’s gone?
239. BB: We understood that two buildings were here, that there might be possible
contamination in that area.
240. JL: Old barium shots along these.
General Information
241. NA: They’re very light, they’re very hard to see.
242. JL: Drawings?
243. NA: They’re aerials.
244. JL: You should have line drawings. Should be…
245. BB: There are line drawings. LH and I were here two weeks ago, and I was going to go
through the drawings until I realized there were 7000 drawings. And I didn’t know
exactly what I was looking for.
246. DD: You want layouts, that’s all you want. But that’d be in drawings.
247. JL: W drawings.
248. DD: Yeah. In other words, if you get Line 9, you’d get 9 W something. If I remember
right, that’d be a layout drawing. I could be wrong on that. I get the senior moments.
249. BB: Unfortunately, I’m claiming those at my age.
250. DD: That was usually the layout drawing. Then you could look at Bldgs. 6-01 or 6-02 or
something like that…they’d give you the general layout and process through there.
The drawings and all that are under CH. They have most of that on disk.
251. BB: DP is our point-of-contact and he’s put us in touch with the people that have the
vault. As I said, they said, “Oh yeah, we have no problem with you coming to look at
these drawings. Which one of the 7000 do you want?”
252. DD: That’s what you’ve got to look at. As they change, you can look at different layouts
and see how the changes….
253. DL: LR is head of drafting.
254. DD: That’s another one you can ask, DP, LR.
Line 1
255. JL: We did mine charges over on Line 1, right DD? Precourse charges? We didn’t do
powder operations?
256. DD: No, no pressing operations. We did assembly.
257. NA: Has it always been that way? Just assembly?
Line 6
258. DD: Yeah, most all this was assembly, well assembly except during the gravel mine
program during Vietnam, where they brought the raw material and it was all
assembled here, but it was not a pressing operation. In Line 6 we did do some
pressing as far as detonator loading, and those were all…
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Line 9
259. JL:
260. DD:
261. JL:
262. DD:
263. NA:
264. DD:
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.

JL:
DD:
JL:
DD:
NA:

270. DD:
271. NA:
272. DD:

273. BB:

What’d they do here during WWII?
In Line 9 they made those fuses and stuff like that, wasn’t it?
I don’t know.
You know, somewhere I’ve got a production schedule from back in WWII. It showed
what that did in the ‘40s.
This is from JS; it’s a writeup from JJ. He kind of summarized, but he didn’t have
much on Line 9.
Line 7, which is deactivated, a lot of time we made fuses and stuff like that. On Line
7, which is…
Black powder
Black powder operation.
You used to be able to smell it.
But Line 9, I don’t know…
It says here, “Potential azide contamination and RDX. At one time primer mix was
done here in back cubicles and there were flash fires.”
In Line 9?
Yeah. TNT, sodium thiosulphate, antimony sulfides, and black powder were also
used.
I don’t know what the production schedule was back in those days. I think it was
probably in ‘43, because when we had our 50th anniversary I did a little history
checking on some of the stuff they used. That could be of help to you…look at what
type of things we do.
If you could find that, that would be a wonderful help. We’ll get a card and number
to you. If you wouldn’t mind looking for that, I’d appreciate it.

General Information
274. DD: I kept my little history file.
275. BB: Smart man.
276. DD: It’s just interesting to go back and look at the history and stuff, so...
277. BB: I find all this fascinating.
278. DD: Give me a piece of paper in case I have a senior moment. I’ll look for that…
279. BB: The infamous Line 1.
280. DD: What’s your number out here?
281. BB: 759-8252 would be my cell, BB. 8251 would be LH.
282. DD: 759?
283. BB: Uh-huh
284. DD: 8251, and that’s LH?
285. BB: Right.
Line 1
286. BB: We’ve found that quite a few of the Line 1 buildings didn’t get identified, and we
apologize for that. Initially there was information about sediment ponds that were
upgradient. I don’t know if you can see the pink highlighted Xs that I put along the
fence line. Those seem to be prime locations for us to look because drainage off of
the melt building possibly could go up there or seep in there.
287. NA: Yeah, the Corps has remediated that. I guess…
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Line 1, Continued
288. JL: There used to be a big lagoon out here…
289. NA: Right. But there’s a 1980 document that mentions sediment ponds upgradient of that.
Most of the people we’ve spoken to had no idea. Things came down these belts from
the machining and melt buildings.
290. JL: When AEC moved in, they could possibly have been changed in the ‘50s.
291. NA: We talked to JF, he didn’t remember anything like that.
292. DD: When AEC come in they did…
293. BB: They had two melt buildings, number 1 and number 2. From what we understand,
they washed out the buildings and it came out on both sides. Those would be two
locations for us…Gave us an idea that maybe we might want to look on the sides
there…
294. DD: That’s typical of any melt building. I mean back in those days, even the screening
building back over here and the 50 buildings, when they did the screening of TNT,
they washed those down, and that went right out the door too.
295. JL: You’ll find a big circle around most melts.
296. DD: Yeah, you ought to put a circle around those two. All the 50 buildings should be
checked around because that was the technology back in those days. Then they put
sumps in and they overflowed them… Yes, about the environment and rightly so.
Everything that we were doing was on the leading edge of technology back in those
days. In a lot of it, there wasn’t any technology.
297. NA: Any 50 building would be a melt building?
298. DD: Yeah, a screening building. In other words, you got your magazine, you bring your
raw explosive in, and they had a remote TNT screening building in there where they
did some processing of some other stuff, and it processed through there, then it went
to the melt building. And when they washed down, they just did the same thing they
did in the melt building, they opened the doors and washed it out.
299. JL: See those radial ramps? They would transport the material right to the top of it. It
would go to the top of the tower.
300. DD: Comp B was handled differently because it went straight in. TNT had to go through
screening.
301. BB: Comp B, what is that?
302. JL: RDX and TNT.
303. DD: 70:30 or some combination of that.
304. JL: 70% RDX, 30% TNT.
305. BB: I’ve heard it said numerous times now…
306. DD: Mix it, more bounce to the ounce, bang for the buck, or whatever. Still use it, it
comes in… TNT is like rice, Comp B is a flake.
307. NA: Any explosions on Line 1?
308. DD: We had a melt building blow during WWII.
309. GS: Bldg. 1-05-2, wasn’t it?
310. DD: Yeah, Bldg. 1-05-2, if I remember right. It was the some thing in Line 3. They had
one, and that’s when they modified the kettles. Then down here in 1-12, during the
AEC, they had a press blow. Over here they had a press blow in one of the bays, one
of the hydrostatic presses. This melt building was a major blow.
311. NA: Any casualties?
312. DD: No. It was all remote, the walls did what they were suppose to do…
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313. JL: But the anvil was buried 12 feet.
314. DD: Yeah. It went, I don’t know how high in the air, and came back down, and it buried.
It’s like a breech on a big gun…Navy gunships. I don’t remember any other blows.
315. JL: That one with the grenade.
316. DD: What’s that?
317. JL: The grenade machine one. Also at Bldg. 1-04 we had a blow, but that was primer
release.
318. NA: They did a lot of raw material handling at Line 1.
319. JL: Line 1 had about every explosive you can name. Exotics, exotics at the time, but
there were liquid bonded explosives, PBXs, whole bunches. Basically it boiled down
to four explosives, TNT, HMX, RDX, and EETM. Those four explosives composed
all these other products. Binders, explosives. Binders like…. For the most part four
basic explosives.
320. DD: The only other one I know is the film processors...the silver and all the other stuff. I
don’t know how they handled all that. They would develop tons and tons of…
321. JL: We didn’t worry about it up until recently, that’s why…a lot of silver.
322. DD: Do you know how we handled that?
323. GS: No.
324. DD: That’s another area, the 100 then, we had other x-rays basically in different spots on
the other lines, but…
325. JL: 2-10, 3, 8, 1100.
326. NA: So you didn’t have much dealings with the AEC operations?
327. DD: No.
328. NA: You know, they’re making a big deal out of Line 1 now. We could possibly be doing
some rad type surveys through here.
329. JL: There’s no rad at the plant that I know of.
330. NA: That’s what we’ve heard. They’ve done all kinds of…
331. JL: There’s assembly operations… All the nuclear…for bombs for packing came
preassembled. It got popped in and the assembly didn’t pop out.
332. NA: That’s one piece of work that may be coming our way. We’re like…there isn’t
anything, so where do we start?
333. JL: We didn’t machine plutonium, we didn’t handle plutonium. The tip for the weapons
came preassembled, and it went in the weapon and out the door it went.
334. NA: We talked about some depleted uranium.
335. BB: The pits were tritium.
336. JL: Some penetrators, some anti tank weapons. Those are premade too, they’re not
machined here.
337. BB: So everything you received that had any kind of radioactive material was all
preassembled?
338. DD: Yeah.
339. JL: We didn’t machine plutonium, and we didn’t process plutonium.
340. DD: And when we disassemble them, we disassemble and send them back for
reprocessing. All the depleted uranium.
General Information
341. JL: … is not AEC or DOE.
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342. DD: Anti tank guns, of course, they have some stuff. They did some testing, which they’d
do over at test firing. I don’t know what all that involved, but they did a lot of testing
over there.
343. NA: Yeah, that’s another place we may look. Test fire.
344. JL: Test fire might have more chance of …
345. GS: DS would be the guy to talk to.
346. JL: Did you work out there with JK?
347. DD: Oh, yeah.
348. JL: You worked with JK at test fire…?
349. DD: Yeah, he was the controls…
350. JL: He’s still alive. He probably knows more about the AEC test fire that anybody.
351. BB: What about GM.
352. DD: Dead.
353. BB: Well, we won’t be able to talk with him.
354. GS: DS, he’s retired.
355. JL: He just retired.
356. BB: Oh, I just missed him. Shame I didn’t catch him
357. NA: How do you spell JK?
358. DD: JK.
359. NA: l e? That’s for future, if we get this other work.
360. DD: Get the other work, yeah.
361. JL: He was supervisor long before I was here.
362. NA: Do you have knowledge of Line 800? Renovation?
363. BB: No, that’s deactivation.
Deactivation Furnace
364. NA: How about deactivation furnace?
365. JL: Detonators in there, primarily M55 detonators, M24s probably… M61 primers,
fuses…
366. BB: We tried to highlight, obviously, off to the sides, because it would blow…
367. DD: Yeah, highlight the areas where it would be…
368. JL: One of those, right is the feed area, and the left one is where debris came out the end
of the kiln and the one on the top area, we called …device.
369. NA: … yeah, big canister.
370. JL: But we essentially put trays of M55 detonators, mostly M55 detonators because they
had primer mix, NOL 130, and lead azide and RDX...we put them in one end. They
blew up in an aluminum case. They were defective, they either didn’t meet
specifications at test fire or dimensionally.
371. DD: You ever work here?
372. GS: No.
373. DD: I didn’t think so.
Roundhouse PCB Site
374. NA: Transformer storage area? Roundhouse?
375. BB: The squares we’re looking for stored transformers, PCBs…
376. NA: JS remembers them being stored there…
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377. BB: And gave us an idea…
378. NA: Petroleum USTs, more than one was there.
379. JL: I know about these two abovegrounds…they use them yet.
Line 1
380. DD: There’s just one thing on Line 1, when they brought them down to the booster station
when they brought the rail cars and stuff in…You could probably look for spilled oil
and stuff around those.
381. JL: The best authority on USTs is KM. He could tell you where all the USTs were and
where they’ve been taken out.
382. BB: {to DD} On Line 1?
383. DD: Every line. Most all the lines had a booster station that provided additional heat when
it got real cold. And they also brought storage tanks in… If you look at all the areas,
there’s one there. And they’re usually, what are they…
384. BB: Are those all the 500 buildings I’ve been seeing on the lines?
385. End of tape L2-A.
Interviews are continued on Tape L2-B transcript.
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Tape L2-B
Lines 4A and 4B
1.
GS: Line 4B.
2.
DD: What was produced in Line 4B before we modified it?
3.
JL: Hellfire
4.
GS: Shillelagh.
5.
DD: Shillelagh, yeah.
6.
NA: I haven’t heard anything before Shillelagh.
7.
DD: This line lay pretty well dormant until we modified it for the Shillelagh and then
brought the Hellfire in. They put the equipment in the back line.
8.
GS: Shillelagh, it was all…
9.
DD: Everything basically was brought in and we assembled it. We did the assembly work.
10. BB: We’re just looking, where were the sumps located?
11. DD: Back here would be one of them. Explosive were back over here and here.
12. NA: I guess it laid dormant for awhile…M52 fuses during Korea.
13. DD: Yeah. Some fuse work and during WWII probably some kind of component, but if
anything was done, it should show on that schedule if I can find it.
14. BB: Did we ever find out what the…
15. JL: There’s a crop circle…
16. BB: Yeah, we noticed a lot of crop circles. What were the 07 buildings used for?
17. DD: Those (buildings) they put in additional storage when it was an addition for this and
the ramp coming in for raw explosive we brought in and pressed over here. It was a
storage magazine. Those were done before the Hellfire (missiles), if I remember
right. They were added in.
18. JL: New construction.
19. DD: This was the new construction; they modified that.
20. BB: Lines 4B and 4A are short stories.
21. JL: I know about Line 4A because I worked there for about 6, 7 years. We have…
22. BB: This was the detonator line, is that correct?
23. JL: Yeah. M55 detonator. We just did a trial production run. The Corps built it. We
installed equipment and did a trial production on 3 million detonators. You have
sumps up here, here, here, and here.
24. NA: Where is the sump at the top?
25. BB: The one that says sump.
26. JL: On the north side there.
27. BB: I’ve got that one.
28. JL: Here, here, and you got those. We had a little sump right here at the end of Bldgs. 38,
48, and 63 that we never really used. This was for RDX. We simply pumped it out
and never used it again. This was built with a sump collection system that went to an
underground tank here that would be pumped up in this pond and then spray
evaporated. We never used this because of environmental concerns. Before we
started operation, the EPA required a double lining on this pond, and we had single
lining. So we never contaminated any of this. Except we put steam evaporator coils
in the sumps and boiled them out, then flooded out the mixture, and what was in here
was the same as Line 6. It was lead azide, primer mix, basically tetrazine, lead azide.
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General Information and Line 6
29. GS: May I be excused? I have an appointment for 9:30. If you need me in the future… if
you want to talk to me…
30. NA: I don’t know if you have time, GS, but we’ve got JP at 2:00. He’s going to go through
a walk through. It seems like there’s a lot of stuff at Line 6. I don’t know if you have
time to walk through with us.
31. GS: Could I walk through? Does it have to be today?
32. BB: We can walk through any time. We’ll be here through Thursday of next week, and
then we’ll be back.
33. GS: Can I have one of your cards, and I’ll contact you.
34. NA: Put the cell phone numbers on it.
35. BB: I will.
Lines 4A and 6
36. {Discussion with all interviewees}
37. GS: Line 6 is pretty much my expertise. I spent a lot of time over there.
38. NA: And it looks like there are more than three locations we need to sample.
39. BB: 4A-22; we were told that in the E-5 building, this back line section, the floor was
lead.
40. JL: The floor was lead from here back to here.
41. BB: And kept wet.
42. DD: Oh, yes.
43. JL: We humidified the building. The floor got wet because it was washed down, but it
was all troughed into those two sumps. It was contoured up about 6 or 7 inches off the
floor. We needed the lead because lead azide is very static sensitive and so is primer
mix. Lead provides a conductive floor. That whole area was lead floor. We had to
run a humidity above 50%… Oh, we had a lot of blows at Line 6 that were caused by
static. And this was designed by the Corps to be humidified and kept conductive and
moist.
Line 6
44. DD:
45. BB:
46. DD:
47. JL:

You’ll find lead floors at Line 6 in the back line and Line 9 also.
Can I bring those back up and you show me where?
Sure.
… Bldgs. 6-88, 6-81, and 6, and that sump by 6-68, that’s all. And the labs,
Bldg. 6-33, and I think Bldg. 6-35 had lead floor. No, it didn’t.
Lines 9 and 6
48. DD: Line 9 and Line 6.
49. BB: Here’s Line 9.
50. DD: You’ll find…
51. NA: Line 6, I saw a sign there about static electricity.
Line 9
52. DD: I don’t remember any of these being lead floors. You’d have lead floors back here
{Bldg. 9-14} and I think you have some lead floors back here, too, didn’t you {Bldgs.
9-68 and 9-68-1}?
53. JL: Probably would because they handled lead azide… they had to be.
54. BB: Bldg. 9-68?
Note: The interview was transcribed and has been edited for readability only.
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Line 6
55. DD: Yeah, I’d check Bldg. 6-57 and, I don’t think so, but I know these had lead floors in
them {Bldgs. 6-88, 6-89}. I don’t think any of the buildings in the assembly
operation had lead floors.
56. JL: Lead floors would be anywhere that wet powder came in and we dried it. That would
be Bldgs. 6-88, 6-89, probably the storage buildings, but I’m not sure about that, and
Bldg. 6-68. But definitely Bldgs. 6-88 and 6-89.
57. DD: These storage areas…
58. JL: They may or may not be, I don’t know.
59. DD: Yeah, Bldg. 6-69, 6… I don’t think they did anything in test fire.
60. JL: No, there’s nothing up there.
61. DD: And…
62. JL: The lab…
63. DD: The lab over here.
64. JL: They may have been taken out, I don’t know.
65. DD: That’s something you’d better check.
66. BB: That’s the first we’d heard of that.
General Information
67. JL: Anywhere you find that we had initiating explosives, you’ll find lead floors.
Line 4A
68. NA:
69. JL:
70. NA:
71. JL:

72.
73.

DD:
JL:

74.
75.

BB:
JL:

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

NA:
JL:
NA:
JL:
NA:

81.
82.

JL:
NA:

Did the lead floors ever get washed down? Did the wash water go straight out?
It went to sumps. Line 4A, I think, Bldg. 4A-07….
When the regulators hear lead they…
First of all, lead’s going to go to the sump here, so it’s not going into the
environment. The only problem we ever had was rainwater would back up this sump
occasionally, and it flooded a couple of times {Bldg. 4A-22E-5}. I can’t remember
the number and the times, but this was replaced when ...I can’t remember the name of
the contractor.
Oh, when that did all the…ICI.
ICI. They moved in there and renovated. They renovated these…that sump was
renovated before I even …They put a double wall back there and that one back there.
These are double walled now too, I think. But I guess the only thing I can ever
remember overflowing was this one here. And this one overflowed a couple of times
because a lot of groundwater got in there, and before the claws could pull it out…
When they renovated it, did they do any kind of soil remediation around it?
This was all tested during that Ridgeville survey back in the ‘70s or ’80. You know
about the Ridgeville survey they did here at the whole plant?
Jaycor. That was the ‘90s.
They got an 8- or 10-volume survey.
11
11, I don’t know…a lot of volumes.
That’s the one where they didn’t do the survey coordinates. All those, I don’t know
how many millions samples they took.
They didn’t give exact locations?
They didn’t give exact locations.
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Line 4A, Continued
83. JL: They did that before with satellite…
84. NA: Yeah, the Corps GPS. But they….
85. BB: They could have at least given two coordinates…west from this, north from that.
86. JL: They did test this area, I’m sure.
87. DD: Might add too, while you’re talking about lead, that when they got through with the
gravel mine program over at test fire, they did a high order on all these canisters.
88. NA: The gravel mine program?
89. DD: Oh, yeah. They did a lot of….over at detonation, I’m sure. You might check with…
90. JL: The Yard E explosion, too. A bunch of people were killed.
91. DD: In Yard E. We’ll get to that, but I just thought I’d mention that since we talked about
lead. That’s lead azide; there’s a lot of lead in that.
92. JL: There was remediation conducted at 4A. The Corps did it, but I don’t
remember…that’s when ICI was moving in, and I was out of the line at that time.
93. DD: That was pretty sensitive because it was very competitive land. Very few people got
in there from a contractor’s side.
94. JL: Anyway, I haven’t been there since I left. But there was remediation in this area here,
I’m pretty sure. We did find some minor…it wouldn’t be deep because we didn’t run
that long. It wasn’t like a 10-year, 15-year operation where the stuff soaked into the
ground. That’s all about that one.
Line 800
95. BB:
96. DD:
97. JL:
98. DD:
99. JL:

100.
101.
102.
103.

DD:
JL:
DD:
JL:

104. DD:

105. JL:
106. BB:
107. NA:

Ok, let’s do Line 800.
Oh, the Pink Water Lagoon.
There’s lots of stuff there.
Just what it said.
We did a lot of metal operations there. We bright dipped what’s called sweet rounds.
We had a bright dipping operation there that involved chromic acid and all types of
chemicals. We had a treatment tank there, too. See that big treatment, 800-70-2. They
treated all the chemicals and stuff that came off the bright dipping operation back
there, so they weren’t dumped out. They were treated, but how the waste go disposed
of, I don’t know.
They did a lot of black powder processing back in there…
Lots of black powder …
Bldgs. 800-191 and 800-192.
Those were used for blank rounds also. Class one depth powder. There was some
class 7 powder for fuses back there, I think, wasn’t there?
And then down here in 188 was where we had the saw house. We did a lot of
explosive sawing and stuff, so there are probably sumps in the area being tested. Out
by here or somewhere we had explosives, wet sawing.
The Pink Water Lagoon has, of course, been remediated already.
From what I understand, the animals just love it.
We’re supposed to…There are five sediment ponds I guess that overflowed from the
Pink Water Lagoon. And, I guess WWII era. We’re supposed to take a scoop out of
each one.
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Line 800, Continued
108. JL: A creek flowed down here, and there used to be fly ash in the creek to keep the pink
water, red water, from actually getting off the installation. We still had red water
coming off the installation. “The Hawk Eye” would come in and take pictures of it
every now and then. Even back in the ‘70s and ‘80s. Quantity wise probably more
from there than any other place on the line.
109. DD: And the other thing is we did a lot of demill. Tearing down…
110. JL: Something out of shells,
111. DD: Something out of shells, that’s what it was, a renovation. So in WWII they used it
quite extensively, but I can’t tell you what all the rounds were or what they did with
all the materials back in those days. But we had some tear-down, resizing of blanks,
sawing, metal sawing of steel cases. At one time they used to be brass cases.
112. JL: At one time they had a high-pressure wash-out machine in there and…Bldg. 800-192.
113. DD: Yeah, we had a high-pressure wash-out in Bldg. 800-192. They had sumps and stuff
in this area too then.
114. JL: It made a frothy malt-like mixture of the TNT.
115. DD: It really foamed up. But that was done at extremely high pressure.
116. JL: You have to find…
117. DD: Just about anything in that area.
118. JL: That’s true.
119. NA: They did a lot of… they pulled a lot of the sumps out of that 800 line.
120. JL: If you could see an old line drawing ….
121. NA: Yeah, I remember the Corps had somebody pull a bunch of stuff out of there.
122. DD: We got a little extension on that when they ran the steam line, and a little extension of
the gravel mine program over there. The other 61, we did some assembly work in
that. This was all added in there, but most of the contamination is probably up in here
because it’s disassembly. And over here is where we have the sawing bay or where
we wet saw stuff.
123. JL: I’m sure Jaycor did a survey in the area.
124. DD: Yeah.
125. NA: Every one of these sites has been sampled.
126. JL: There are a lot of monitoring wells all over the place.
127. NA: Oh, yeah.
128. JL: Make sure we’re getting correct subterranean, I guess….
129. NA: That was part of our work. We’re doing some well maintenance, and we’re putting in
more wells.
Line 8
130. JL: We did some. The only work I did here that I’m aware of, we loaded squibs, which
are little black powder…down in Bldgs. 8-80 and 8-81-3.
131. DD: Yeah, we did some of that in there. But ammonium nitrate, other than that they had
lots of good stainless steel, and we used that as a supply for stainless steel on other
particular lines when it was needed, rather than going out and buying it. You hear
stories about what they did down there. But ammonium nitrate…
132. JL: Made….
133. DD: Yeah.
134. LH: That’s what they made?
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Line 8, Continued
135. DD: Yeah.
136. NA: Yeah, someone was saying that they burned the two buildings that were south. They
burned them because they were so corroded and there was nothing…
137. JL: Yeah, just the foundation’s there now.
138. NA: Yeah, two foundations. I guess ammonium nitrate…
139. JL: What was back up here was storage tanks.
140. NA: Those are the…what’s left of…yeah, tank saddles.
141. DD: Tank farm was what they called it
142. JL: Where was the particular operation for ammonium nitrate? I don’t know what
contamination ammonium nitrate would contain. There was Class 7 black powder in
the squibs, but no sumps were still in operation, no clean up, nothing ran out in the
environment anywhere.
143. NA: We’ve got to select three sample locations somewhere.
144. JL: I suggest somewhere around the buildings.
145. NA: Yeah.
146. DD: Since we did, like he said, the squib with ammonium nitrate, I don’t recall what was
done in those buildings. We looked at them for various things, but didn’t use them.
147. JL: Like M65s, all…
148. DD: They made an office building out of one of them temporarily. Some office area but
that wouldn’t do anything.
149. BB: Let’s see, this was the change house {Bldg. 8-83}, and the power house {Bldg. 8169}. Bldg. 8-81-3 {had} M20A1 igniters, surveillance, no open explosives…
150. DD: Right.
151. BB: And Bldg. 81-4 did stovepipes, mines, M20A1, reworked canisters.
152. JL,DD:
Uh-huh
153. BB: So essentially everything was enclosed, there was no…
154. JL: There’s no contamination.
155. BB: {directed at NA} Get out the darts.
156. DD: Other than WWII and ammonium nitrate.
157. NA: There’s an 8-inch pipe that looks like a main of some kind that goes down to the lake.
Looks like it comes back to Line 8.
158. DD: You could draw water out of the lake…
159. NA: I understand that they drew water to the power house…I think it was the power
house.
160. JL: We used to have our own water treatment plant up there.
161. NA: It looks like there’s another pipe, a sewer line or something, that goes out to the
spillway beyond the lake. Empties out…
162. JL: More than likely it’s just fertilizer. Maybe it degrades over time, so essentially stuff
should be greener around here if they had any contamination.
163. BB: Excellent point.
Lines 1, 2, 3, 3A
164. DD: Want one that’s Line 1?
165. BB: Sure.
166. DD: I’ll show where, I don’t remember the numbers, but we had all the little powerhouses
on each line. That’s probably an area for ground contamination for oil.
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Lines 1, 2, 3, 3A, Continued
167. JL: Yeah, we had number 60 oil tanks…
168. BB: Every line seems to have a 500.
169. JL: 500’s a general purpose building.
170. DD: But you’ll find these at Line 2, Line 1. They’ll all have…
171. JL: Normally the numbering scheme means something. The numbers all mean
something.
172. BB: That’s what we’re trying to figure out.
173. JL: This was the power station for Bldg. 2-01-…
174. DD: This one here’s the 62 building on Line 1.
175. JL: That’s still operative.
176. DD: That’s still operative because we have natural gas and oil.
177. JL: The tank line’s been deactivated except for one or two of those tanks back there.
178. DD: There’s a little building right here, but I don’t remember what the number is. Of
course close to all the lines they got a little power….
179. JL: That’s Bldg. 1-52…
180. DD: I’m talking about the other lines, right below, right here. There used to be a little
power station that sits right there…the 52 building to the right here, and I don’t
remember…that’s an office building right there. And then, right below it there’s a
little… you don’t have a line drawing here, do you?
181. BB: No, not for Line 1.
182. JL: 10, Bldg. 1-02 is…
183. DD: It’s the 2 building, that’s it. Bldg. 1-02.
184. JL: Doesn’t that look…. That’s the power plant.
185. DD: Bldg. 1-02.
186. JL: That’s a power plant just like the other power plants, like Bldg. 3A-02 over here.
187. DD: On the other lines, they’re set up.
188. JL: There’s Bldg. 1-02, there’s Bldg. 2-02, and there’s one…
189. DD: Bldg. 3-02, and then there’s a Bldg. 3A-02.
190. JL: Well, Line 3 doesn’t have a power plant. It relied on Line 2.
191. BB: We didn’t do Line 2.
192. NA: No, we weren’t tasked to do it.
193. JL: You doing Line 3?
194. NA: Yeah.
195. JL: And you haven’t been there either. There’s a power plant on the right in the shop
area. As you go out the main gate you see it on the right…couple of stacks…You not
doing Line 2 either?
196. NA: No.
197. BB: Of course, with all this information, who knows.
Line 3A Sewer Lines
198. NA: The other thing that we’re doing at Line 3A sewer lines and the main plant’s sewer
lines is trying to see if there’s infiltration contamination.
199. JL: The Corps did a scope on all that stuff, you know. You could have information from
them…
200. NA: Yeah, they did a sewer line survey.
201. JL: We have more going out the effluent of the main sewer treatment plant than goes into
the lines, volume wise. You’ve got 60-year old tile.
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Line 3A Sewer Lines, Continued
202. NA: We’re supposed to sample influent for 30 days straight to compare production versus
off days.
203. JL: The Corps lined 3A. You check me out, but I’m pretty sure they did. They went in
and they lined 3A tiles. They scoped it when they lined it. That’s what stopped. 3A
is a self-contained sewage plant.
204. NA: Right.
205. JL: They lined it… ask DP about it, he would know.
206. NA: Yeah, he does all the military construction.
207. JL: They still have problems up the line at 3A …the rest of its course.
208. NA: That’s the only thing we’ll be doing, sampling for 30 days straight.
209. JL: Shouldn’t be a problem with 3A. But the main one…. Depending on how
much…get.
210. NA: We were supposed to go up on the line and check manholes. But now military
construction says, “No, we’ll deal with that. You guys just sample the plant to see
what happens.”
211. JL: You’re not …. Just samples?
212. NA: Yeah. You know composite samples with the refrigerated Isco sampler per day. Just
like they’ve got out there now.
213. JL: We do that already.
214. NA: Yeah, I know. DP’s been giving me data.
215. JL: The lab has done it. I worked in the lab in the ‘60s, and we did it back then.
General Information
216. DD: I forgot to mention a press blow in Line 1 in the development area.
217. JL: Oh, yeah, that’s right… Bldg. 1-19 something?
218. DD: Bldg. 1-19-5, 6… something like that. There was a press blow down there with
insensitive explosives. It was really less sensitive.
219. JL: Still it was RDX-based explosives. What was that…
220. DD: Huh? PBX.
221. JL: Wasn’t it…
222. DD: No, PBX, they had PAX
223. JL: Yeah, PAX.
224. DD: Excuse me, PAX 1, 2, or 3 or what ever it was. They had several varieties of
Picitinny Arsenal Explosives, PAX
225. BB: I’m sorry,what?
226. DD: Huh?
227. BB: I’m sorry, what was the first part of that?
228. DD: Picitinny.
229. JL: PAX stands for Picitinny Arsenal Explosive.
230. DD: PAX…p-I-c-I-t-I-n-n-y if you want the spelling of that. Picitinny Arsenal was the
design agency for all military items…most all of them.
231. NA: That’s about it.
232. DD: Well, you have the number if you need anything else.
233. BB: And you’re going to check for your production schedule…
234. DD: At that time it was confidential, but it’s not confidential any more.
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General Information, Continued
235. NA: We’ve just spoken to JL, GS of American Ordnance, and DD, retiree.
236. MW: I worked from 1941 until ’43, then I came back in ’51 and worked ‘til ’82.
237. BB: As I mentioned on the phone, we’ve been tasked with trying to pick three locations…
238. MW: That’s what I wanted to find out about you guys. See what you do and so forth.
239. BB: Sure. We’re with T N & Associates. Our corporate office is in Milwaukee, WI, but
our particular office is in Oak Ridge, TN. We're near the three Manhattan Project
plants. We’ve been contracted to do some confirmation samples. As you may know,
Jaycor came out and did a slew of sampling, but we had a little trouble with their
locations. It wasn’t real specific, so they’ve asked us to come out and pick three
locations from these particular lines as confirmations. Are you getting hits on
explosives, things of that nature?
240. NA: These sites that we’ve been tasked to do confirmation sampling on have been
investigated previously. But, in that big report, that 11-volume report, they didn’t do
any surveying of the sampling locations. So now the sampling locations say
something like 32 feet off building such and such. So it’s like, east or west, north or
south? Now we’ve been tasked by the Army Corps to confirm that there’s something
over in this area and survey it in. That’s why in these interviews we’re trying to talk
to people who have previous knowledge about where some places could be
contaminated, and we’re going to pinpoint those areas. We have very limited
samples...three or four locations to take soil samples. That’s why we’ve been talking
to several people, and they’ve really given us some great information.
241. BB: And we only tape because I can’t write everything, and my memory’s like a sieve.
242. NA: We’re trying to put this back on paper for the Army Corps.
243. MW: So you have a contract with the government?
244. NA: We’re contractors for the Corps.
245. MW: And you’re doing follow up information on whatever they had before?
246. NA: Yeah.
247. MW: Trying to confirm it and be more precise with it.
Line 6
248. NA: That’s right. It’s really going to be much more precise. Some of this sampling’s been
done 10, 11 years. And I don’t think they’ve been…part of Line 6 had been
remediated but not all of it. Do you have familiarity with just about everything?
249. MW: Well, I was the manager of the Engineering Division for quite a few years. All the
time I was out here, I used to have a lot of knowledge. I don’t think I do anymore.
When I left here, I tried to forget the place, and I think I did a pretty good job of
doing that.
250. BB: I have trouble remembering what I had for dinner last night.
251. MW: You recording this?
252. NA: Yeah, is that a problem?
253. MW: Not with me.
254. NA,BB:
OK.
255. BB: It’s just, as I said, I can’t write fast enough, and we’re going back and transcribing
this onto paper for the Corps so they know what we were told and where our
information came from.
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Line 6, Continued
256. MW: The thing that I’m wondering about here. You know that there are all kinds of
records when we operated the plant that should be available. All kinds of drawings
that would locate a lot of these things for you, I would think.
257. NA: Well…
258. MW: Also we had what we called SOP drawings, standard operating procedure drawings,
which showed the operations in each one of the buildings and what happened in all
those buildings and so forth. I thought maybe those things might be valuable to you.
I don’t know, maybe you’ve already checked those out.
259. BB: They are additional assets, but we find that we learn more by actually talking to the
people that worked in them and knew them, rather than trying to sit and look at these
procedures, trying to figure out where something might have happened or where
wash-out or sumps might have overflowed, which wouldn’t be in procedures. That
would be people’s personal knowledge, things that they’ve seen. How they know
things worked. We ran into a situation, obviously, with the 34-2 building where a
corner was blown. In ’69, the night before Thanksgiving, we could have had
extensive contamination of the explosive that took place back there, but we’re not
going to find things like that in procedures. It’s a combination of the above.
260. MW: That was back in 1951 and ’52,wasn’t it, when that blew?
261. BB: That particular corner was ’69. We had GS, who was actually there…
262. MW: ’69? OK.
263. BB: Line 6 is quite notorious for numerous incidents.
264. NA: There actually have been several explosions over about 30 or 40 years that we’ve
talked to people about.
265. MW: That was the detonator line.
266. NA: Like building 6-92 had blown…the detonators got set off.
267. MW: Right.
268. NA: Did he say when that was?
269. BB: Well, that was the packing one where they think rodents got into it.
270. MW: This building blew too.
271. BB: That blew because of buggies.
272. MW: This one was about ‘51, ’52, or something?
273. BB: That might have been, I didn’t get a year on that.
274. NA: I didn’t get a year on that.
275. MW: I remember when that one blew. I’d just come down here from Iowa State, and that
blew.
276. BB: We had a couple of incidents in the 6-88, 6-89 buildings.
277. MW: Yeah, right. Some lady dropped a pillow. Lead azide blew.
278. BB: Now they’ve remediated approximately from the line of Bldgs, 6-88, 6-89 on south,
but there’s still some area on Line 6 where they want us to try and pick three
locations to sample. So, in sitting down and talking to everybody that’s worked with
them…
279. MW: Oh, I see.
280. BB: You can see how large the line is and to try to pinpoint three locations…That’s why
we sit and talk with everybody, to give us an idea. Some of the buildings that have
wash-out, where they washed out buildings, it went through drains and onto the
ground. Some of the areas are remediated, some aren’t. But that gives us ideas
where to look.
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Line 6, Continued
281. NA: A lot of soils were taken out in this corner, but I don’t know when…I guess it was in
the ‘60s or ‘70s. A lot of this was excavated out.
282. MW: Who did that? Did the Corps do that?
283. NA: It had to have been the Corps.
284. MW: Was it?
285. NA: They took it off site to a hazardous waste landfill.
286. MW: I wasn’t in on that at all, I guess. I sure don’t remember that. Have you talked to
Safety, our safety people?
287. NA: Uh-huh, we’ve talked to production people,
288. MW: JS.
289. NA: JS.
290. BB: I caught him on the way out. He just recently retired.
291. MW: Did he retire? I didn’t know that.
292. NA: About two weeks ago.
293. LH: PR, I guess, is the next one.
294. NA: PR’s got about two more weeks, I think.
295. MW: I saw Pete this morning. Yeah, PP worked for me.
296. BB: Was there any particular line that you were more familiar with than others? You got
around?
Line 1
297. NA: Are you familiar with Line 1.
298. MW: A little bit, yes.
299. NA: Since you go back as far as ’41.
300. MW: Well the last few years I worked I was not in the detail. I was in the administrative
end of it, which I didn’t really like, but that’s what I was in. So details, I would have
to go back to records to see what those are.
301. NA: Line 1, pull up Line 1. Line 1, there is a mention…they’ve done remediation of the
pink water lagoon. That was solved.
302. MW: Right, dug that all out.
303. NA: There’s a 1980 document that mentions sediment ponds that were upgradient of
that… and
304. BB: Remediation was done in that area.
305. NA: Yeah, this was all remediated. And there was a dam at one time.
306. MW: That’s right, I had knowledge of there, here.
307. NA: Could there have been any ponds up in here? We’re tasked by the Corps to sample
probable locations.
308. MW: I don’t think there could have been.
309. NA: We walked out there and it didn’t look like there were.
310. LH: We walked this fenceline all the way from up here at the tanks…here’s your
fenceline, brush, creek. It almost looks like there could have been some depressions
up in there. We were only able to see it looking up over a hill but not from the road
there looking down.
311. MW: I doubt that you’d have anything up here in this area at all. Down in these areas…
312. NA: The melt buildings…
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Line 1, Continued
313. MW: Where you’d have your red water from these buildings, and this all slopes down this
way, as I remember. So I would think any drainage out of here would come down
this way into that… There wouldn’t be anything up here. This was all inert operation
up here… there were no explosives up in that area.
314. NA: JS, JS said, “I don’t remember anything like that.” And he said that you could find
something…you might want to go in these gullies because they would have direction
range off those buildings.
315. MW: I think I’d have to agree with that. I remember this collecting area down here.
316. NA: Spoke to JF who worked…
317. MW: JF? Yeah.
318. NA: For AEC for awhile. He’s like, I don’t…AEC did all kinds of things. He didn’t
remember anything like those ponds or anything like that. Separate ponds from that
pink water lagoon.
319. MW: I don’t know, either. I was thinking that there was probably drainage down this way,
and if there were any collecting areas, they would be down in this area. All the rain
would end up down here, I’d say.
320. NA: We heard they dug as far up as…pretty far up there.
321. MW: Oh, did they?
322. BB: I’ve marked two spots here that somebody indicated might have been a settling area,
not necessarily created, but more of a natural settling area.
323. MW: That’s what I was thinking, you know, just a runoff. If the topography wasn’t such
that it drained, it might have collected in some areas. I don’t think it was a planned
thing. I didn’t mean that. I said that before, but I think it just happened. As it was
going down here, it could be collected.
324. BB: I’m beginning to think that’s exactly what we’re looking for. Everybody we spoke to
has said there were no created settling ponds.
325. MW: I didn’t think…not up in this area, I don’t think. But, down in this area was even a
place…So, these or this building would be your main building that would generate
any explosives that could be…the rest of this stuff was more assembly kind of things.
326. NA: Machining operations.
327. MW: Yeah, and there were machining operations, too. I think they had machine operations
down in the 1-05 building, but I’m not too sure. I remember this building very well.
I was here when we installed all that equipment. Put all the piping in and everything.
328. NA: Those are the melt buildings.
329. MW: Yeah, those are melt buildings. How many hundreds of miles of piping did we put
in?
330. BB: Did you put drains in for that area? Some underground drains or any kind of piping
that might have carried wash off?
331. MW: I don’t know. We could have, but I don’t remember.
332. NA: Did you have any involvement in AEC operations?
333. MW: As an administrator up in the office and coming down here now and then, but I read a
lot in the paper about this radiation and all that stuff. I really can’t believe that we
had any problem down here with radiation.
334. NA: We’ve talked to several people and it’s like, “I don’t know what they’re talking
about.”
335. BB: Everything was preprocessed and just came here for assembly.
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Line 1, Continued
336. MW: That’s right. When the stuff came in here, it was pretty well closed, you know. And
maybe this beryllium that… maybe there’s something, some people may have been
exposed to that, but I don’t think that was a problem either. You know, we have a
very good safety record out here at the plant. Excellent safety department. Of course,
they did everything to protect the people. That was their job ,and that’s what they did
and they did a good job of it. And in places were there was a potential of being
exposed to any radiation, they wore these monitors.
337. NA: Oh, so they did wear TLDs?
338. MW: Yeah.
339. LH: It’s probably the predecessor to the pencil type dosimeter or else film badge. Which
was…
340. BB: That’s what I was thinking…a film badge.
341. NA: Film badge.
342. MW: Right, and I don’t think there were very many that had to wear those. I don’t have
first-hand knowledge of that. But JS should.
343. NA: Yeah, JS had said that….
General Information
344. MW: He should be able to tell you about these things.
345. NA: He said that they had regular urinalysis programs, and some did wear…I don’t know
if it was a film badge or a TLD. But that was later on.
346. MW: This place wasn’t like Rocky Flats where they machined this stuff.
347. NA: That’s what everybody has said, that it was always the production of it…it wasn’t raw
material.
348. MW: No there wasn’t any…
349. NA: It was already boxed up…
350. MW: It was already all enclosed, so, they weren’t handling it. I was at Rocky Flats several
times, and of course we had to wear those monitors. I couldn’t believe that they had
these machines all enclosed, and even when they maintained them they had gloves
that went through to maintain them. The tools were in there and they never took them
out.
351. BB: That’s right.
352. MW: They stayed in there.
353. BB: We did some of that in Oak Ridge.
354. MW: Oh, did you?
355. BB: We have the three plants that were also included in the Manhattan Project, so we have
a lot of that going on. The hot boxes…
356. NA: Uranium enrichment…
357. MW: Out there, when they had that explosion, remember that? Years ago at Rocky Flats.
And you could look from outside and you couldn’t see anything. Everything looked
fine. Inside, I don’t know how many millions of dollars worth of damage was done
and what they had to do to clean it up and everything. But, we weren’t anything like
that …this stuff came from those places and it was all enclosed, and all those
procedures are someplace on record of what we did down there.
358. NA: Yeah, who mentioned the SOPs, JL?
359. MW: Yeah, we got that all…those should be someplace.
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360. BB: Actually it was DD that…
361. NA: D, DD.
362. MW: Oh yeah. DD worked for me a long time.
363. NA: He was just here…you just missed him.
364. MW: When, today?
365. NA: Yeah.
366. MW: Is that right?
367. NA: You missed him by about 20 minutes.
368. MW: His wife is my cousin.
369. NA: Oh.
370. BB: Goodness.
371. MW: And you know those SOP drawings and actually the SOP, it’s recorded on
there…every procedure that they did and how they did it. The safety, operation, what
kind of paraphernalia they used, what kind of clothing they had to wear, if you’re
interested.
372. NA: Yeah, we thought they might have been archived. He gave us a name of
somebody…CH…
373. BB: CH.
374. MW: Oh yeah. I know CH.
375. NA: DH is another name.
376. MW: I don’t know DH.
377. NA: We’ll try to seek those out.
378. MW: If you want to do that, then get down to the real fine particulars…
379. NA: If we get…it’s been mentioned that we’re going to do this radiation survey type work,
and we’re definitely going to have to get into those SOPs if we have to go to that
length. I’m sure we’ll have to do some historical search again.
380. MW: They have SOPs on wash-out and all that kind of stuff. If they did any wash-out in
this building, there should be an SOP that tells you that they did it, how they did it,
and the whole…everything, everything about it.
381. NA: We’ll definitely be looking for those. When this work comes down…looks like it’s
coming quickly because it’s in the papers and everything.
382. MW: I don’t know enough about it to make any definite statement, but I think those people
that are claiming they have a health problem as a result of working in these areas…I
don’t really think they have a leg to stand on.
383. BB: Don’t seem to right now.
384. NA: I know a lot of the other…
385. MW: If they do, then I’m for them getting what is due them. But I really don’t think they
do.
386. NA: In Oak Ridge, yeah, definitely. They did …jump on that.
387. MW: Yeah, I’ll say. Rocky Flats and those places, they really had exposure to that stuff.
They sure did.
388. NA: That’s something I think that’s coming down the road. We’ll see what happens.
Right now we’re supposed to look for explosives off these lines.
389. MW: There could have been some wash water running down through these areas here, I
would think.
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General Information, Continued
390. NA: Yeah, most likely there was some kind of wash-out because that lagoon was pink.
391. MW: Yeah, I’ll say it was. Like you…set one up in the renovation area too.
392. NA: Yeah, let’s go there.
Lines 6 and 9
393. MW: But that wasn’t pink, that was blood red. This is Line 6.
394. BB: We looked at that one.
395. NA: We looked at Line 6. How about Line 9?
396. MW: Line 9.
397. NA: Do you remember any operation back to WWII era?
398. MW: WWII? I remember on that…production lines. Line 9 I don’t…Line 6, I remember
that. What’d we do on Line 9?
399. NA: Line 9, mines. Mini mines, land mines.
400. BB: That’s what it does now. Before it shut down.
401. MW: That wasn’t WWII.
402. NA: No before…that was in the ‘80s, Gators and GEMSS.
403. BB: ‘70s…..
404. End of tape.
Interviews are continued on Tape L3-A transcript.
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Tape L3-A
General Information
1.
MW: OK, this had processing in little cups. They pressed this stuff in those, but I don’t
remember that much about them. I remember that mine program that we got into. It
was a bad deal.
2.
BB: Essentially it was just set up as an assembly?
3.
MW: They just had these little cups, and they pressed explosives in them, and then there
was another little enclosure that crimped them. I remember that. The gravel mine
program… that was another thing that we got into. We had several blows on that.
4.
BB: What was that on, I’m sorry?
5.
NA: Gravel mines.
6.
BB: Oh, the gravel mines.
7.
MW: Gravel mine program. That was Robert McNamara’s…
8.
NA: The ‘60s …
9.
MW: Yeah. I had to call out there every Monday morning to tell his boy where we were on
that program. Every Monday morning.
10. LH: That’s the one we heard the other day referred to as McNamara’s Folly?
11. BB: Yeah, that’s the one.
12. MW: FB and I went over to Joliet, and they got us behind closed doors, and this was all
secret and everything, and they told us all about this program. I came back, and I told
our plant manager, I said, “We don’t want to do that.” I said, “That’s a dangerous
program,” and so he and I went in and talked to the C.O., and I told him the same
thing. But that wasn’t good enough, we got into it, and I don’t know if you know
much about it or not…
13. NA: This is the gravel mine?
14. MW: Yeah. It was lead azide.
15. NA: LH knows…he’s Air Force.
16. LH: Were they mines filled with gravel?
17. MW: No, they were filled with lead azide.
18. LH: Oh.
19. MW: Lead azide and ground glass. And I never heard of anything more dangerous in my
life because lead azide, you know, it doesn’t take much to set that off. And this was
all in Freon.
20. NA: Yeah, that’s right, that’s the one that had to be wet.
21. MW: Right.
22. NA: All the time.
23. MW: And it was in Freon, and so they sewed this up in little bags and then they…when
they would be ejected from the airplane they’d go down and, of course, spread all out
and they would dry. The Freon would evaporate and leave a dry sack of lead azide
and ground glass. The whole object of it was when you stepped on it, it would go off.
24. NA: It gave…apparently someone said it gave our troops time to go ahead because it was
still wet. But after it dried out it was….
25. BB: Volatile…
26. MW: Anyway, we loaded that down here, but I don’t know that you could get any
contamination from that. All that was contained in the buildings…
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27. NA: Apparently, all the raw materials didn’t come on to Line 9, as far as any packing of
explosives or anything. I think it was already there, coming off…was it Line 1?
28. MW: No, no. Maybe it was Line 7.
29. BB: We don’t have Line 7. That’s not one they want us to look at yet.
30. NA: But yeah, we’ve heard…as far as raw materials and anything…there was nothing.
31. MW: We loaded… no, that wasn’t on this line.
32. NA: No word of any explosions or blowouts on Line 9.
33. MW: We blew up the big building in Yard E.
34. NA: Yeah, I’ve heard that. Oh, yeah.
35. MW: That was bad… about 6 people got killed in that deal. Apparently one of these
containers had sprung a leak. The Freon had evaporated and left it dry. That was the
speculation…and so they tried to move it, and it…
36. LH: Blew the building up.
37. MW: Blew the whole building up. Now I don’t know if there’d be any contamination over
in that area or not.
38. NA: There could be if any soils weren’t excavated around…you know, there could be
residual explosives.
39. MW: Right.
40. NA: What year was that?
41. MW: Well we were loading those mines…what years were they loaded? I guess….
42. NA: ‘60s?
43. MW: Could’ve been.
44. LH: Late ‘70s.
45. MW: Could’ve been. It was during the Vietnam War, whenever that was.
46. NA: ‘60s to early ‘70s.
47. LH: ‘70s, because I was in Thailand in ‘72, ’77.
48. NA: Ended in what ’75? We got out in ’75.
49. MW: So you’re an Air Force man?
50. LH: Retired Air Force.
51. MW: I was too. I was in the Air Force. I was a meteorologist in the Air Force. Went
through meteorologist school and….
52. NA: I was in the Navy 6 years; I got out.
53. MW: They gave me a chance to get out, and I got out.
54. LH: After 25 years, when they mentioned an assignment, I kinda got a message from the
home front that if you get an assignment, I hope YOU enjoy it. Meaning, I’m not
going overseas with you anymore.
55. MW: Then you better get out.
56. LH: I only had two choices: Ramstein, Germany, or Clark in the Philippines. And I didn’t
want either one of them, so I says…
57. NA: Clark doesn’t exist any more.
58. LH: It’s now a resort area.
59. MW: They told me, when I was ready to get out, if I would tell them I’d stay in they’d give
me a promotion right there. Then they’d send me to Frankfurt, Germany. I said, no.
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60. LH: A friend of mine was an Air Force meteorologist, and he finished a tour in Korea. His
wife was from the Tokyo area, and he go reassigned to Fuchu, right outside of Tokyo.
The commander of air weather service came over there and told him, “Major, I’ve got
this real career enhancing move I’ve scheduled you for. You’re going to go to
headquarters SAC and be a briefer in the SAC command force.” He say, “Colonel,
I’ve got a better career move I’m gonna make. I’m gonna retire.” By God if he didn’t
retire. He had a lot of enlisted time so he was able to retire as an 0-4. He liked that
better than going to SAC.
61. MW: We digressed a little bit here.
Line 800
62. BB: Line 800. Instead of a pink lagoon we had a red lagoon.
63. MW: Yeah, there’s the one right there. It says pink water, but that was not pink water. I
guarantee you that. That was dark red water. I think they’ve got that all cleaned up,
haven’t they?
64. NA: Yeah, they dug that out.
65. MW: Well that started in WWII, the way I remember it.
66. NA: Yeah, it did. It was… that goes all the way back to the beginning.
67. MW: In fact we didn’t do much… we didn’t contribute much to that. In our operation, we
had some, but that was there when we got here. When Mason & Hanger took over,
that was a red water lagoon at that time.
68. NA: The other thing that we have to do there…there are five sediment ponds that I guess
overflowed from the lagoon.
69. MW: Oh yeah?
70. NA: You can barely see them.
71. MW: OK.
72. NA: We’re supposed to take a scoop out of each one to look for explosives.
73. MW: They haven’t done anything…serious.
74. NA: Well it looks like Ponds 1 and 2, you can barely see. They definitely dug out Pond 1.
But it looks like we’re just going to take a scoop out of there.
75. MW: You mean this was a picture after they did that …
76. NA: Yeah, this is ’98. November of ’98. This is the latest aerial photos. You can barely
see anything, but there are five…they’re all grown up with trees and stuff and you can
barely tell. But there are some valves you can see. I think on number 3, you can see a
big valve where they moved water in and out of … We have a 1944 engineering
drawing of them. That’s one thing we’re going to do there. But we have to take three
soil samples from locations inside 800. So we’ve talked to some people… we know
where the saw operation was.
77. MW: Yeah, it was up in here somewhere, right?
78. NA: Yeah, I think Bldg. 800-68 or 800-61. And I think it was Bldgs. 800-191 and 800192 where…Bldg. 800-191 is where a lot of the assembly or some kind of machining
operation sent the water to the lagoon.
79. BB: They did Comp B in Bldg. 800-191, loaded black powder in Bldg. 800-192, the saw
house was Bldg. 800-188.
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80. NA: We’re supposed to have one more guy coming in at 10, LP.
81. MW: L? LP. I just saw him up at the…
82. NA: He’s supposed to be here at 10:00.
83. MW: I saw him up there {administration building} when I left… just as I left I talked to
him. Call him L, he won’t know who you are.
84. NA: What do you call him.
85. MW: P. Just call him P.
86. NA: That’s what DP did, he put it on the paper – P. I’m like, who’s that?
87. BB: Who’s she?
88. MW: Is he the guy who gave you our names?
89. NA: Yeah.
90. MW: I just talked to him. He worked for me. Good gosh.
91. NA: We must’ve got 20 people maybe.
92. MW: I’ll have to get back with DP before I go home.
93. NA: Couple of weeks ago we sat down and he’s like, “Well, I don’t know.” He and JS
started talking…
94. MW: HY he was in on that… I guess.
95. NA: No, but there were some guys, like OE, who didn’t want to participate.
96. MW: I can understand that.
97. NA: I don’t know any of the background. JG?
98. MW: JG {phonetically spelled}, yeah, I talked to him yesterday on the telephone. He was
plant manager here for awhile
99. BB: Yeah, we really wanted to talk to them, but with everything going on I think they
were just kind of skittish about it, which we totally understand. That’s not a problem,
it just would’ve been nice to talk to them.
100. MW: Well, I came for my own benefit mainly.
101. NA: Really?
102. BB: Well, that’s OK, we’ll benefit from your benefits.
103. MW: Because I wanted to see what you’re doing. And I hadn’t been down here on the
plant for… oh, I haven’t been in the plant area for almost 20 years. It was kind of a
real pleasure for me to drive down through here and see things.
104. BB: Did you have any trouble finding us?
105. MW: No.
106. BB: That’s good.
107. MW: I knew where you were, but I couldn’t come the way I would’ve come.
108. BB: Down C road?
109. MW: Yes, that’s the way I would’ve normally come but…
110. NA: Yeah, you have to come around
111. MW: I had to come around the other way.
112. NA: Did you come down by the lake?
113. MW: Yeah, I didn’t get to see it, but on the way back…
114. BB: There you go…I tried to get them to put the trailer up there, but Len wouldn’t let me
fish out the window.
115. MW: Well, that’s a good view right there on the bank.
116. BB: I thought it’d be perfect.
117. MW: It sure would…you’d look out, see the lake, go fishing.
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118. BB: I thought that’d be fine. They said no, I wouldn’t work if they put it up there. They
know me a little too well.
119. MW: JG and I are in the Score organization in Burlington, and I was just talking to him
yesterday about Score. I told him I was coming out here. He said, “Gee, I’d be
interested to know what that’s all about.”
120. BB: Well, I tell you what. We’ve given you our card. If you talk to him and it seems like
something he would like to participate in, we’d be more than happy to talk to him. If
there’s anything he asks you, that’s not a problem. If he wants to call us and talk to
us, that’s fine. It’s just, as I said, it’s just a matter of taking…
121. MW: I don’t have your card.
122. BB: I don’t have one.
123. NA: You don’t have any cards?
124. BB: No.
125. NA: Really?
126. BB: Yeah.
127. MW: You’re BB somebody.
128. BB: It’s on the back of NA’s.
129. MW: Oh, OK, good.
130. BB: I just piggyback. I don’t have any, I just piggyback.
131. MW: OK.
132. BB: I’m a field rat. They don’t give them to field rats.
133. MW: Hey, today is secretary’s day.
134. BB: Is it?
135. MW: You’re not a secretary, are you?
136. BB: No, I’m a jack of all trades.
137. NA: She’s our general….
138. MW: That’s too bad, because you’d be entitled to something today.
139. BB: Well, yeah… get off before 5:00, how’s that?
Line 8
140. NA: Well I’ve got one question on Line 8. If you can remember Line 8.
141. MW: I think I remember Line 8…nitrate…
142. BB,NA:
Right.
143. NA: There’s a pipeline, a main that looks like it comes off this area…
144. MW: There was a tank farm right over here…
145. NA: This pipeline looks like an 8-inch pipe. I think it could be a clay pipe, and it goes all
the way down to the lake, I don’t know where, and then we see that it goes under the
road, and this looks like old lift stations. Then this pipe comes on the other side and
empties into the spillway beyond the lake. Some kind of operation where they were
dumping process water beyond there, and then we’ve heard they used to take water
out of the lake and send it up to the power station…power plant.
146. MW: Oh, yeah! The lake was our water supply.
147. NA: I don’t know where that pipe…
148. MW: That was our water supply. We had a water treatment plant up there.
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Line 8, Continued
149. NA: Well, apparently there must be two pipes. At least one pipe took water out of the lake
and brought it up to the power plant, then it looks like there’s another pipe that went
beyond the spillway.
150. MW: Do you know where it originated? Is it in Line 8 or beyond?
151. NA: I don’t know if it goes beyond, but I followed it up a couple of months ago. It looked
like it came up to these buildings, like a sewer main or something. After so many
hundred feet there was concrete block with a sewer lid on it. I don’t know if there
was some kind of production water that was pushed out beyond the lake or is
that…because that pipe…
152. MW: I don’t know what it would be.
153. NA: It’s a pipe that just empties at the spillway.
154. MW: They would put explosives in the nitrate and…and we never did that because you just
don’t do that.
155. NA: Drainage off the power plant or something, or…
156. MW: See, the operation here was, we got this ammonium nitrate in a liquid form, and it
was put up here in this tank farm. Then it was taken by pipe from the tank farm down
to these buildings, and it was evaporated and crystallized and made into a dry
ammonium nitrate powder. They were crystals actually, they weren’t really powder,
but crystals. Then, you know, they bound that with TNT to make what they call
Amatol. And Amatol’s what they used to load bombs with during WWII. It wasn’t a
real good explosive, but we’d do it, and they didn’t have to use as much TNT.
157. NA: They made that there? At Line 8?
158. MW: They crystallized it here.
159. NA: OK.
160. MW: They brought the stuff in, in open form… it came in tank cars in liquid form. They
stored it in the tank farm. Then from the tank farm, by gravity, it was distributed to
these buildings. There were more buildings than that…
161. BB: Well there are two more foundations further south.
162. NA: They burned them. I heard that because the ammonium nitrate had corroded the
building so bad they burned them.
163. MW: There were more buildings. Then they would take the ammonium nitrate down to
there, and then they had these crystallizers where they would evaporate off the liquid
and make it into crystals.
164. BB: Now, did they mix it with the TNT in these four buildings?
165. MW: Not here, no. This ammonium nitrate was taken up to Line 2 or Line 3, mainly Line
3. Line 2 didn’t load bombs during WWII. It was taken up to Line 3 and
incorporated with TNT.
166. BB: OK
167. MW: TNT melt with it {ammonium nitrate} and ammonium nitrate preheater, and they put
these down into the kettle, and those were mixed together to make Amatol. That was
during WWII. And that was used during WWII, and we did use it after that. This
was not a real good explosive. In WWII they took everything they could get, you
know. That’s what this line was all about. And then, after the war, this line was run
by a contractor. What was the name of that contractor…? And they used it to make
fertilizer there. Fertilizer is mainly ammonium nitrate, and they made fertilizer. They
were from Parsons, Kansas, I think, that was where their home office was.
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168. NA: We don’t have mention of another contractor coming in and…
169. BB: I don’t think anybody had any to be honest.
170. NA: No, I don’t think anybody had it, no.
171. BB: This is why we do tapes. Somebody might have said it and I didn’t hear it.
172. NA: I don’t remember picking up a name.
173. MW: Emergency Export, I think it was, who used that line for making explo..er..fertilizers.
174. BB: Then after that, it was decommissioned?
175. MW: Yeah, and it was used in the line… I was just trying to think if they were in operation
when we, Mason & Hanger, took over the plant. I can’t remember, though, whether
they were or not. But it couldn’t have been very long after that…’51, ’52…
somewhere in there maybe.
176. NA: You used it for Mason & Hanger?
177. MW: Yes, that’s right.
178. NA: Now, did the Army build it back, in what, ’41? I guess some ground photos as early
as ’37. There are some aerials from ’37. Just for farm…
179. MW: There was nothing here until ’41. Can you believe they started building this plant, it
was like…they may have started before the first of the year, but around the first of the
year of ’41, and by September of ’41 they were loading shells on Line 1.
180. BB: And I thought they threw Oak Ridge up quick.
181. NA: They did.
182. MW: Today they couldn’t come close to that. They couldn’t do it in 5 years.
183. BB: Not anything that’s good. You build something now and get done in 5 years, you’re
lucky to have it in 10.
Line 1
184. MW: And then after Pearl Harbor, which was December 7th, 1941…December 12th we
had a big blow…melt building was…
185. NA: That was in what…’41?
186. MW: ’41, yeah. December 12th,1941.
187. BB: Was that 1 or 2? Melt building 1 or 2?
188. MW: It was (melt building) 2. I was working out here at the time. I saw it go.
189. NA: Wow.
190. BB: About how far did that debris go?
191. MW: We had offices over by the old…and we heard this blow, and we looked out the
window, and we saw it go. We knew right away what it was. So we jumped in our
car and ran over there, but we couldn’t get within 1000 feet of there. By that time
they had the roadblocks up, and we couldn’t even get in. We saw them hauling out
people in pick-up trucks, in the back of pick-up trucks… they didn’t have ambulances
then. I don’t know if that would contribute to any contamination. I doubt it.
192. NA: By this time, unless it blew again here in the last…
General Information on Line 3
193. MW: There was a blow on Line 3 also.
194. NA: …Here on this Line 3?
195. BB: Not yet.
196. NA: What building on Line 3, melt building?
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197. MW: Yeah.
198. NA: For future, we’re writing this all down.
199. MW: This is just a bunch of history that won’t do anybody any good now.
200. BB: You never know.
201. NA: You never know.
202. MW: Yeah, Line 3 blew…it was about 6 months later, I believe. 1943…see all this should
be history someplace.
203. NA: I’m sure it is.
204. BB: Somebody said that maybe we could get in touch with safety, they should have
incident records, indexed by line, by year.
205. MW: That’s right, that’s right. They would have them…it may be filed away…
206. BB: That’s what we’re running into, we’re not quite sure how far back they keep records.
And if they do, what kind of shape are they in?
207. MW: Have you talked to JS?
208. NA: Oh, yeah.
209. MW: Well JS ought to be able to answer those kinds of questions.
Line 1
210. NA: Oh, he did on Line 1. This happened, this happened, this …
211. MW: Yeah, JS was pretty knowledgeable of Line 1… he spent a lot of time on Line 1.
212. NA: He told us where the sumps were. Oh yeah, there was a sump here, a sump here, a
sump here…
213. MW: Yeah, I’m sure he could do that.
214. NA: Basically he told us, hey, you might want to look over here, look over here. He gave
us pretty good information.
215. MW: But I haven’t given any information…
216. BB: Actually you are…
217. NA: Actually, I’m sure the Corps, just when you tell the Corps, oh yeah melt building #2
blew on December 12th, ’41.
218. MW: It was 1…it blew in 1. I didn’t say 2, did I? Number 1…
219. BB: Line 1,
220. NA: Building 2.
221. BB: Melt 2.
222. MW: Yeah. Then Line 3 also blew…
223. NA: This is all good information. And especially Line 8, because a lot of people before
1960 had no clue.
Line 6
224. BB: A lot of the things, too…as I said, they asked us to look for explosives. However,
there’s the RDX, the HMX, the TNT, and we’re finding out that a lot of the lines used
lead azide.
225. MW: Yes, Line 6.
226. BB: They haven’t asked anything about looking for lead.
227. NA: We have no samples, no sampling for metals…for lead, and we’re going to have to go
back and say, “Hey, there’s a big lead problem out here. Lead azide was handled a
lot.”
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228. BB: Lead, Freon...
229. MW: Tetryl too.
230. NA: Yeah, tetryl. Will tetryl show up in (explosives analysis)?…I don’t know if it’ll show
up on the explosives analysis.
231. BB: No, I think that’s (possible)… wouldn’t you?
General Information
232. NA: I don’t know what the composition of it is.
233. BB: That sounds like a JP question.
234. MW: Have you talked to JP?
235. NA: He’s coming at 2:00.
236. MW: Oh, is he? OK.
237. NA: He’s going to walk around with us too. We’re going to go out in these areas.
238. MW: He probably knows as much about that kind of stuff as anybody. I got a paperweight
on my drawing board at home. About that big around {~the size of base of 5# coffee
can} that is made out of lead. And that was give to me by JP, who made that from the
lead of lead azide. He had a procedure to separate it out, and I still have it. When he
comes in, call him Gus…see what he says.
239. BB: Make a note of that. He’s not going to hit me, is he?
240. MW: He won’t know who told you.
241. BB: I did that to a great aunt one time, and I thought she was going to whip me. I’m real
cautious about what I call people. “Call them this…” I’m real careful.
242. MW: Well, P, you can call him P.
243. NA: I don’t know what happened to him. I thought he was supposed to be here at 10:00.
244. BB: We have a gentleman standing out here.
245. NA: I guess the AEC records for Line 1…looking for information, photos, AEC –
Department of Energy… no one knows where all their records are.
246. MW: That’s amazing to me that they don’t know that.
247. NA: And that’s why this is getting out of hand, maybe a little bit. You know, about the
newspapers, because no one can produce the records.
248. MW: If they could…
249. {LP enters into conversations.}
250. MW: I thought I said good-bye to you.
251. LP: Yeah, you’re not getting off that easy, MW.
252. {Introductions are made, some cordial conversation between LP and MW.}
253. MW: Have I done enough damage?
254. NA: You’ve done great.
255. BB: You’ve given us quite a bit of information. It’s going to help us when we present it to
the Corps and say, “You might have a little bit more than just an explosive problem
out here.”
256. MW: Maybe not, either, I don’t know.
Line 8
257. NA: Maybe not. But what we’ve got is not good enough for what we’re looking for. Like
at Line 8, we start poking around for explosives…
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258. MW: You may find ammonium nitrate down in that area. I don’t remember how they
cleaned up those buildings, you know, how they washed them down and all that kind
of stuff. What happened to that water, I have no idea.
259. LP: It washed out the door. Basically it ended up with a fertilizer configuration that it
diluted down…
260. MW: I know, it’s fertilizer…
261. LP: It’s not contaminants. If there would be any residue, there wouldn’t…
262. MW: I don’t think it would be dangerous to anybody. Make the grass grow green. I’m in
the way here, I guess or…
263. BB: No…
264. LP: As far as I’m concerned, you certainly aren’t.
265. BB: When did you start working out here?
266. LP: February 25th, 1957.
General Information
267. MW: If you’re done with me, I’ll just go on. If you have any other things, you can contact
me. I’d be more than happy to help you if I can.
268. NA: Well, we appreciate you coming out.
269. BB: You’re still active right?
270. LP: For one more day.
271. BB: I’m catching you all right as you walk out the door. I caught JS the day of his
retirement party. Do you know JS?
272. LP: Talked to him yesterday after he’d been out…
273. BB: {to MW} Very nice of you to come, we truly appreciate it.
274. MW: Nice meeting you.
275. NA: If you know of any other retirees that …
276. MW: If you have any questions that you think I can answer…I don’t know that I can. I’ve
been away too long.
277. LP: It’s there in your mind, MW. You’re pretty close to it, you have good knowledge.
278. MW: I don’t remember a lot of the details anymore…
279. LP: It does go away fast when you walk away…
280. BB: That’s what he said, when he walked away he tried to forget.
281. MW: I said I wanted to forget it, and I did a pretty good job of it I thought.
282. BB: Nope, not good enough…Sorry. {directed to NA} You give him the dog and pony
brief and I’ll put the maps back.
283. LP: Yeah, because mine mostly would have been…the first 18 years would have been
Line 1.
284. BB: And that’s what’s on top.
285. NA: Well, all these sites have been investigated. They’ve been poked all over the place.
There are monitoring wells, soil samples have been taken, this big investigation that
was done in the early ‘90s.
286. LP: Right.
287. NA: Jaycor. What…they must’ve taken a million samples…they took a bunch of
samples..
288. LP: Yes.
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289. NA: They went all over the installation. But the problem was, they didn’t do a survey of
the sample locations. They didn’t survey them in. So the best that…the information
we have is like 32 feet off building such and such, and it doesn’t say west or east.
Our job is, we’re contracted by the Corps to confirm in three to four locations per site,
so that’s why we’re having these interviews. Where would you think would be a
problem area that we could poke?
290. LP: If I can get…let me get my bearings here.
Line 1
291. NA: And then on Line 1 we’re also supposed to…we have a limited number of samples.
There’s mention in a 1980 document about sediment ponds that were upgradient of
the pink water lagoon.
292. LP: Right.
293. NA: And the lagoon was remediated. I don’t know when…within the last 10 years, I
guess, it was remediated.
294. LP: Yeah. See I came back. I left here in ’82 and went to our corporate office in
Lexington and did three overseas jobs and binary chemical in Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
So I’m kind of void in there for about 12 years.
295. NA: But these sediment ponds, if they did exist, would have been ‘50s era.
296. LP: Yes. Earlier, it would be from the methods used during the war. You made the
product you didn’t worry about…
297. NA: I don’t know if there could’ve been two, they mention two…
298. LP: Line 1, I don’t recall.
299. NA: Two sediment ponds that could’ve come off these melt buildings…come down these
gullies and maybe some kind of ponds up here.
300. LP: Right, and then that’s when we set up the red water treatments. Yeah. See that
would’ve been… Like I say I came here in ’57, and I went directly to work for the
group that was under the Atomic Energy Commission, and that’s where all my life
was spent…this was strictly an AEC contract there. Line 1 was a totally different
contract. We didn’t even associate with the other people on the plant. It was a totally
different clearance. They didn’t come into this area. But, yeah, we did, and MW
should have some good information on the carbon filtering that we started doing on
… process.
301. NA: Carbon filtering…
302. LP: Yeah, carbon filter houses …
303. NA: We spoke to JS, he…
304. LP: Joe would know. JS came here not too long after I did as a young lad. Yeah, the
managers he had over them were good knowledgeable people and good to work with.
Like I said, I didn’t do much in the wash down melt areas. Most of mine was what
we called final assembly. We did machining in 40 building, which is an underground
building…explosive machining. The melts did the casting and the soft packs and so
on... My main mode of operation would have been what we called the gravel gurtys
on the Bldgs. 1-63-1 through 6…Bldg. 1-61 and on the other side of the 1-13
building. And that’s where we did final assembly operations. There was no
machining or… The closest thing you would have had there for contaminants would
have been solvent-like, and we were then tight on those…
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305. NA: Acetone?
306. LP: Yes. We were darn tight, though, on the disposal of any of the cleaning processes we
did. What other aspects are you…like radiation exposure?
307. NA: Yeah, yeah.
308. BB: That’s next.
309. LP: OK, contaminants in the area… Like I said, I worked in x-ray. The only thing there is
we woke up…early ‘60s…to the silver that was coming from processing x- ray films.
That would be in the x-ray area. But we pretty well recirculated that water and did a
settle out, sent the old x-ray film to Paducah, where they salvaged the silver out of
there. Same way with the gold…anything that we did, disassembly or anything, that
had gold plating on the product was sent to Paducah where we reclaimed the
silver…or the gold, excuse me. We used acetone…acetone was probably the main
thing, and then we did have possibly, oh, it’d be like a mineral spirits and maybe
some lacquer thinners for the stencil application, maybe. Which would have been
your small artist- type paint guns, so that would’ve been a pretty limited amount.
Worked with the fire exposure type containers with those. Used to do, in 1-11
building, pretty major painting operation on the outside case configuration on the
units. It wasn’t a water-based paint, so there would’ve been definitely paint thinners
involved in that area. And that would’ve been on the southeast corner of the area.
That paint booth is still… part of it’s still setting there. Then we did an oven bake
finish on them. Like I said, I was fortunate enough to work with Los Alamos’ Sandia
Lab on the design configuration up through producing the product. On many
occasions, JS has traveled with me or a safety rep during phases of the development
at Los Alamos and Sandia, and that’s where we based our safety guidelines, and we
built I don’t know how many different configurations…
310. End of tape.
Interviews are continued on Tape L3-B transcript.
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Line 1
1.
LP: We did some of the shots for the development stages of it…Our safety requirements
for our handling and methodology were pretty well worked through the design stages
at Los Alamos and Sandia Labs and Livermore, California. We based our guidelines
on how they were handling the product. As far as us doing, like even the beryllium, I
haven’t even signed up for that. They tell me I’m too mean to die; that’s why I’m still
alive.
2.
NA: Did they do any of that…
3.
LP: No.
4.
NA: Beryllium machining…
5.
LP: The last thing, no, we did not. The closest to beryllium that we would have had goes
back to the hand tools that would have been non-sparking pliers and screwdrivers. At
that time they didn’t do the alloy mixes as we have now. So we were pretty
well…and that goes back to the first big I bomb or the big “fat man” that was dropped
over in Japan. Every one of those that I brought in here and retired had a tool kit with
them that contained beryllium pliers, screwdriver, hammer, putty knives. That was
the standard equipment pack that went every…all those have now been retired.
Golly, the last one I disassembled I put on a pad outside the Admin. Building. Last
case went to Oak Ridge National Health Laboratory. Anything that we would’ve
done dust wise or basically exposure, rather than hands-on handling, would have been
what we called…we had a weapons repairman. It was a classification for a guy that
would fix helicoil inserts, this type on outer case configurations. He might have hit a
putty knife or a screwdriver with a grinder, so you would have dust there. But other
than that, you know, our manufacturing, the last one configuration that we did get
would have been downstairs in 61 building. And that was from Livermore radiation
labs. We had one external case configuration that did have some beryllium
components in it, but we did no drilling, sanding, buffing, etching of a serial number,
or anything in that. We did strictly a bolt-together assembly. So there should never
have been any, you know…as far as…it should’ve been a solid metal part we worked
with. Like I say, I didn’t even go for testing. I don’t think I was ever exposed to it.
6.
NA: Did they have a medical surveillance program going on at that time?
7.
LP: Oh, yeah. Ongoing. I wore…because I was always hands on down in engineering…
8.
NA: Film badge?
9.
LP: Yeah, film badge. And if I was in a newer one, like we did start-up through the
laboratories—we designed laboratories—I went for the typical urine sample,
sometimes on a daily basis so that we could establish a history. Yeah, these people
are going to be exposed or no, they aren’t the working production operator. And at
that time I probably had rubber gloves on when handling the items that would have
had any exposure contamination. So, yeah, we did the monitoring and I usually did,
like I say as lead engineer, it was just pretty well automatic that I would go to the
hospital, have urine sampled. They pulled my film badge. There were a couple of
times I wore the pencil, the tweeters, on new products to be aware if I was picking up
any exposure. I don’t know of anything that, safety wise, and the man you talked to,
JS, like I say, grew up with it from the ground up basically. People were pretty
conscientious of it; at that time we weren’t aware of the chemical problems. But the
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depleted uranium configurations that we worked with were solid hunks. All we did
was handle and install. There, like I say, we wore rubber gloves, and we had our film
badge. We had monitors in the buildings. We did no machining or any disturbances of
any of the…that would cause dusting or... I had one situation on a product that came
in, a smaller product, that had an area probably about the size of a dime…that showed
some what you’d call a slight corrosion. I took a double-layer 6 mil plastic bag, taped
a rubber glove inside it, taped and put beryllium pad taped to the glove fingers, and I
went from the outside in, buffed that area, bagged it, and it was sent back to Paducah
for analysis as to what might have caused the corrosive action. We observed it in
a…that area right there. Exposed to…our temperatures were held at 72 degrees plus
or minus 2, humidity and temperature wise. So it set open in there to see if we could
…if it ever generated anymore corrosiveness, which it never did. It was assembled
into a product then that would have been pressurized with a totally inert gas,
trinitrogen…couldn’t, shouldn’t be any conditions that would ever…could reoccur
under those…a blanket of trinitrogen. That pretty well covered line 1 wise that I
know of. All these being maintenance shops, all this was at that time was pipefitters,
electricians…We used to do rewinding on motors that are on ovens and everything.
As far as…this would have been the original tool and die shop. This didn’t exist until
later on, we didn’t do any machining of any of the products…that was strictly tooling,
manufacturing, or handling the product. We did no product machining. If that
would’ve happened we … the original manufacturer for recheck, repacking, sent back
out.
10. NA: So there were no raw materials then?
11. LP: No, we did nothing as far as raw materials in that area. Chem Lab, we did shelf life
analysis and that would’ve been on the paints, the two-part epoxies that we relate to
today, none of which were hazardous. And that was strictly for the shelf life of them.
We had one configuration that mounted on the belly of a certain plane that diesel fuel
would get spilled on, so there were test runs. We bought certified Crisco that met a
certain standard. It was put on the O-rings that were put on the case of that product
because it would tolerate the jet fuel.
12. BB: Certified Crisco?
13. LP: Yes. And at that time, this was farmland. We could lease it out to farm, but farm
crops are subsidized by the government. There was a guy that grew over 2000 acres
of popcorn in here. So our Crisco got used to pop popcorn. We had a hell of a time.
We’d say, “Fellas, do you know how expensive that lard is you’re using?” But Line 1
basically, like I say, and I’ve been all over, I didn’t do that much in our underground
machining operations, but I’ve actually cut explosive with a saw with water on it.
14. NA: Now who was telling us about press blowouts and stuff like that?
15. LP: Yeah, Bldg. 1-12, we had one 30 incher go up through the roof and come down on the
other side and penetrated about 3 feet of snow and we couldn’t dig it out because….
Yeah, I been through some blows.
16. NA: JL was telling us that.
17. LP: And we still have a big press down in what we call 1-12 building that we can’t get rid
of. It’s sitting out here in Z bay. I don’t know how many years old that old girl is.
That was one of the biggest hemispheres made for one of the products. It’d cost you
more, because it’s contaminated, to try to dispose of it than to leave it right where it’s
at. It’s two stories high.
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18. NA: Does it have uranium or something in it?
19. LP: Nope, strictly explosives.
20. NA: Just explosives.
21. LP: Yep, but they’re put together with nuts and bolts and could have material pinched in
between there. You don’t just lay a wrench to it and start cranking.
22. BB: I don’t want that job.
23. LP: No. That seems to be the answer to everybody. Pantex had one that had a big yoke
that broke and our yoke would’ve fit on it, but there was no way we could guarantee
we could decontaminate it for disassembly. I mean, you clean it externally with all
your agents and everything, but down in the threaded ports and some of the joints,
there’s no way to guarantee it.
24. BB: Now there’s a paperweight for ya.
25. LP: Yeah, there’s a paperweight.
26. BB: MW was telling us about a paperweight JP had made for him…
27. LP: Oh, yeah.
28. NA: Out of lead.
29. LP: Yeah, we did…that would be the next place that I probably would have spent the
most time. Would have been 1968 on Line 6 and Line 9.
30. NA: I know on Line 1, I guess the reasons the papers, or the media’s getting into this is
because no one’s producing any records…AEC records.
31. LP: Yeah, and we have a problem. Your young reporter, the guy that started this, RA.
RA the guard lieutenant did not have clearance to get into any of these buildings. He
was never exposed. He thinks he was because he doesn’t know what he’s talking
about. He didn’t even know what the product looked like. Like if I went into 11
building, I exchanged this badge, I didn’t check it. I got a different colored badge,
then when I went from there to 61 building, I exchanged that badge and got a
different badge. He couldn’t even get into the areas.
32. NA: I know. JF was saying this is all nonsense.
33. LP: Oh, it is. They’re gold diggers.
34. NA: Don’t know what the heck’s going on.
35. LP: They’re gold diggers. The stories, like him saying he got contaminated at test fire,
which is right over here…You’re looking at test fire?
36. NA: Yeah.
37. LP: The only thing he did was open, unlock a gate and let a secured, sealed van in to haul
the product down to the test pad. That’s as close as he got. The van drove by him.
38. BB: Guilt by association?
39. LP: Because the poor reporter that’s turning it doesn’t know any better, so he’ll state in
the tail end of his articles, if you read them, there’s nothing to confirm this, but it’s
most likely a serious situation. Always paints the worst picture on them. I have no
qualms. I’ve gotten letters from Oak Ridge National Health Laboratory asking if I
want tests. I feel quite confident in our safety program and the knowledge that was
passed on to us by the design organizations that…the actual people themselves
exposure from the product.
40. NA: The product was sealed; we never worked with raw product. I don’t know how it
could’ve spilled.
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41. LP: No, and like I say, I did the first startup on, golly, I don’t know how many programs
over the years and always did, like I say, wear the extra film badges. I’ve had a
worse dose by making a mistake and having my badge in my pocket and getting a
wing x ray on my teeth. I did it.
42. BB: I put mine through on an x-ray machine in an airport.
43. LP: Yeah, and you can get worse things…like I said, I’m sure there’s times that…like…I
was very hands on. But it was for a short duration, but we’d do a sweep on them.
Nothing. The, you know, the chem wipes… the chemicals we wiped down with, they
were put in the trash disposal. Now they were probably disposed of at that time in the
old burial ground over here. At that time they weren’t incinerated, but that now is
covered by this cleanup that the people next door have done {ECC}. I came over
here, our lovely president of the company, jerked me out of the AEC because we
were having problems with what they called the…it was McNamara’s Wall, a mine
project. And at that time we went from…golly, I don’t know…maybe 3000
employees to over 8300 employees in 19…during Vietnam. We were working seven
days, three shifts.
44. NA: That was the gravel mine project.
45. LP: The gravel project. And the button mine.
46. NA: We’ve got that 11:00 with BC…It says meet him at the Admin. Building. {directed
to BB}
47. BB: I let MN know…
48. NA: Is MN going to let him in?
49. LP: MN’ll let him in. (NOTE: BC was a no-show)
50. NA: OK.
51. BB: She’s going to call if he wants us to give him directions down here. If he doesn’t want
to follow the map or is not real comfortable following the map, we’ll come get him.
52. LP: BC knows where it is.
53. BB: Well, what we ran into is none of the maps have Yard M.
54. LP: Oh, yeah. As soon as you say three warehouses. Three warehouses just east of test
fire. Avon was set up here and did a lagoon study right here, for bugs to eat
explosives. There’s a testing area, and we’re doing it. It’s working in some of our
igloos now.
55. BB: Is it really?
56. LP: Yes. Pantex is working on it…
57. BB: I didn’t know that…
58. LP: Bacteria.
59. NA: Yeah, I’ve heard of it. It’s working on it here…
60. LP: Well we did a test plot right out here because of the temperature differences. What
will work in Pantex, southern Savannah, southern plants. We freeze the little bastards
to death. Don’t get to eat as much then, you know.
61. BB: They’d hibernate.
62. LP: God didn’t put long underwear on them. So that’s why they came up and did a test
plot and they…the reproduction was not that successful.
63. NA: So it’s got to be warm?
64. LP: Yeah, the conditions…
65. BB: Kinda conducive to me too.
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66. LP: Yeah, I’m kinda like that. I’m kinda sensitive…
67. NA: Feed in the summer, that’s all you can do…
68. LP: I understand where they come from.
69. BB: Yeah, I get real cold, I’m not real hungry either.
Line 6
70. LP: Lead azide, and there are sample wells all over this that you can see on Line 6,
fortunately. And, that has been pretty well cleaned up. The solvent or liquid we used
there would have been a…what…1,1,2 liquid Freon. It’s destroying our ozone, and I
know that they did…
71. NA: We know a lot of Freon was used.
72. LP: Yeah and we had storage tanks, pig tanks…
73. NA: On Line 6?
74. LP: Oh yes, gallons…they brought it in by the semi load. What we did, your
building…You started up here on an index team table and scooped into your…the
different products into the little bag. And sewed, but you kept them in liquid…this is
a very dense liquid Freon. And the cushioning due to the density of the product
would be…The azide configuration we used would have been miniature Christmas
trees. They were shaped, if you put them under a glass, like Christmas trees. And you
break one of those is what ignited it. Friction. So that’s why liquid Freon was used to
transport them, store them. The actual canister that went out and went on the belly of
planes…they were packed in Freon, leak tested. And that was a wetting agent and a
cushioning agent is what it was there for. As far as nasty solvents or anything with
that product, other than, like what I say, we did to the ozone... We used lead azide,
RDX, stephanate, cabosil, none of which… the lead would’ve been the only heavy
metal that was in the RDX or the azide. Like I say, this has all been pretty well
sampled. Line 9 was the same way, and that’s all got wells around it. That is where
we lost 6 people, in Line 9, where we had a blow. Put them in the canister because…
Lines 6 and 9
75. NA: Line 9 had a blow? We hadn’t been told Line 9 had a blow.
76. LP: Ok, yeah. I bagged bodies. I was selected…. Yeah, there in Yard E.
77. NA: Oh yeah, Yard E. Apparently Freon leaked out and it got dry and they moved it
and…
78. LP: Well, and see we did a crimp point to close the lid. The piston went into the end of
the big stove…we called it stovepipe…and the principle of it was that you had a little
firing mechanism in the nose that ejected this piston out, and the pilot flew down and
dispersed this as a perimeter around our troops, and it was a barrier wall so that…it
was an alarm system is what it was…then the bigger ones that were pie shaped would
take a wheel off a deuce and a half. That mine, you could stomp on them, it’d burn
your foot, but I’ve set them off, had them pop under my heel. But this building here,
9-60, is where we lost some people out this back wall. It was from a canister that
exploded, and you’d just as well be straddling it as far as standing outside the bay
because either way you didn’t have time to say your blessings. It was too late. There
was some pretty bad burns…now it did a lot of…azide was a different configuration,
in that you got a flash burn.
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79. NA: Was that a detonator?
80. LP: No, azide or what?
81. NA: Azide.
82. LP: Azide, like I say, comes in a powder crystal, like many, many little crystals.
83. NA: This is a mine that went off then.
84. LP: Well, or a whole canister of them.
85. NA: Oh, yeah. I saw the…
86. LP: You’ve seen the stovepipe canister?
87. NA: Yeah.
88. LP: OK, that’s what we did in this building, in one bay. You packed them and you filled
them and poor Picitinny insisted you get so many in each canister. And they even
went as far as to make a plunger that poor people standing there loading these by
hand pushed to make sure air bubble came out so you got enough mines in there. It
was very hazardous…and we finally got it stopped. But that Picitinny was a design
agency, so they were God. Took a little pulling somebody’s chain to get God shut
down, but we did. But yeah, that was the only…we had little blows on the line, one
mine at a time. You could actually take how I trained… If you go on Line 6, your
typical block wall and the window ledges are concrete, rough concrete, inside and
outside the steel frame up. And what I’d do is pour…we scooped this in
milligrams…is I’d take that and liquid Freon and pour it in my hand and very
carefully let it flow out…like this crack of your hand…and lay on that ledge and let it
go dry, and you could step back and blow and it’d flash. Just {puff breath
made}…tumbling that little crystal on that concrete would ignite it. Yeah, lead azide
is not used in any part of any product anymore. That’s why a lot of your stab
detonators have gone away because of electric det. There are a lot more stable reliable
products to work with and get away from that. Line 9 wouldn’t have had anything
else…
Line 9
89. NA: Sumps or anything like that? Did Bldg. 9-14 have…
90. LP: Yes, Bldg. 9-14 would’ve been…and we had some plus phase in there where we did
some wash downs and it would go in sumps. If you go in the bays, you’ll see
surrounding the bays are, as a part of the construction, rounded gutter where we did
the wash down and it went into those pits. That would’ve been the main building,
press…that was from pressing. We actually pressed pellets, explosive pellets. This
wasn’t built until after that, and this was strictly assembly on Gator and those mines.
91. NA: LM gave us a tour this…
92. LP: Yes, LM knows this probably …
93. NA: He knew the Gator and GEMSS real well. He didn’t know anything before that. He
said, “I don’t really know anything prior to ’84.”
Line 1
94. LP: And all of the pressing is where they’re finding RDX contamination. Goes back to
Line 1, the buildings I referred to as Bldgs. 1-63-1 through 6. Those were never
contaminated by the AEC, but the pressing of these mine charges was done in there
and that’s where the contamination came from. When I came here, they were just
bulldozing an earth covering, concrete cells, or we call them gravel gerties. The
design configuration of the gravel gertie is… we built one at the Nevada Test Site…
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round shape and then on top you had interlaced inch cables that crossed the roof and
went down, and you had layers of plastic and gravel fill, and there was a mushroom
configuration set on the top of that. Like your cell was round like this {LP is drawing
a diagram of the gravel gertie.} it had those cables that laced down across, then your
gravel here. Then we poured concrete that set like that there. Then what you did
when you went in there, you hung your badge on a badge exchange and you took a
number. And that’s so if you had a blow inside, they’d say goody-bye to you.
95. NA: They would know who ….
96. LP: Yeah. He isn’t going to be with us anymore.
97. NA: They were built so the roof would fall in…
98. LP: Right. Then this would lift up, this cable would flex pushing this mushroom up, the
plastic and gravel were vented, and this would backfill. Now since the AEC has
moved, we have these at Pantex, but that configuration’s been moved, removed so the
cable lacing isn’t there. But they, like I said, they were grading the dirt on those when
I came here. I didn’t … I came out of the military from White Sands doing test sweat
jobs on some weapons so I had a top secret clearance. But to work for AEC you had
to go to what they called a Q clearance. So I was waiting for my Q to get transferred,
and I did surveying and that type of stuff until I was cleared for Line 1, as such.
99. NA: You came out of the Army?
100. LP: Yeah. Yeah, we built the tank weapon here …called the Shillelagh. The wire
guided…
Line 4B
101. NA:
102. LP:
103. NA:
104. LP:

Yeah, At…what was that Line 4B?
Yes.
Line 4B?
Line 4B. And I was at White Sands. I got sent…they knew I was getting
out…where’d I come…I came out of Ft. Hood at that time. I had this incredible
Captain there, that came back from Korea, and he volunteered me to go over and
work with some test labs because of my mechanical aptitude working with them on
getting them set up on the line, stuff like that. So then they kept me there and I
actually…the test site, and as it happened I did not…born and raised in a little town
north of here. But the plant manager of the company, this DH that I refer to, I was
down with a 2-star general and we were test firing these Shillelaghs from 4B. I didn’t
know, I fired all kinds of weapons. And the first two shots went off pretty good.
They were happy, the general was standing up behind the jeep, the typical general
with binoculars; DH was leaning on the jeep, and we said we’ve got one extra here,
we would like to try a low range and have some radar try to pick it up. And, boy,
they thought that was a great idea. So we set up for that, and we went ahead and fired
one, a strictly inert dummy round that had a dummy charge. I was watching it all
through binoculars on a tripod, and one of our best friends out there, called a jack
rabbit, came across in the … and we nailed him in the jump and disassembled the
Shillelagh. I mean, so we were out gathering up parts so this DH, who I didn’t know,
along with this general, they came up and introduced themselves and wondered who I
was. And DH said, “How much longer you got in the military?” I said, “Well I’m
supposed to get out in January, why?” He says, “I’m gonna send your resume. You
ever heard of Burlington, Iowa?” I said, “Yeah, I was raised in New London.” So he
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sent my resume. I had a job here before I got out of the Army, and that’s how I got
together with the place. Didn’t have any intention of going here. I was going to look
at Caterpillar in Peoria. As far as working, I’ve worked out at the burn pad, and there
are some questions out there. They’re cleaning that up now.
General Information on Test Fire Area
105. NA: Yeah, they’re digging up the burn pad.
106. LP: They guy that would’ve been your best source of knowledge would’ve been a guy
named GD. I helped set up some burns out there between the berms, the dirt berms.
Which would’ve been…they’re all explosives...some pressed or cast explosives. We
would place that on wooded pallets with some wood debris, pour fuel oil over it, step
back, and ignite it. There were never any liners, which would’ve been a beryllium or
a deplete, or anything ever burnt on those pads that I’m aware of whatsoever. The
best exposure would be in the test pad control. But I’m sure you zeroed in on that
already.
107. BB: I think they’re getting ready to.
108. LP: That is where we did...have you got a gentleman named GF?
109. BB: No.
110. LP: OK, he has cancer and is quite suspicious. He and another gentleman named AC did
most of the test fire set ups. And with the handling of it, let’s see if this makes sense
to you in your analysis…Have you been down to the test fire area?
111. NA: No.
112. LP: You’ve got your testing pads down there, then you go inside a concrete bunker.
They’ve got 2-inch-thick lenses where we can watch, photograph through and this
type of thing. OK, the exposure to them out wiring up the wiring devices back into
the bunker was probably not any exposure to materials. The bad part would
be…BOOM…and you’ve got three more shots to get done that afternoon. So you
immediately go out of the bunker and right to that pad. Well, you’re in a cloud of
smoke. And I don’t think anybody knows what might’ve been, residue wise, in…That
GF I referred to works right across the hall with me in Engineering, and with him and
I leaving there…there’s gonna be some holes because he’s the electrical brain of this
whole plant…any transformers and problems like that. But him and a gentleman
named AC ended up with cancer. GF doesn’t say much about it anymore, but I know
they’re…both of those two since they worked side by side…exposed to the same
conditions had come down with this…they still have their little bad story department.
And I’m sure this package is coming out now offering them screening physicals and
I’m sure they’ll take advantage of that. But like I said, the condition there would’ve
been the smoke clouds and dust clouds they walked into and some of the components
that might’ve been in what they’d been firing. The residue…
113. NA: Some kind of explosive residue?
114. LP: Yeah. On the configuration, you did some liner configuration separations and…
115. NA: How about this guy, GD, is he passed on?
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116. LP: GD is dead, and he would’ve been an incredible source of knowledge. He ran, since
he was a kid, the burning field as such. Another guy that followed behind him just
retired…named BH, and he lives over in Dallas City, IL. He has emphysema real
bad. But he also smokes four packs of cigarettes a day. And BH doesn’t blame any
of his condition on what he was exposed to; it’s self -inflicted just like mine is, I
know. But he would have some knowledge on how the pads were prepared, how we
disposed, how we burned. We went as far as getting a propane weed burner hooked
onto propane tanks like you use to burn out fence rows. Just little flame throwers.
And we did some incineration with that. Then using detonators…and then we’d get
some grass fires going so we’d use that to do a controlled burn around there so that
residue…We have grass fires at test fire all the time because the residue will fly out
into the dry grass and…it’s not unusual for the fire department to make a run. A
gentleman that is…
117. NA: Over at test fire, do you think there’s any unexploded ordnance?
118. LP: Naw. It goes, if it didn’t, we waited so long and hit it with another charge.
119. NA: There’s another proposal and one of the things I was thinking, we’re going to go over
there and do a sweep.
120. LP: Nope, I’ll guarantee that all we took is gone. Yeah, each and every one on the pad,
and if you go over there on the pads, you’ll see a piece of pipe laying through the pad,
and that would be where the wiring was run through that conduit. We’d lay a blasting
cap beside it...something like that to go ahead if one did a phase delay or something
on firing. We’d wait so long, go to another test pad and do another and come back to
that. But no, there’s no…
121. NA: How about demolition area?
122. LP: Same way there. Demolition didn’t …didn’t get product at demolition. We disposed
of it first.
Deactivation Furnace Area
123. NA: One of the guys from the Corps has been very sensitive about walking off the
deactivation furnace. “Yeah, don’t walk out there, there might be…you might step on
something.”
124. LP: That deactivation furnace was used for detonators that were about the size… like
this…and we couldn’t…didn’t have a way to dispose of them.
125. NA: Yeah, they called it the popping furnace.
126. LP: Yeah, that’s what it is. We … develop the process by heat, heating a lead solder box
with a damper here…we’d dump some way in and let it sink into…let the lead blow
in there, contain it in the pipe. As far as…We did… If we did burns or controlled
disposal or demil, I guess it’s classified as now. It was always in very small
controlled quantities so we knew, accountability, what was going on. It wasn’t any
ever, I mean security was tight on that. We’d use the numbers that left, the numbers
that came back. No, like I’ve been to Jefferson Proving Ground on the cleanup
project. I’ve walked there where the test firing was done and determined that they’d
better turn it into wild life refuge if they could because it’s never been mapped, and,
yes, there’s live rounds there too. We never had rounds as such. The only thing
…any configuration, for example, that we brought out was a hunk of explosives to
test fire. Where you’re going…there was no detonators in it, it was a hunk of
explosives that you’ve had ….
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127. NA: It wasn’t a finished…
128. LP: No, then they would cable it up on the spot, it was never transported in a dangerous
configuration. They cabled it up, test fired it…
129. NA: This writeup from JJ…did a summary...he talks about a mortar being lost, maybe
around WWII.
130. LP: Yeah, that could very well be. It’d be a 4.2 mortar.
131. NA: I believe that was it, yeah.
132. LP: 4.2
133. NA: I was just wondering…at the test fire area, demolition area…if there was anything
that could be like that?
134. LP: boy, oh boy, oh boy. I don’t even know where they would’ve fired that.
135. NA: Previous demolition.
136. LP: Because we didn’t have a test fire really established at that time. So where they set
up a range to fire that is hard…
137. NA: Previous…let’s see…previous demolition area.
138. End of tape.
Interviews are continued on Tape L4-A transcript.
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General Information
1.
LP: It would be government accountability if you blew up some of these components. The
outer case configuration…there was still…it did exist. You recovered all that for
scrap, knowing that the explosive was gone. They were inspected and basically
disposed of by the pound because they were flashed and burned and could be sold by
the pound. Like I say, anything we transported from Line 1 or any of these product
lines to the test fire facility was never armed, really, until they got up here. These
mini mines, yeah, we had a hell of a time with propagation on that. We hung them in
a sack of Freon on a tree and fired at them with a rifle. They were sewed together, and
we would shoot one to see if it would ignite one on either side… if it propagated.
Confined in canisters they would propagate, and we never knew why that was. They
never identified what the characteristic change was other than we had them pressed in
there, where we had these hanging loose. I’ve actually stood and put these mines in
this canister and all of a sudden a smoke bubble would come up. And we
downloaded them, and it didn’t go any further, thank God, because I was looking
down a gun barrel. I’ve actually had, boom, boom, boom…a puff of smoke.
Download this…and we did that and the development of how to load them. Other
than that I don’t really know. Like I said, the AEC was mostly my exposure, then I
left here in ’80, and I did three overseas contracts in Singapore, Pakistan, and Iran. I
came back to do a binary chemical weapons system in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Did
some for NASA on an air tunnel and drop tower in Norfolk, Virginia, then I came
back here building product. I guess I’m upset a little bit with some of our newspaper
articles…safety people all the way through Rock Island, Picitinny,
everything…worked with the greatest and latest up-to-date information they had to
make sure, even the environmental stuff. You know, be careful how you dispose of
this, even going back to the ‘60s. That was part of …that wasn’t a drill…God bless
them they were only…the knowledge we have now. Imagine what we could measure
in particles of contamination then and what we can measure now. We didn’t have the
instrumentation to do it.
2.
NA: You know these things that have been mentioned, samples off of Line 1?
3.
LP: Yeah.
4.
NA: I don’t know, I think it’s pretty small.
5.
LP: It is. It depends.
6.
NA: Sediment that has come up…
Line 1
7.
LP: Now here’s something else that…I don’t know, I doubt if anybody’s addressed
it…Cell number 4, Line 1…Like I say, I was a young kid pouring lids on
these…where am I, let me get my bearings…This one here, OK, the concrete floor…
I was doing surveying then, because I wasn’t cleared for the weapons. I was doing
surveying, and this floor in the middle of this igloo began to bulge, meaning water,
hydrostatic pressure underneath. So we would go in daily and shoot a known
elevation off the sidewall. A jib crane was mounted on…shoot the center of that
floor, because it would do that right in the center. We actually jackhammered that
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floor out because of hydrostatic water pressure under there. I don’t know where you
can even find the maps now. It’s tracked back clear in the 18 something. {1800s}
There was an old creek bed that ran under here or sand vein through this area. That
was the only one of the six that did an upheaval. We did a repour on it and never had
a recurrence of it.
8.
BB: That was the first out of those four?
9.
LP: Yeah, number 4. A guy was jackhammering, and he was a big man, and the water
pressure threw him and the jackhammer against the wall when the water broke
through. There was that much hydrostatic pressure. That concrete was 16 inches
thick, I think. I don’t think…there wasn’t even…there was one old…at one, way,
way back had been a small creek or something through there or a spring area.
Anything else? I don’t know of anything else. Like I say, I have nothing but respect,
basically coming from the military, working with and operating two of my own
businesses, laundromat and land development…looking for contamination on that. I
think, like I say, our management, any of the government people, any direction they
gave us was the latest and greatest information they had to protect us and the
environment. I think because of the WWII crisis, the object was to build…
10. NA: Build…
Lines 7 and 4B
11. LP: Yeah. There was wash down done out the building, we know that. I did Line 7,
which was a black powder and we…It’s a timing…horseshoe in a nosepiece. And I
got pulled over by this guy… they were having some problems. I went in and worked
on some tooling. Spent some weekends down there and I got to looking. This one
room was stainless steel lined because there was a lot of black powder dust…you get
static and boom, you’re gone. And I got to looking around on some of the structure,
and it was clinging, and we’d actually come down on the weekend with a fire truck
and hose it out the door, black powder.
12. BB: Black powder neutralizes with water.
13. LP: Yeah, it was fertilizer. At that time, you know, when we cleaned Line 4B up for the
Shillelagh that’s been shut down, that had been a detonator loading line. Where’s
Line 4B? That’s how I cleaned that up for that Shillelagh operation.
14. {looking for Line 4B map}
15. LP: The way I cleaned that up to bring the Shillelagh in for…I went to the fire department
and said, “Is it time for a fire drill?” “Yeah, we need to record some fire drill time.”
They came down and hosed out my building for me and took all the bird droppings
off all the old structure, and that’s what we did… we opened doors and walked in
right off the hydrants.
16. BB: So Line 4B did detonators before it did the Shillelagh?
17. LP: Yeah, and small components, and that would’ve been just the white-topped
building…this pressing area didn’t even exist at that time.
18. NA: Where we have the red marks is where there were sumps?
19. LP: Right. And that was back in the storage area where we did some kill…there
on…some acid kill on some azide, too. Which were partly little det configurations
we did. That’s about all I know about the place, the 19,000 acres.
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20. NA: We’ve gathered so many things now, it’s like…WOW.
21. BB: We’re much better informed now than we were.
22. LP: Give you a little kick start on where some of the hazardous areas were and where they
weren’t. Line 7 was mostly black powder for these nose fuses.
23. NA: The Corps didn’t scope us to do anything out there. I don’t know why.
General Information
24. LP: Well, it...because…{LP’s ride arrives} there’s my taxi.
25. BB: He’s probably getting hungry.
26. LP: Well, I think they’re so glad to get rid of me that we’re having a big pizza deal today.
They’re having a party because I’m leaving.
27. NA: Are you retiring?
28. LP: Tomorrow.
29. BB: So we caught him on the way out, too.
30. LP: Yeah, and GF that I gave you leaves May 11th.
31. LH: Was GF…you say he’s the electrical man?
32. LP: He is, yeah.
Roundhouse PCB Site and Test Fire Area
33. LH: I wonder if he would be one to make a quick stop by and talk to about that
Roundhouse PCB site? Transformers were supposed to be laid in that yard.
34. LP: Yeah, he knows that and he knows test fire. Now, I’ve removed all the PCB…I’ve
turned out to be a jack-of-all-trades…As the government would fund me, I removed
as many PCB transformers off here as possible. There was a site at the old
Roundhouse.
35. BB: The Roundhouse.
36. LP: The last I knew, that was cleaned up.
37. NA: Confirmatory.
38. LP: Oh, OK.
39. NA: Because they…
40. BB: This is the one that said 32 feet from the cornfield, and this is all cornfield.
41. LP: Oh, yeah. And this is where we stored them.
42. NA: That’s what JS said.
43. LP: Yeah, that’s where we stacked them on pallets on the ground…We started putting
them on things because of falling over. As far as leakers…I removed, I believe three
or four and did a cleanup as we removed them. I did it with the local utility company.
That was before…they had a joint venture with Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Now they won’t
touch them. And I worked with the local boys and had no problems with
them…moving truck and bagged them, took them to our E Yard where the
government then picked them up and transported them for disposal.
44. BB: Well good, that gives us…
45. LP: Yeah, that was…now, I don’t know if GF…GF would’ve been on the production side
of that. He would not have been in that…he would’ve been…he came out of x-ray
and then inspector and then went…migrating to the test fire.
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General Information
46. NA: LD, would you have any time this afternoon to walk through any place?
47. LP: I’ve got two more meetings this afternoon. One guy…
48. BB: And he has a party…
49. LP: Yeah, well I’m not…he wants to pick my brain on how I did some of these projects.
50. NA: So many guys are retiring now it’s like uh-oh…
51. BB: Did we give him a card?
52. LP: You can call me on the golf course.
53. BB: Did we give you a card with our numbers?
54. LP: No, I don’t believe so.
55. NA: We’ll have to restock here…
56. LP: I’m trying to get rid of mine.
57. ….
58. ….
59. ….
60. ….
61. ….
62. ….
63. {Exiting comments, cordial conversations.}
Lines 7 and 8
64. LP: LD was a production engineer on basically Lines 7 and 8. He wouldn’t have worked
Line 9. He would have worked the detonator lines, azide mines, that type of stuff.
65. NA: I definitely want to have a good…we’re trying to film six.
66. LP: Rounded…
67. NA: Yeah.
Line 6 – Asbestos
68. BB: We’re going to do a walk-through videotape of Line 6.
Lines 9 and 4B – Asbestos
69. NA: For the Corps, for the Army Corps. LM did Line 9 for us.
70. LH: Did Line 9 have…in some of those areas a sprayed-on asbestos or is that…?
71. LP: Yes, 9-60 building. I don’t know that it was asbestos, but it was a sprayed-on
insulation. I don’t think it was asbestos, it had a chemical…
72. NA: It’s all coming down.
73. LH: I hope it’s not asbestos.
74. LP: No, it’s not asbestos. I guarantee it’s not asbestos…
75. NA: So it’s that blow-on type fiber?
76. LP: Blown-on stuff that had the chemicals that were possibly cancer causing…it was a
manufactured…house trailers used it…and it would…
77. LH: Formaldehyde.
78. LP: Thank you, sir. And that was the same type foam that was used for this insulation …
Line 4B had that,
79. LH: We saw a lot of that…
80. BB: There was a lot of it in Line 9.
81. LH: We walked over at Line 9 last night.
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Lines 9 and 4B – Asbestos, Continued
82. NA: And all the paint and everything is coming down.
83. LP: Yeah, soon as we…I pulled the plug when I laid the stuff away. I cut the water main
off, everything.
84. BB: Now the paint itself…
85. NA: I don’t think they’ll bring Line 9 back.
86. LP: No, Line 9 is caretaker. It’s being funded now to go in caretaker.
87. NA: It was layaway.
88. LP: That’s our stages that we have to go through without tax dollars.
Line 6
89. NA:
90. LH:
91. LP:
92. BB:
93.
94.
95.

96.
97.
98.

Now it’s going to caretaker. Line 6 is a nightmare. It’s like…push it over.
They need to put it into the landfill status.
They won’t send us money because it’s your and my tax money.
One more question…do you know the base of the paint? Is it lead-based paint or just
straight paint?
LP: We have in many cases overcoated almost everything that would be lead-based with a
latex.
BB: OK.
LP: In places where I did a facilitization or moved in another product, I used a gentleman
in town. We used a very high-pressure washer, and we would capture all the paint,
put it in a plastic bag, do a dry out on it, and he would take it to a landfill as leadbased. Like Line 6, I did some on the back of that. Yeah, in most cases in these older
facilities you’re going to have a lead base.
NA: Well, just the lead azide probably.
{More cordial conversations…Larry departs}
NA: We just spoke to LP from American Ordnance, who is retiring tomorrow.

General Information, Lines 5A, 5B, 4A, 4B, 800, 2, 3, 3A, and 1
99. LD: I’ve been in Line 5A… trying to get my mind straight on the lines…I’ve been in Line
5B, been in Line 4B, been in Line 4A, but just to walk through. That was after they
reactivated it…
100. NA: A few years ago?
101. LD: Early ‘90s, late ‘80s. Well, they reactivated; they had loading machines in there. I
didn’t spend any time in it, I just toured it. So I’m not too familiar with Line 4B. I
spent a lot of time at Line 800 renovation. Lines 2, 3, 3A, and 1 after the Army took
it over.
102. NA: After AEC left?
103. LD: Right. I was only in the inert building during AEC. I wasn’t allowed…I had
clearance, but I wasn’t allowed …I don’t know much about the AEC line until the
Army took it.
104. BB: If I might, LD, what were your years of service?
105. LD: Came out here in ’65 January and I left here in … trying to remember… I retired, I
think, at the end September ’93. Either that or first day October, ’93. I’m not sure.
106. NA: We got your name from DP.
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General Information, Lines 5A, 5B, 4A, 4B, 800, 2, 3, 3A, and 1, Continued
107. LD: I know. DP’s been in and out of the home office. He worked with the Corps all the
time.
108. NA: Yeah, worked on the military construction side.
109. LD: I still see his name. He’s still active with the conservation board, so I see his name in
the newsletter all the time. I assume he’s with them.
110. NA: Oh, yeah. He hasn’t filed for retirement yet. He’s been here 35 years, he said.
111. LD: I know he’s been here a long time. So, what do we do now?
Line 6
112. NA: Let’s find Line 6. Now, we’ve talked to MS, and we talked to LP. We’ve gotten a
ton of information.
113. LD: MS…we trained her and BA.
114. ND, BB: We didn’t get that one.
115. LD: She lives in Ft. Madison, and she was their prime…
116. NA: Retired now?
117. LD: Retired…and she was their prime azide lead lady foreman. She probably knows as
much about Line 6 as…well MS probably knows more about Line 6 than anybody.
BA lives in Ft. Madison. She’s retired. The last name I think is ………
118. BB: That should make her easier to find.
119. LD: I don’t know what … since she moved on to Line 6….
120. BB: Essentially, as NA said, we’re coming in to do confirmation samples…
121. NA: Soil samples
122. BB: We’re just trying to find the most likely areas that may have been sampled that had
some contamination on them…such as MS had indicated behind 6-88 and 89, and we
know that they’ve done extensive remedial action behind 88 and 89.
123. NA: They dug a lot of dirt out, I don’t know when….
124. BB: Between the two lines…
125. NA: But back in the Bldg. 6-68 area, that corner, all through in here...
126. LD: I didn’t spend a lot of time back in those buildings, but I was … rest of these loading
line buildings.
127. NA: Remember explosions and things like that?
128. LD: Did they have explosions on that line?
129. NA: We’ve heard…
130. LD: The only ones I know of were minute ones. I don’t know of any major explosions on
this line. I wasn’t ever aware of…If they had one I wasn’t aware of it.
Line 9, Yard E, Line 6, and General Information
131. LD: But Line 9 had one, Yard….F?
132. BB: Yard E.
133. LD: Yard E had a major explosion while I was here. One of the canisters…
134. NA: Yeah, the Freon…
135. LD: We had a chemistry sampling building up in here somewhere…33 or… I didn’t spend
much time back here because I really wasn’t into how they were getting their
explosives in these areas. I only worked with the people that were in this bay. I don’t
know too much about this place. We trained here and in the …building’s about the
only place that I was in Line 6.
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Line 9, Yard E, Line 6, and General Information, Continued
136. BB: In the actual buildings 6-34-1, 2, and 3, essentially what we’re looking for is if there
was free product, some powder or whatever, that may have been washed out. Or
things that may have hit on the ground for whatever reason.
137. LD: I can’t think of any major spills that I ever saw. I think most of these areas had
aspirators, the water-type aspirators in them. They kept up, in my opinion, pretty
good. People like MS and BA were pretty astute in taking care of spills and what not
and watching for that kind of problem. For awhile they worked black powder in one
of these buildings here. Black powder sewing operation in these buildings.
138. BB: I’m not sure which one.
139. LD: My mind…it’s been awhile back. I was around there, but I don’t remember any major
problems with spillage in that area either. You’re going to have contamination, but
like I said, most of the foremen in these areas are…in my opinion, the one’s I worked
with are pretty good people as far as watching for that stuff and making sure it gets
cleaned up. Residue you never know about. You can clean something, but unless
you’ve got chemical analysis on the residue, you don’t know what you’ve got lying
there. Are you going to do what you think is right? Contamination on an area? Can’t
really tell you anything there.
Lines 5A and 5
140. LD: I’d be more…I’d say 5A…probably around the TNT screening building, or whatever
you want to call it...where they had their mixer. They did a lot of washdown in areas
like that. I’m sure they did a lot of washdown back here, but I wasn’t familiar with
their washdown and how they handled that back here. I wasn’t involved in…didn’t
really get into that. I was a foreman of Line 5A for awhile when I first came in here.
So, they did have regularly scheduled washdowns in that building over there, and all
that stuff was supposed to be collected as it was being washed down. But, I’m sure
the ground around Bldg. 5A-25 is contaminated. As far as bulk spillage, I think it
came in…at Line 5A I think bulk comes in at 5-26 building. I’d have to look at your
map…
141. BB: I don’t think we have any of Line 5.
142. NA: Yeah, we don’t have Line 5.
143. BB: They don’t want us to look there yet.
144. NA: Were you ever previously asked for interviews on Line 5A?
145. LD: No. You had asked me where I worked.
146. NA: Yeah, the Corps had BL from the Omaha Corps do some interviews, and that’s where
they’ve done a lot of soil remediation out there.
147. LD: No, all I’m saying is when you get around a building where you’re…they called it
blending, in a large turnstile machine and then transferring that into buckets and
transferring it down to the building where it was pressed…when you’re working on
presses in a building, you do have contamination… you cannot get away from it.
They have collector channels for that. Product comes down conveyors and into drop
shoots, and you have contamination on the way, so anytime you have a building like
that, no matter how good your collection is, you have to wash the buildings down.
When you wash a building down, even though you’ve got sumps and drains going to
sumps, some of that is going to contaminate soil around the buildings. So I’m sure
they know they have that.
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Lines 6, 7, 9, 5, 4, 1, and 2
148. NA: Yeah.
149. LD: I’m not that familiar with this on Line 6…
150. NA: Fine, Line 9.
151. LD: Line 9. What did we do at Line 9? {more to himself than a question to us}
152. NA: Detonators.
153. LD: …I’m more familiar with 7.
154. NA: They haven’t asked us to look at Line 7.
155. LD: They haven’t asked you about Line 7?
156. BB: Not yet.
157. NA: We talked to LM…
158. LD: OK, Line 9 is…
159. NA: Gators and GEMSS
160. BB: And previously did detonators…
161. NA: Detonators, yeah.
162. BB: Or the … mine, I’m sorry.
163. LD: The stuff that they’re loading at Line 9 is not prepped at Line 9.
164. NA: Yeah, it’s already been prepped.
165. LD: It comes from Line 5…
166. NA: It was already basically processed, and it was an assembly operation…
167. LD: It’s coming from Line 4…
168. NA: Lines 1 or 2?
169. LD: You talked to LM?
170. NA: Yeah, we spoke to LM. He took us on a tour yesterday.
171. LD: LM was…I’m sure he’s… Okay, you got the mines…part of Line 9. You did the
canisters in the back side…?
172. NA: Yeah, that’s right because we saw the canisters. There was a dummy canister out
there. Did you work up there at Line 9?
173. LD: I was in and out of Line 9. I really wasn’t responsible for Line 9. I worked there for
a little bit on stenciling. The engineer that had Line 9 worked for me, but I really
didn’t spend a lot of time directly, much hands-on, in Line 9. I was only in that more
or less as a supervisor to LM. Did work with him a little bit, like I said, with
stenciling or something like that. I really wasn’t directly involved with making
product. There was a little trouble putting Line 9 back together because of that. I
don’t know of any major incidents on Line 9 that I can recall.
174. NA: LP had said that something happened, Bldg. 9-60.
175. LD: He’s going back to when they were handling Freon mines, right?
176. NA: Yeah, on the Gators…was it the Gators and GEMSS?
177. BB: I’m sorry, what.
178. NA: Where they used a lot of Freon.
179. BB: No. No, no.
180. LD: No, that’s back in the Vietnam…
181. BB: Yeah, that’s when they used the azide and step mines and everything.
182. LD: That’s the same items that blew in Yard…
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Yard E
183. NA,BB: Yard E.
184. LD: Yeah. That’s the same mines that blew in Yard E. There was an incident on that line.
I was not on that line when the incident occurred, but I do remember what you’re
talking about because I think the superintendent eventually retired because of that
incident. But I can’t help you, because I wasn’t really involved with that line at the
time. Later I was, but not at that time. And the only reason I had any knowledge of
Yard E was because I used to go out there when they were monitoring. I knew some
of the safety people.
185. NA: You remember what year that Yard E…?
186. LD: I’m not sure.
Yard E, Continued
187. NA: It’s hard if you’ve been retired since ’93.
188. LD: Naw, I really don’t know what year that was. I’m not much help.
Line 4B
189. BB:
190. LD:
191. BB:
192. LD:
193. NA:
194. LD:
195. BB:
196. LD:
197. BB:
198. LD:
199. BB:
200. LD:
201. NA:
202. LD:

203. NA:
204.
205.
206.
207.

LD:
NA:
LD:
NA:

208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.

LD:
NA:
LD:
NA:
LD:
NA:

Every little bit helps. How about Line 4B?
Originally Line 4B was…When I first came…
They did the Shillelagh.
Yeah, but before that…
No one really knows much before the Shillelagh.
There’s a man still living that ran this line.
Who is that?
His name is RD. He lives in Ft. Madison.
Would you spell his last name please?
Pardon?
Can you spell his name? Best guess.
You don’t have a Ft. Madison phone book, do you?
DP…
DP…I was trying to think of RD’s first name. We just called him RD. He ran Line
4B back in those days, in the ‘60s. When I came out here, this was one of the first
lines I ended up on…Line 4B.
We’ve gotten a lot of information about the Shillelagh during that time. It now does
the Hellfire… Maybe the second-generation Hellfire…
They did standard Army…. I was just thinking…
I’ve got this summary I got from JS. It’s written by JJ; he’s been gone for awhile…
What’s John say they did back in the ’60s and forward?
If I remember right, they didn’t have too much. Says here, fuse line during war;
making M52 fuses during Korean conflict. Explosives consisted of tetryl, booster
pellets, normal fuse ingredients, etc. Production operations since that time included
the 90mm, Shillelagh, Hellfire warheads. Was that line shut down for awhile?
Yeah, that line had to be renovated to put the Shillelagh in there.
The red marks we put there are sumps.
What do your notes say they did back then?
We talked to JS yesterday.
This guy can tell you exactly what they were doing in the 1960s.
RD?
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Line 4B, Continued
214. LD: RD. You should talk to him. He worked for us then.
215. NA: He was the foreman?
216. LD: He was actually the building supervisor. He had foremen working under him. I
worked for him a very short while, but I’m having trouble remembering way back
then, too. They had crimp machines in there, I was thinking….
217. NA: I think that’s what it says here, 90mm…
218. LD: We had two packing explosives that they put into the casings and then packed
explosives…those are all… These would’ve been the buildings we brought stuff in
and out of back here…because that’s where the production was. They had to
renovate this…
219. {Nick points out RD to BB in the phone book.}
220. LD: He was superintendent on this line. He wasn’t classified as superintendent, he was
classified as the supervisor. He ran the Line 2 years during that time, and that’s when
I came out here. There’s a guy still living in Ft. Madison that ran all the machines in
here.
Line 4A
221. NA:
222. LD:
223. NA:
224. LD:

It’s not…it’s Line 4A that had the lead floor.
Right, Line 4A probably had a lot of lead in there because they handled azide.
Yeah, that’s it.
I’m not familiar with Line 4A, other than, like I said, I toured through there when
they reactivated it around ’92 or ’93 and started up…Curiosity’s the only thing that
got me up there. I don’t like to be around lead azide.
225. BB: It doesn’t sound like a good place to be.
226. LD: Like I said, this BA was the prime lead azide foreman.
227. NA: Let’s see, what’s next? We did Lines 9 and 6…

Line 800
228. BB:
229. LD:
230. NA:
231. BB:
232. NA:
233. LD:
234. BB:
235. NA:

236.
237.
238.
239.
240.

LD:
NA:
LD:
NA:
LD:

241. BB:
242. NA:
243. LD:

We can go to Line 800.
Renovations?
Yeah. We did a little bit of everything. That big lagoon they did away with…
Actually it’s still there.
It’s there, but it’s been dug up.
Dug up and dug again.
Dug up, cleaned up. From what we understand the animals just love it.
Do you remember working down there? There are five sediment ponds beyond that
big lagoon. You can barely see them. But back in a 1944 drawing there’s like 1, 2, 3,
4, 5.
Is that right?
Yeah, they’re all overgrown with trees. You can still see the valves and…
That’s not… is it?
No, we’re going to go in there with an excavator and take a scoop.
I don’t know anything about that…I’ve been in there mushroom hunting and turkey
hunting.
We almost got a turkey.
Yeah, we almost hit one.
I don’t remember them back there.
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Line 800, Continued
244. NA: I guess there was some kind of overflow from that. Probably WWII era.
245. LD: Yeah they quit using this pond….This building right here, that’s probably the
building where they reclaimed explosives and reboxed them {Bldg. 800-191}…could
be pretty contaminated around this one. They use to heat the shells and pour out the
explosives. They had a machine in there with a real thin copper belt that would run
liquid explosives out onto the belt; then they would freeze on the belt and break off
into the boxes.
246. NA: They melted?
247. LD: They’d have to heat the shells to get the explosives…this is the renovations line and
those shells then progressed down through here and they were stripped internally,
externally…
248. BB: Right, the paint?
249. LD: Were…on the inside…other than that… That’s what happened if explosives dried up
in that…and washed them and brought them down here and ran them through acid
baths, alkali baths, nickel plating baths. They had chromate bath tanks in this
building; we ran in there quite a while. We ran a lot of shells through there. They
had sand blasters in here {Bldg. 800-163-2} that sand blasted the shell surface. And
they eventually put them in buildings out here that were supposed to take care of all
the chemicals… they had inground tanks out here, right?
250. BB: I don’t know.
251. LD: Yeah. They had inground tanks out here. They were collection tanks and treatment
tanks. In other words, the acid and the alkali that were used in this building and this
portion of this building fed out here to these tanks, and we had a control to neutralize
both those tanks. I’m talking now at least…not exploding, but acids, alkalis and…So
this end {east} was explosives and this end {west}was chemicals. Later, at another
time, they also had…they would bring different, you know, things to do in Bldg. 800192. They ran a lot of black powder in Bldg. 800-192. That’s where they made salute
rounds.
252. NA: Right, we’d heard that.
253. LD: So they’re handling…I call it black powder, everybody called it black powder; I don’t
know what the official name is…in this building and a lot of that one. They did those
salute rounds. They also did other minor type jobs in here as buildings weren’t
utilized. We had mine canisters go through here for x-ray examination when they
had…I don’t know if it was an outgrowth of the problem in Yard E, but Freon has a
tendency of not staying where you put it. So, for awhile, they had a program in here
{Bldg. 800-192} where canisters were brought in through here, barricaded, and put in
the back part of this building. It’s all concrete barricade…
254. JP: Anybody home?
255. LD: In fact JP knows more about all this than I do.
256. {introductions are made.}
257. JP: How ya doing, LP?
258. LD: Pretty good.
259. BB: I see you know LD.
260. LD: All my health problems came from right here. JP’s the rebutter on… That’s about all
I know about Reno… Except chemicals were in this here… JP knows that, JP was …
261. BB: What were your years of service.
262. JP: Beg your pardon?
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Line 800, Continued
263. BB: How long were you here? What were your years?
264. JP: 1950 to 1990.
265. BB: I’m happy just to be someplace 5 years. That is just phenomenal.
266. JP: Oh, I was gone a year or two from time to time, so it wasn’t…
267. LD: There were days they thought he was gone while he was here.
268. End of Tape
Interviews are complete.
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RF: – Line Superintendent on Line 3A (AO Service – 33 years)
LH: – TN & Associates, Inc.
BL: – USACE-Omaha
Interview: 3/28/01
BL: We’ve talked in the past to JP, he gave us information here and there, but back
when we talked to him, we weren’t really doing too much on the line. We’ll probably
talk to him again I think. ‘Cause he seems like he’s knowledgable…
RF:
He was here a long time.
BL: Back in the 50’s
LH: It is Wednesday afternoon 28th of March, we’ve got RF gonna be talking about
the reno line Line 8 renovation line. RF, BL and LH.
(misc cordial conversation)
BL: First of all let’s get you name. It’s R…
RF:
F.
BL: F, F?
RF:
uh huh
BL: Ok, how long have you worked at the plant?
RF:
Oh, 33 years.
BL: So that goes back to 68?
RF:
67.
BL: Does your knowledge of line 800 or the reno line go back that far or,
RF:
I was familiar with it for the 33 years but you know I was expediter my first 8
years out here, so you know, you’re in and out but as far as the operation itself,
LH: What’s an expediter do?
RF:
We he was a parts guy.
BL: Hearts?
RF:
Parts
BL: Oh, parts.
RF:
I mean you ordered the parts shipped to production and like that, material
handling or whatever you want to call it.
BL: You’re not retired, you’re AO now?
RF:
Yeah, I’m at work 3A.
BL: 3A, ok. What is your, what was your function or role and what years were you
involved with Line 800, just roughly and what maybe you did and…
RF:
Well I was really expediter for about 8 years and that was kinda an off and on
things at reno. But, probably for…
BL: You’re talking machine parts right? Machine parts expediter?
RF:
No, what it took to build bullets and ship to production, etc. Order the powder in,
whatever. A supply man, maybe that’s a better…
BL: But you on the operations end.
RF:
I am now, I’m the line superintendent of 3A now.
BL: You’ve been the whole time, you’ve been on the operations end.
RF:
Yeah, always been in operations.

1

BL: Forgive me sometimes if I don’t know the terminology.
RF:
Every place had different names.
BL: So, after the 8 years of being that, what did you do?
RF:
Well,
BL: At reno
RF:
At reno? At reno, well you know I’ve kinda been over the production of the…
BL: Foreman’s role, or…
RF:
No, as a supervisor. I have a foreman work for me and operators work for me and
so forth.
BL: What we’ve done in the past is kinda gone, actually this is kinda a unique line
compared to all the other lines. As far as what’s been done here and maybe if you could
give us a brief idea of what, as far as you know, what’s all been done at that line. I know
there’s a lot of history, one thing that I’ve got with me is a bunch of historic aerials for
different, over the years.
RF:
I think the name renovation tells you a little bit, you know. ‘Cause it was
somewhat of a rework facility at one time.
BL: I know back in the ‘40s, the late ‘40s and stuff a lot of demilling was done.
RF:
Was it?
BL: Yeah, actually that was before your time but, I’ve read up on some of the history
where it sounds like there’s been so much stuff done there that… If you could generalize
it.
RF:
Well, I’ll tell ya, when I was first associated with it at all and that goes clear back
there to the late ‘60s; they always ran the Blank cartridge cases down there. Those are
the salute rounds with the Black powder in them. What I always remember when I first
came down there. I’m looking at this upside down, this is…
BL: Let’s turn it around if it makes it better.
RF:
This is 4 building.
BL: I know how things are.
RF:
What I remember is as an expeditor coming down here… As I say they always
ran those Blanks but this is 4 building right here.
BL: Right
RF:
And, I think these buildings are all the same. This is fairly recent
BL: Well that’s a ’98.
RF:
Ok. But I remember this part of the building back here, this was where they I
think they stripped empty projectiles, the paint.
BL: Four building?
RF:
Yeah, back here in this part.
BL: Back in the end.
RF:
This part here yeah. (R receives a page) But I know what they did back in here.
They dipped those projectiles and stripped the paint off of ‘em and then I think they
actually repainted them there. And then there was…
BL: That’s just the casing you mean?
RF:
Yeah. The empty projectile. It’s sealed.
BL: That’s the backside of the 04 building. That actually…
RF:
We haven’t used this for years
BL: The backside?
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RF:
Yeah. We still use this front part.
BL: Is that whole building the 04 building then basically?
RF:
Yeah, I think it is.
BL: It’s not called two separate buildings?
RF:
No, I think this is all 4 building.
BL: And then you said the (R gets another page) and the Blanks were made in that 04
building?
RF:
Not, well they did some prep work here, we still do today. The assembly of the
Blanks is on up this way. But like I say, I remember they had all those acid tanks or
stripping tanks, I don’t know what they used to strip that paint off in them days. And I
think this back over here was a water treatment…
BL: Was it actually called, was this called a paint stripping building or labeled that at
some point? I guess…
RF:
I can’t tell you that. I don’t…
BL: But it was done in that building?
RF:
Yeah, and they had a series of tanks and stuff back here. I think there was a paint
system in here.
BL: You’re talking about behind the building?
RF:
This part here.
BL: Oh, inside the building.
RF:
Yeah. I don’t remember anything being done outside the building. And like I
say, I just remember that operation there somewhat, but had nothing to do with it.
BL: Alright. I’ve got a couple pictures; this is a ’69 photo. This is a ’63 photo. I’ve
actually got a bunch of photos, ’78. But this kinda, this is where there were some
significant things going on.
RF:
Yeah, there would’ve been.
BL: But, just kinda throw it out and help maybe make, help remember things I guess.
Here’s another photo that I’ve done here, on top of a recent photo, I’ve kinda outlined
the, what the buildings looked like in ’63. Anyway, I’m just gonna kinda throw those out
as we talk and. Continue
RF:
Well like I say, I just remember they had that paint stripping operation and
repainting and…
BL: Historically, that’s probably what was done in that building.
RF:
Yeah, I think in the back end of that building that’s what it was for. I’m not too
sure what they didn’t do some of the painting the repainting and so forth in this building
here. But I always remember all them tanks and conveyor system they had back there.
BL: The 04 building.
RF:
But I say, that’s been shut down there for, Christ 25 years probably.
BL: You’re talking about just the back.
RF:
Just the back.
BL: Because this is actually…
RF:
Yeah, we use this building right here today.
BL: What’s going on right now.
RF:
The only thing we do in this building here is, I don’t know if you’ve seen a Blank
cartridge, a Blank cartridge….
BL: I’m not…
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RF:
When a president dies or the general retires, you know it’s the ones they shoot out
there at the… and the only thing it’s got like a primer, and Black powder in it.
BL: So is that, but it’s assembled or it’s actually
LH: Packed
BL: Packed, whatever the right word is.
RF:
Here’s what we do with it is this building right here. That is just brand new parts
that come into this building. This is an inert building. And all we do here with them is
disengage them and so forth and we coat ‘em with some wax. On the outside.
BL: So you’re saying there’s no explosive work physically done in that building.
RF:
I don’t think this building here ever had explosives in it because of quantity,
distance and so forth.
BL: Actually that’s my question.
RF:
I think these were always inert operations. Because of relationship to the offices
and change houses and so forth.
BL: Ok. So how about any metals work done in there?
RF:
Any what?
BL: Metals, metal type work, machining….
RF:
Oh, no. If there was, I don’t remember.
BL: So basically it’s a coating type of
RF:
It’s kind of a prep building, you know what I mean? If you’re familiar with say
Line 3 or any of the bigger lines, you know, the 1 buildings are always the, where you
break out the parts, it’s all new stuff so,
BL: That helps a lot
RF:
But I don’t ever remember anything, chemicals, etc. I don’t
BL: That building probably doesn’t have any troughs for contaminants, for catching
any wash water or any type of air handling systems or anything like that.
RF:
No. Now there’s a little paint booth in here.
BL: Well, ok. Yeah. Anything would be, like an exhaust, not an exhaust, air-handling
form of painting and that kind of stuff.
LH: When you got munitions in, to rehab them, where would the explosive charge be
taken out at?
RF:
Well I’m not, and I say, I’m not sure that anything that went through this building
had ever had explosives in them. You know this may have just been steel that was, that
got rusty or wasn’t painted right or something. I say, you gotta get somebody that’s older
than me to know for sure here.
BL: Basically back to your late ‘60s, is what you’re…
RF:
Yeah, right. Anything I’ve ever seen going through here would’ve been
considered empty or inert and whether it had ever had explosives in it, I don’t know. I
kinda doubt it, but I don’t know that, so. Ok?
BL: Just wanna go to another building. This is the power plant, right?
RF:
Well, ok. Yeah that 4 building so I don’t know why there would ever have been
anything there. That’s kinda the little office that…
BL: Right, sectionalizing or
RF:
Yeah, yeah, we can get to that.
BL: What’s the number of the power plant?
RF:
It’s 04. Or is it
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BL: That’s what I was going to ask you.
RF:
No, it’s not 04. I think it’s 02. It’s 02.
BL: It’s the 02 building, Office building is 5201
RF:
It’s the little one here, yeah, that’s 02 the power house. What might have been in
the power house, I don’t know.
BL: But it was always the power house?
RF:
Right. There wouldn’t never been any explosives that I know about. Ok, let’s
just go over here. Why don’t we just go over each line.
BL: Ok, so 188.
RF:
Yeah, this is 188. I guess this is the magazine down here. 68
BL: Yeah, that’s the 68 building.
RF:
Ok, so, and I don’t know if you’re familiar with this or not. For years and years
we sectioned HE loaded or powder loaded bullets of various natures in here. And there
was a little sump right out here on the north side where wash water, the rinse water…
BL: a little steel sump
RF:
yeah, right.
BL: I’ve seen that
RF:
It’s gone now.
BL: Yeah, we removed it.
RF:
So you know, we cut various bullets here, probably the majority of them had TNT
in ‘em. So you always lost a certain amount of TNT just through the sawing and washing
down, etc. I mean there would’ve been TNT, we cut a lot
BL: Is section to inspect quality basically?
RF:
Yeah, you’re looking for certain characteristic in there, they call it base
separation. But you know we would’ve had TNT, Comp B, we sectioned some…and
over the years, hell we cut everything there you know. Depending on problems.
BL: And metals and explosives would’ve been going down into the sump.
RF:
Into that, yeah
BL: Into the sump and probably…and in fact I’ve been in that building.
RF:
And probably wash down, some went out the door way back. Hell, I remember
when I was first here. You didn’t worry as much about a little water going out the door
as you do now. So, I’m sure that’s everyplace.
BL: Yeah, we’ve actually, the Corps already we’ve kinda sampled around there,
cleaned up some soil.
RF:
Yeah, I knew you had.
BL: I’m thinking, I don’t know if we removed the sump or if AO removed the sump.
RF:
I think we removed it, but I don’t know.
BL: Yeah, but we did the soil clean up at the scene.
RF:
I knew that had a lot of test wells here. Everywhere.
BL: There’s wells all over the place. Still adding more.
RF:
But that’s really all you did in that building. That was it’s soul purpose, was to
BL: Section
RF:
Section bullets for quality purposes or that type of thing.
BL: Ok
RF:
Not an ungodly amount over the years you cut a lot of rounds there.
BL: And that barricade is just a solid barricade, right? There’s not…
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RF:
Here?
BL: Yeah, that’s…if I remember right…
RF:
It’s just earth I think.
BL: Yeah, that’s there nothing…
LH: It’s almost a railroad type of timber.
BL: Yeah, that’s what it is. In front…
LH: In front of it, and this half of the building is where you had your
RF:
Yeah.
LH: It was remotely done, your modeling or your viewing room
RF:
Right, this was the control room here and the saw was back here in that little pit
that sits, it did sit right there. Right by the door.
BL: Yep, right beside the sidewalk.
RF:
So um,
BL: Basically that one’s easy to follow.
RF:
And then, you know, this was kinda the supply magazine for it. I mean if you had
stuff you were gonna section…
BL: Ok, I see, now that’s…
RF:
68. This was our supply magazine storage.
BL: So there wouldn’t have been any type of working of the, it’s just storage or
temporary storage
RF:
Yeah, it was just storage, you know we never did any operations in there other
than to get the next bullet to take to the saw or take the bullet back from the saw, hold it
‘til it, hold that round until it went wherever you was gonna wash it out or whatever you
was gonna do with it.
BL: Ok.
RF:
Ok, so I would think there would be very little of anything back here. I mean
contamination wise.
BL: Ok, that’s good to know. Let’s just go around the corner then. That building
right there.
RF:
That’s 61 building. We, the only thing we’d use that building for in the last 15 or
20 years is we did store, at times, Black powder in this building.
BL: Ok
RF:
Which you in turn used up here I think. If you go back, 10 15 years ago, maybe
not…say 10 years ago, we did some demill in this building and they were M…I believe
they were M-605 fuses. Yeah, I know they were. And those things would’ve had…
BL: How big is an M-605 fuse
RF:
Well what it was, was a fuse that screwed into a, I believe an M-16 mine. It was
the fuse that set off a pretty good size mine charge. Explosive wise, there wouldn’t have
been much in them, I mean it had a Black powder charge, it had some delay composition
in it, it had a little dinky primer of some sort.
BL: But the actual fuse would’ve been, you said fuse is that what
RF:
uh, huh
BL: Would’ve been actually not just…it would’ve been…actually I’m not sure your
talking about packed or
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RF:
No, this fuse I’m talking about was made over at Line 6, you know, way back.
And then those fuses sat here for years and years and years and years and they finally
decided they ought to demill them.
BL: Oh, I’m sorry, it’s demilling of those fuses. Which actually, how would you
demill a fuse.
LH: It’s not the term for demilitarization of it.
BL: You’re talking about actually removing
LH: It’s military…
BL: But you’re getting rid of explosives right?
RF:
Yeah.
BL: Getting explosives out of it, in that building.
RF:
Right
BL: How would that be done?
RF:
Well, they…and I think some of the equipment’s still in there. But, you had a
device that functioned, it just functioned that round. It fired the primer, the primer would
burn the delay comp and in turn it would set that Black powder BL:asting cap off.
BL: So you actually fire it basically in the demill operation.
RF:
right
BL: Not removing or…
RF:
No, we weren’t disassembling it, we were firing it.
BL: Ok
RF:
In order to demill it.
BL: Ok
RF:
And…
BL: That building, I haven’t been to that building. Is that building…actually that
would…that building probably doesn’t have troughs or sumps or….
RF:
No.
BL: Would there be anything…I mean when you demill something like that. You
know, got powder laying all over or do you?
RF:
No, the way it was set up over there, you had a water system there that…and it
somehow or another, it caught the residue or in the smoke and everything and it ran it up
through an exhaust type system
BL: Ok, through the roof basically or something like that?
RF:
It’s right on the outside of the building. And I don’t know a lot about, I seen they
fire some of them so I was familiar with the round because we built them on Line 6. But
I mean it was an approved demill system as far as the EPA and everybody was
concerned.
BL: And that was done in the last 10 years, you say.
RF:
I would say within the last 10, 8 to 10, I’d say, yeah.
BL: Anything else other then that in that building you know, that you can remember?
RF:
Well, it had…
BL: It was storage basically for Black powder and the demilling of the fuses.
RF:
Right. I don’t know if you go way back…I’m gonna say go back to the late
‘60s…I’m not sure, but they built a lot of mines out here over at Line 9 back in them
days. The mine program had some operations down here too. That I’m not familiar with,
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but I just know that it was kinda an annex to the Line 9 operation. So there’s a possibility
that…
BL: There might have been some of the work…
RF:
Yeah, and what it might have been, I don’t know. But I just say they may have
done something with the, hell I don’t know the name of that mine was, they called them
stove pipe mines and you know they were a lead azite…they were a lead azite explosive
so…
BL: Would they have done it with a finished mine itself, or you don’t…remember
RF:
I just say, I just know that this was a part of that Line 9 operation.
BL: Ok
RF:
That’s really all I can tell you about that building. Anything that I remember, ok?
BL: Now this is a transformer, er a electrical sub station or something like that.
RF:
Yeah, I think it is.
BL: Let’s just go down…
RF:
Well, right here this is 03 building. And so that’s our chemical storage building.
That’s fairly new.
BL: It’s fairly new.
RF:
Well, when I say new. I think that’s been built in the last, I’m gonna say the last
20 years. So, all we ever kept there would be the thinners and the acetone and the…that
kinda stuff….
L
Solvents?
RF:
Yeah. And you know the building has a berm, not a berm, but you know what I
mean. It’ll contain a spill. You know what I mean.
BL: Within the wall, or…
RF:
Yeah, well I’m mean, it’s built up so far, yeah. If you dumped a barrel over in
there, I don’t think it can run out the door and that’s why I know it fairly new. We
currently use it, I mean just for storage.
BL: Of solvents?
RF:
The solvents we use, ok?
BL: Ok. How about, I’m not sure what that is.
RF:
Well, I think that’s a part of the water treatment plant and, don’t necessarily quote
me on this – you can find somebody that knows more about it, I think that is part of this
system here probably when they, maybe this is where they treated their chemicals that
they did the stripping programs with. You have to ask somebody besides me that,
though.
BL: As far as when it was built, I think I can pin point that here somewhere.
RF:
I have never seen it used.
BL: Oh.
RF:
But, like I say, I just thought it was a part of this operation right here. This
refurbishing operation. But I don’t know. You know, maybe it is that new. I don’t
know.
BL: I just want to look here real quick and see if…it’s in the ‘90 photo, in the ‘83
photo, it’s in the ’78 photo. And all we’ve got is ’69 and it’s…
RF:
Not there?
BL: Not there.
RF:
Ok
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BL: Let me see where ’69 is at. This is 04 so it’s probably sometime between ’69 and
’78.
RF:
Ok
BL: Possible treatment, that’s what you’re thinking?
RF:
Yeah.
BL: But you haven’t seen anything…
LH: Ben, do we have a number on it?
BL: There are several numbers, I’m not sure which one’s the building…oh, there the
building itself, that’s the 70…
RF:
It’ll be a 70 dash something probably
BL: 70 dash 2 building and then it looks like a tank and another smaller building is the
01-63 building.
RF:
I can’t tell, that may be a….
BL: That looks like a propane tank or something.
RF:
Well, I don’t think it’s propane, but…
BL: It’s something.
RF:
Yeah.
BL: Yeah, that’s a 70 dash 2 and it’s a 160…is 163 a tank is that what that number…
RF:
Probably. There’s some…
BL: I wonder if that’s a tank too, it’s a 163 too.
RF:
Probably. That 163 means something, just like the 70s…
LH: 70 series is industrial waste treatment.
RF:
Yeah, right. And what’s the 163?
LH: 163 or 63?
BL: 163
RF:
They’re 163s I think.
BL: Uh, secondary tanks. So it’s some type of treatment.
LH: It’s between secondary primary and secondary waste treatment.
BL: Between ’69 and ’78. Ok. What is this right here.
LH: I think those were the pads…
BL: The pads for…
RF:
They were for freon tanks or something.
LH: Was it freon tanks or diesel fuel for the power plant.
BL: Actually, you know what…
RF:
I’m not gonna say.
BL: I think he’s, I think there might be freon tanks…
RF:
Well, and the reason I say that, was, not talking about this mine business. The
mines required freon. That’s what kept that azite from drying out. They were in
canisters. And I know at Line 9, they had lots and lots of freon.
BL: In fact, I think I remember seeing that on a drawing.
RF:
I think that’s about tore down there now.
BL: I don’t have the drawing with me.
RF:
I betcha that was for freon tanks.
BL: I think you’re right, but let me just…
RF:
You might want to put a question mark there.
BL: Well, that’s fine. I think I’ve seen a drawing where it does say that was freon…
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RF:
But the mines took freon tanks or they’d dry out and blow up.
BL: Yeah, we’ve actually talked to several people about – is it Line 9 that did that?
RF:
Yeah. Line 9, E Yard. Killed several people there one time.
BL: Ok. Let’s just continue on down the way.
RF:
There’s something they did do in this building, I don’t know if you care. We used
to, there used to be a and I think maybe it’s still in there. There’s a big grit blaster in
there.
BL: Sand blasting?
RF:
Yeah. Of some sort. Now what the hell they sand blasted, I’m not sure.
BL: That goes along with the painting and the…
RF:
It probably does, I think they – I’ll tell ‘ya what I think they did. I think they, I
think it was the lifting plug, the lifting plug screws into the nose of a projectile. And they
refurbished a lot of them. So they may have just grit blasted them before they painted
them. I’m not sure. Ok?
BL: Ok
RF:
That’s the only thing I really remember about that building.
BL: Ok. Let’s go on down.
RF:
So, you get up here to 191. Right?
BL: That is the 191 building which…
RF:
Now all we currently use that for and all we’ve used it for, for…I’m gonna say 15
years is storage of Black powder.
BL: The 191 building’s current use?
RF:
Yeah, part of it.
BL: That’s recently though, right?
RF:
We’re using it today.
BL: Storage of Black powder. You know I’ve gone back, I don’t remember the years
exactly, but there was quite a bit of…I don’t know what the right term is…
RF:
Something.
BL: Yeah, that’s one of the main…
RF:
And that’s what I was gonna say, currently we use for storage of Black powder,
we stencil boxes in there. But in this south end here, they had a big, I don’t know if you
want to call it a demill process or what, on projectiles. Where they were removing the
TNT or Comp B out of projectiles.
BL: I’ve heard the term, “sweat it out.”
RF:
Well, I don’t think we…
BL: I not sure of the right words, but…
RF:
I don’t think we sweated them there. We had a high pressure washer system there
that we took the HE out when, that I remember.
BL: You mean, high pressure would be the only way to get them out of a projectile?
RF:
Well, that’s what they used there.
BL: So there would’ve been lot and lots of volumes of water.
RF:
Yeah, lot of water. Lot of water, and I can tell ‘ya I was fairly familiar with this
but there’s kinda two levels in there at that…
BL: Yep.
RF:
There’s a ground level and then there’s this here high pressure washer thing was
kinda up on that second level.
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BL: I’ve been in there.
RF:
Yeah, and it had a big wand, a high pressure wand and it washed that out and then
it would drain down into almost like a horse tank here. And…
BL: You’re talking about right here?
RF:
Well, I’m talking right in this building…
BL: Oh, you mean inside the building?
RF:
You caught all the TNT or the explosives that you could. I think just in like
something maybe like cheesecloth or something. And then…
BL: So it’d be filtered out there and…
RF:
I can’t remember if them are still in there. But then you had a series of settling
tanks here too, you know, where that water would, or the solids would, the solids would
settle out there too. And then, I believe, then…what’s this building here?
BL: That’s the pump, the treatment building.
RF:
Yeah, right.
BL: It used to be where there was just a sump and a pump house or whatever.
RF:
So these two buildings someway or another were tied together.
BL: Well, there’s also another building right here. And I don’t know if you remember
that? I’m trying to remember when the time frame was.
RF:
It isn’t there now is it?
BL: Flaker building?
RF:
What’d they call it?
BL: Flaker building?
RF:
Now see I don’t remember that.
BL: Actually it was here in ’63.
LH: Well here they show …plans for flaker building…
BL: ’63 here it is, this is…
LH: The addition to the plant in ’43.
BL: Oh yeah, it’s been revised a few times. See there’s a building right…this is a
smaller scale, but here’s the one ninety, is it 196?
RF:
191, yeah.
BL: 191 building and right next to is was a flaker building. And those worked
together back in the old days. Apparently the flaker building was where they recovered
TNT on some kind of drum, and it would catch it and flake off…
RF:
They must’ve tried to reuse it at that point.
BL: So, actually you’re saying…they explosives weren’t reused when they demilled?
RF:
No, what I’m familiar with here…what I’m familiar with here is the process that I
know or remember. All you did is you contained all the solids you can and then it just
became resaleable scrap. You know, there’s a market for resaleable TNT. We resale a lot
of it.
BL: Ok
RF:
As far as I remember, that’s all we did with it. We never reused it.
BL: Was it ever taken and burned? At the burning field?
RF:
I don’t think that was because, you know, part of that process is there, you kept
that as dry as you could, you know and box it up. But, I’m not saying nothing ever went
out of there to the burning field, but, and back in them days, they burned a lot of stuff,
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you know, out in the open over there. But, I think the idea there was, to catch all that you
could and probably resale it. Because it was just clean TNT.
BL: Was there other than the high pressure type…
RF:
That’s the only process I was ever familiar with.
BL: What is the term “sweating?”
RF:
Well a sweat out tank, and we still use ‘em, you know…
BL: Because I’ve actually read about the reno line back when, maybe it was in the
‘40s and ‘50s, but they talked about sweating out explosives. What does that mean?
RF:
Well, what that is, is you have like a chest that you put a projectile in and then
you heat it up with steam and water and it’ll melt the explosives out.
BL: Enough so they can’t…
RF:
It’ll melt out and run into a pan. We catch it…we do it every day at 3A, yet
today.
BL: Ok, ‘cause I think there was some of that done in…
RF:
Yeah, I don’t know. And I say, you know, that’s kinda where the renovation
name came from I think is you’re gonna renovate stuff.
BL: The casings and stuff would be reused, or re…
RF:
They could be reused, I’m not sure, it depended on the round. In a lot of cases,
one reason you sump or sweat out stuff is because it’s obsolete stuff and you know the
Army’s just wanting to get it out of their inventory.
BL: When you…before this building was right here…this was built in the ‘70s I
think…this carbon…actually I’m not sure if it’s carbon system or whatever it is. But it is
a treatment, you know, facility…with tanks and stuff. Before that, there used to be just a
pump house here. A sump and a pump house, do you remember that? I think, well I
guess I got it here…I’m trying to remember when they built that…
RF:
All I can say is, that I just remember that building. I don’t remember even how
that building was used. Although I know it was a part of this operation here, someway.
BL: They would actually, a lot of the waste water would go to this sump and then it
would be pumped up over to the lagoon.
RF:
To the pond, yeah.
BL: To the lagoon right there. Do you ever remember this, the line here or anything
about that line.
RF:
No. I just remember, ‘cause I had this when they down here working on this and I
remember we had to move the fence back, I think like…I just remember talking about
there’s was probably quite a bit of contamination from here to here.
BL: Well, there probably still is.
RF:
Yeah
BL: That’s one of the things, that we’re still going to probably investigate that…
because there used to be a line, a drain – a tile line that came out here and…
RF:
I remember talking to them down there when they was doing all this work.
BL: And we never chased it back inside the line, ‘cause our goal was just to clean that
up. Anything else about maybe those two buildings – the 190 or
RF:
No, that’s really all I remember about them buildings. I say, I remember
watching them do that wash out down there and I’m not sure it ever worked real good.
BL: Let’s move down to the next one here. This is…
RF:
So this is 192.
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BL: 192, I was just about to say that’s 192.
RF:
And about the only thing, you know, we had built those – in fact this is all I ever
remember in this building, is building these Blank rounds that we build yet today. Which
have the Black powder and the primer in ‘em.
BL: So that’s actually where the Blank rounds are…
RF:
Yeah, this is where we assemble them – pack them out.
BL: It’s not melted, it’s packed or…
RF:
It’s just loose powder.
BL: Loose powder…
RF:
It’s just loose Black powder. You just pour a certain amount in it and then you
got a cup that goes in there. That just seals it off, and….
BL: And that’s all you, nothing else that you know of that was done here? In here?
RF:
Well here’s the only thing I can tell ‘ya. In the back end of this building here,
well let me think here a minute. I gotta think. We did…primarily it was used as a Blank
load assemble and pack operation, ok?
BL: Ok
RF:
But in the back end of this building here. We used to have to screen all of our
Black powder. When I say screen, what we were really doing – they’d come in a 25
pound can we had to get it down into 2 pound rubber cups. So we really weren’t
screening it, we were rebowling it. But anyway, you dumped it in back there and it sifted
down through and it had a system there that would give you 2 pounds of Black powder in
a rubber cup. But what I was gonna say, there is a wash-down trough in here.
BL: We actually removed the sump back there last year.
RF:
Right. It was here, now there’s a new one over here.
BL: Where at?
RF:
Well…
BL: On which side.
RF:
Well it’s…I don’t know what that white line is.
BL: That’s a steam line. The ramp’s right…
RF:
Oh, that’s what that is… Oh, right here’s the ramp probably. This must be the
new restroom. Well, anyway, right in here someplace there’s a new sump pit.
BL: Ok
RF:
So, yeah, this was the round one back here. And it’s gone.
BL: We took that out.
RF:
So, and I’m probably screwed up here, anyway, if you’re doing this powder
screening operation whatever you want to call it. There’s a trough in the floor and if you
wash it out, it’s gonna back here into this pit here. There’s also, probably right here, this
is what do I want to call it – not necessarily a schnivel (spelling) system, yeah I guess it
is. I mean it’s a…
BL: Air anodizer thing?
RF:
You know what I mean?
BL: Is it wet or dry?
RF:
It’s wet.
BL: Wet? Schnivel is a wet?
RF:
Yeah, Schnivels are wet, yeah. You’re sucking the powder and washing it down
is what you’re doing. Or sucking the dust, fumes, whatever.
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BL: And then, that waste water, probably that wet, probably goes into a tank or…
RF:
It just keeps recirculating. Yeah, there’s a little tank right here, yeah, you gotta go
out there and add water every now and then.
BL: Is Black powder the only thing, in your time that was used.
RF:
That’s the only powder I can really ever remember, well – ok, Black powder – we
did screen some powder – back to that screening. They called it NFP (or NSP, I can’t
tell), I don’t know what the hell that meant. But it looked like Black powder, but it was
for the 120 tank rounds. And we were doing the same thing there, we were taking it from
a big container and putting it in a small container and then they used it at Line 2.
BL: The tank round wasn’t used, you were just screening…
RF:
Yeah, we would just get it into a cup where they could handle it at Line 2. Yeah,
we weren’t doing any assembly or anything.
BL: Ok, I was gonna say, the Black powder was originally – it came it down here?
RF:
Well, it might come in…
BL: Or did it come in directly down there.
RF:
No, we hardly ever brought any directly down here. We might store some of it in
– this is 61 building?
BL: Yep, 61.
RF:
61 building and also some in 191. Ok, just because of the amounts we needed.
Ok?
BL: And after the Blanks were done, they apparently came right out of there maybe?
RF:
Well the finished production, once you got them packed in the boxes, this is 193,
this – as far as I know – was always a…
BL: Finished product?
RF:
Yeah. So, you know, when you got stuff to there it was always containerized or
whatever. It was, you know, in the boxes in the pallets and we still do, we ship it out on
rail cars down there.
BL: We got a magazine here, looks like 16?
RF:
Yeah, all that was ever used for, that I remember, was for primers. There was
never an operation in there, it’s purely storage. All you’d ever do there is take primers
out and put primers in.
BL: Primers for what?
RF:
Primers for the Blanks.
BL: Primers for the Blanks?
RF:
Yeah, goes in the cartridge case. So you know, that’s one of them places where
you never had loose powder, you never had – you know what I mean?
BL: Well, this is similar to some of the other lines. We definitely had a flow from one
side to the other where you, your raw stuff would come in this way. Except for maybe
some stuff like that.
RF:
Yeah, this was kinda a special project.
BL: Here’s another one I guess we haven’t talked about yet. This is….
RF:
What’s that number?
BL: That’s 08. That’s the 08 building. I’m not sure if that has been used at all. Or it
was an explosive…
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RF:
Magazine. Now and I’ll tell you what I think it was…only thing I ever saw it
used for and I’m not even positive that… You know what…wait a minute, where’s the
fence here. Here?
LH: Here’s the guard shack.
BL: Here’s the guard shack, here’s the fence.
RF:
Ok, I was looking at this thing. I tell you what I think the…they only…I kinda
think at one time – see this 68 building is relatively new. I think at one time this was,
they used this magazine here to supply the saw.
BL: What do you mean, “to supply the saw?”
RF:
Well I mean, if they had projectiles that they wanted to notch, cut, section. I think
this is where they held them until they could saw them here.
BL: This is, actually this is before your time. That’s been there for, let me see, maybe
not.
RF:
But you see, the saw isn’t new. This building here wasn’t new.
BL: That building?
RF:
Yeah.
BL: It was…
RF:
New when?
LH: What, 08?
RF:
801-88 is not a new building is it?
LH: No, I don’t think so.
RF:
I don’t either.
BL: 188?
RF:
Yeah.
BL: See, here’s…isn’t that this building?
RF:
Yeah.
BL: That was in ’69, so it’s in the ’69 photo.
RF:
Yeah, that’s what I said. This is not a new building.
BL: Well actually it looks like it was done between ’63 and ’69. Well, before your
time.
RF:
Ok, it’s before my time.
BL: It would’ve been…
RF:
Here’s what I’m saying. But this 68 building hasn’t been there near that long.
This one right here.
BL: Oh, the little one.
RF:
So all I’m telling ya, what I’m trying to tell ya…
BL: I gotcha.
RF:
This magazine was used to supply this place.
BL: Before this one was built.
RF:
Right.
BL: And you’re right, because it doesn’t show up in this one right there. But before
that time, you don’t know?
RF:
No. But that goes back a long ways, right. ‘Cause it’s been a hell of a long time
since I saw anything in this magazine. And I’m pretty sure that’s what they…
LH: 188…
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RF:
They either supplied this place from here or they had to supply it from here. I just
remember it was a hell of a long ways to take a bullet on a two-wheeled cart.
LH: The saw house was built in ’69.
RF:
Oh, was it? 69?
BL: Actually, this is a ’69 photo. So it was just being built. You’re right. Gosh, I
don’t know if that was there in ’63. That wasn’t there in ’63 too. So it was used for
something before that. What’s the number of that building?
RF:
I thought you said 08.
BL: yeah, it’s an 08. What’s an 08 building?
RF:
They’re magazines of some sort.
BL: Is an 08 a magazine?
RF:
Yeah.
BL: Oh actually, yeah. Most of the time that something like this with a berm around
it, smaller buildings are some type of magazine.
RF:
Right.
LH: Ok, the 08 building, built in ’43. What was the other one we were looking for?
RF:
180, oh 180, oh 68 – when was it built.
LH: ’87.
RF:
Yeah, see I knew that was a pretty new building. So, I say, I just remember this
was kinda their storage spot for here. You know, they may have even, they might have
used this magazine too when they were doing this here high pressure wash out too. As a
supply source or a supply spot, see.
BL: You might be right. Well, actually they had to have some place to put the…store
the explosives didn’t they?
RF:
Right.
BL: Before this stuff was done, there wouldn’t have been anything other than…yeah,
this stuff didn’t exist and that was an inert building. So that probably…
RF:
When was this 61 building built? It’s not, is it built when 68 was?
LH: They don’t have them in here numerically.
BL: It’s right here, ’69.
RF:
800-61, how old is it? Yeah, it’s a fairly new building too. Well I say new, new
compared to most of our buildings. Well, that’s about all I can tell ‘ya about it.
BL: Let’s make sure we didn’t miss something here.
RF:
I think we pretty well covered it.
BL: Looks like a power…
RF:
Looks a lot like what ever that is.
BL: Is that another one? Power?
RF:
I think so.
BL: Ok. How about, do you have any knowledge of these sediment ponds or that
operation that the majority…
RF:
Absolutely none.
BL: Because we’ve got, we think we’ve left some stuff out here. We’re trying to
find…we actually cleaned up these lagoons that were down here. And then this…
RF:
I’ve never been back in there.
BL: Ok.
RF:
But at one time they did just dumped red water in here didn’t they?
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BL: They dumped everything.
RF:
Yeah, that’s what I thought.
BL: I found stuff where they were dumping any type of liquid waste they could, you
know, that was generated was dumped in this.
RF:
Guess we didn’t know no better then.
BL: Well, at least it was dumped in one spot.
RF:
Yeah, that’s better then some everywhere, huh?
BL: Yeah, least they dumped it a spot and not just let it go on the ground. I’ve said it
before, it seemed like this plant to compared to other facilities actually took a lot more
active role in…
RF:
Is that right?
BL: get rid of their waste. You know, one of the things I think that actually helped
that is AEC.
RF:
Probably.
BL: You know when AEC come in, they were, I think, it seemed like they were really,
the wastes that were generated, they were conscience about handling…
RF:
They had to be. I mean more so.
BL: And they generated a lot of waste. I think that’s it. Can we get out there?
RF:
Yeah, we can get out there
BL: Oh, you’ve already got one, good.
RF:
Get us in the gate, yeah.
BL: And can we walk in the buildings? Go from one line into the other?
LH: Yeah.
BL: Historically what’s happened, is JP may be out best bet?
LH: How about DF?
BL: Anybody?
RF:
I don’t know.
BL: J seemed to know quite a bit.
RF:
Well he would. He was here about the ‘40s wasn’t he?
BL: No ‘50s wasn’t it?
RF:
Well, I don’t know if you guys…do you know JS?
BL: Oh, yeah.
RF:
Well, I mean he was here…
LH: J”s been in for…
BL: The thing is, I don’t know if we sat down with J or J and talked about Line 800.
RF:
I don’t either.
BL: I know they’d said…
LH: When we did some of the initial interviews, it covered all of the Phase IV sites.
And we didn’t target it on…
BL: Well, what happened back then is we were trying to focus on the Line 1 and
Firing Site and I know.
LH: No, in April we did 6, 8, 9, 800.
BL: Which end. I guess my point is, did we have those…
LH: J was not involved with the 800 interviews.
BL: J and J and you know, we can get back with those guys too.
RF:
I don’t know if you’ve ever talked to, do you know TH(?)
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(At Line 800)
BL: We’re gonna be able to come out here later, right L? You think? We’re going to
come out Friday and walk the outside…
LH: We’ll be outside.
BL: We’re gonna do that too.
RF:
That water treatment ?? was back right behind there. I just sorta assumed that that
went with this part of the operation. Like I say, to get in there you gotta get a special lay
away key…
BL: But it’s completely separate from this…
RF:
Yeah, I’ll show you down here. But you can’t see down the pit area?
(Can’t ascertain what is being said.)
RF:
…gun barrel. I think it’s a lubrication for the gun barrel when they shoot. Now
this, what the hell this was here I can’t tell you. But you know it was a tank of some sort.
LH: It’s probably a rinse tank or …
BL: It was probably a paint booth. I was gonna say, a pretty extensive exhaust right
here.
RF:
Yeah, I think it was probably a paint booth of some sort. It would probably a
water you know a water knocks…
LH: Water treatment there?
RF:
Yeah. Water probably knocked the dust and so forth… You see this was all new
then from here.
BL: Yeah.
RF:
Though 61 building see.
BL: Right. That would’ve been the end of the line back in early ‘60s.
LH: That was the 04?
RF:
Yeah.
LH: We’ve just came out of 04, we’re heading towards 61.
RF:
Here’s the 3 building I was telling you…this is called a storage building here.
You see, I say it’s new.
BL: It’s got a lot of new piping in here. Is the dock new? It appears to be a fairly new
dock too.
RF:
Yeah, I think everything down here is … There’s that white paint out there, I
don’t know what the hell that is.
(A lot of background noise, difficult to understand conversations.)
BL: Is that steam vents now?
RF:
What’s that?
BL: That steam vents…
RF:
Oh yeah, she’s a poppin’ off out there.
BL: Is that 03 down in here? Was it 03?
RF:
That’s the old 03 building.
BL: And what is an 03…
RF:
Well, the 3 buildings were the chemical or the acetone, the thinner, the solvent
building.
BL: So actually what this building was used…
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RF:
It replaced that one is what it did.
BL: Ok.
RF:
See that goes along with the big building, it’s all been laid away. I’ve never seen
them buildings used.
BL: Boy, look at the ventilation in that. They’ve got huge, huge… You know, that’s
an area were we were doing sampling, we’d probably concentrate on the outside where
the exhaust might have been.
RF:
The one thing about the new buildings is they got rid of the old transite bullshit.
That had the what, the asbestos in it?
LH: Yes
RF:
Got a lot of that out here.
BL: Now this building down here is the….
RF:
That’s the 61. I was telling you about that demill operation we did on those fuses.
This is part of it here. This fired that delay column and the blasting cap.
BL: We came across, here’s the part where…
RF:
Yeah, and you see then what this did this sucked the fumes, er the smoke and
whatever you got. You see it went up through here. I think this was like a water type
system. And then you see it went on over here. This one here did part of the pump…you
had that wet system there. And then I think outside here is like a, I don’t know if you
want to call it a carbon column. That was just the fan. That was the exhaust system, see.
But supposedly the water had already taken all the…
LH: You’ve got another one right behind you.
RF:
Yeah. We didn’t run this little operation here too long. …
BL: Otherwise it would’ve been storage for Black powder.
RF:
Yeah. Black powder and just for supply type stuff, yeah.
BL: What is that, do you know.
RF:
That’s where we started the Black powder. What do you mean?
BL: This.
RF:
Yeah, this was just the magazine. This is where we kept them. Look at these
lights.
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JAYCOR RI DETECTABLE SAMPLE RESULTS
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Jaycor RI Data Phase 5

Appendix

Field45

Field43

SWMUMEDIASITE_TSITE_ID F_SAM_NO DEPTH
R07

CGW

WELL

R07GW0101

R07GW0201

R07GW0301

R07GW0401

DTCH

83

UGL

SD20

5.31

UGL

10/23/1992

Arsenic

SD22

4.05

UGL

10/22/1992

10/23/1992

Barium

SS10

104

UGL

10/22/1992

Lead

SD20

4.77

UGL

10/22/1992

Barium

SS10

148

UGL

10/22/1992

Lead

SD20

2.39

UGL

10/22/1992

Barium

SS10

90.3

UGL

10/21/1992

Lead

SD20

4.45

UGL

10/21/1992

133

UGL

10/21/1992

SS10

Lead

SD20

5.53

UGL

10/21/1992

R07GW0601

GW0601

71.8

Barium

SS10

85.9

UGL

10/21/1992

Lead

SD20

3.36

UGL

10/21/1992

R07GW0701

GW0701

8.4

Barium

SS10

112

UGL

10/21/1992

Chromium

SS10

10.5

UGL

10/21/1992

Lead

SD20

5.97

UGL

10/21/1992

Arsenic

SD22

3.84

UGL

10/23/1992

Barium

SS10

110

UGL

10/23/1992

Chromium

SS10

19.1

UGL

10/23/1992

Lead

SD20

5.86

UGL

10/23/1992

Barium

SS10

159

UGL

10/23/1992

Lead

SD20

1.41

UGL

10/23/1992

Arsenic

SD22

6.08

UGL

8/12/1993

Barium

SS10

111

UGL

8/12/1993

Chromium

SS10

157

UGL

8/12/1993

Barium

SS10

47

UGL

8/12/1993

Chromium

SS10

10

UGL

8/12/1993

16.9

UGG

8/13/1991

07SA0101

07SA0201

BORE

SS10

Lead

9.3

UNIT_ SAMP_DATE

Barium

T-28

CSO

GW0401

Barium

92.7

MEAS_VALUE

37.4

T-25

R07

GW0301

TAL_METAL

30.9

FLAG_METH

GW0501

R07GW0901

BORE

GW0201

13.1

DESCRIPTIO

R07GW0501

R07GW0801

CSO

GW0101

CLASS

07SA0201

07SA0301

GW0801

GW0901

GW2801

GW2701

07SA0101

07SA0201

07SA0201

07SA0301

67

88.5

5.04

5.14

0.8

Arsenic

1

1

TAL_METAL

Barium

JS12

860

UGG

8/13/1991

Chromium

JS12

214

UGG

8/13/1991

Lead

8/13/1991

JD21

170

UGG

Mercury

Y9

2.1

UGG

8/13/1991

Arsenic

B9

3.84

UGG

8/13/1991

Barium

JS12

347

UGG

8/13/1991

Chromium

JS12

37.5

UGG

8/13/1991

Lead

JD21

8/13/1991

20

UGG

Mercury

Y9

0.0706

UGG

8/13/1991

Arsenic

B9

7.78

UGG

8/12/1991

Barium

JS12

202

UGG

8/12/1991

Chromium

JS12

27

UGG

8/12/1991

Lead

JD21

20

UGG

8/12/1991

0.0719

UGG

8/12/1991

Mercury
Silver
07SA0401

07SA0401

B9

Arsenic

Y9
JS12

137

UGG

8/12/1991

B9

6.5

UGG

8/12/1991

Barium

JS12

207

UGG

8/12/1991

Chromium

JS12

23.9

UGG

8/12/1991

Lead

JD21

93

UGG

8/12/1991

SURF

DTCH

SURF

07SA0501

07SA0601

07SA0701

07SA0501

0.5

07SA0601

07SA0701

Mercury

Y9

0.138

UGG

8/12/1991

Arsenic

B9

5.2

UGG

8/12/1991

Barium

JS12

245

UGG

8/12/1991

Chromium

JS12

28.4

UGG

8/12/1991

Lead

8/12/1991

JD21

47

UGG

Mercury

Y9

9.2

UGG

8/12/1991

Arsenic

B9

4.26

UGG

8/12/1991

Barium

JS12

244

UGG

8/12/1991

Chromium

JS12

28.7

UGG

8/12/1991

Lead

JD21

8/12/1991

16

UGG

Mercury

Y9

0.247

UGG

8/12/1991

Arsenic

B9

4.23

UGG

8/13/1991

Barium

JS12

146

UGG

8/13/1991

Chromium

JS12

30.2

UGG

8/13/1991

Lead

JD21

820

UGG

8/13/1991

Y9

0.0871

UGG

8/13/1991

Arsenic

B9

4.21

UGG

8/12/1991

Barium

JS12

216

UGG

8/12/1991

Chromium

JS12

31.4

UGG

8/12/1991

Lead

JD21

8/12/1991

Mercury
BORE

R07

CSO

BORE

DTCH

07SA0801

07SA0801

07SA0901

07SA0901

07SA0901

07SA0901

07SA1001

07SA1101

1

1

TAL_METAL

07SA1001

07SA1101

39

UGG

Mercury

Y9

0.783

UGG

8/12/1991

Arsenic

B9

6.08

UGG

8/13/1991

Barium

JS12

252

UGG

8/13/1991

Chromium

JS12

39

UGG

8/13/1991

Lead

8/13/1991

JD21

230

UGG

Mercury

Y9

130

UGG

8/13/1991

Arsenic

B9

7.51

UGG

8/13/1991

Barium

JS12

208

UGG

8/13/1991

Chromium

JS12

32.4

UGG

8/13/1991

Lead

JD21

13

UGG

8/13/1991

Barium

JS12

283

UGG

8/13/1991

Chromium

JS12

30.6

UGG

8/13/1991

Lead

JD21

140

UGG

8/13/1991

Y9

0.0835

UGG

8/13/1991

Mercury
BORE

07SA1201

07SA1201

EXPLOSIVES

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

LW02

0.765

UGG

8/12/1991

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

B9

3.29

UGG

8/12/1991

Barium

JS12

272

UGG

8/12/1991

Chromium

JS12

29.4

UGG

8/12/1991

Lead

JD21

Mercury

SU31SA0102

SU31SA0202

SA0102

SA0202

2

1

1

28

UGG

8/12/1991

Y9

0.0762

UGG

8/12/1991

Selenium

JD20

0.657

UGG

8/12/1991

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

LW12

1.28

UGG

9/18/1992

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

4.95

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

215

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

19.5

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

31.6

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.845

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

7.57

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

268

UGG

9/18/1992

SURF

R07

CSO

SURF

BORE

SU31SS0101

SU31SS0201

SU32SA0102

SU32SA0202

SURF

SU32SS0101

SU32SS0201

BORE

R07

CSO

BORE

SU33SA0102

SS0101

SS0201

SA0102

0.5

0.5

Chromium

JS16

20.9

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JD17

22

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.105

UGG

9/18/1992

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

LW12

1.68

UGG

9/18/1992

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

5.46

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

166

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

16.8

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

53.5

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

1.3

UGG

9/18/1992

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

LW12

1.81

UGG

9/18/1992

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

4.64

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

203

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

17.4

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

42

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.191

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

3.79

UGG

9/18/1992

2.3

SA0202

SS0101

0.5

SS0201

SA0102

1.8

SU33SA0102

SA0102

1.8

SU33SA0202

SA0202

1

TAL_METAL

Barium

JS16

210

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

23.7

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

53.1

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

1900

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

6.51

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

191

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

22.9

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JD17

12

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

880

UGG

9/18/1992

Silver

JS16

0.78

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

6.04

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

242

UGG

9/18/1992

Cadmium

JS16

1.81

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

70.7

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

612

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

130

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

5.62

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

204

UGG

9/18/1992

Cadmium

JS16

0.957

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

74.8

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

886

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

5.9

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

14.6

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

336

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

24.4

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

421

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

9.7

UGG

9/18/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.444

UGG

9/18/1992

Silver

JS16

1.08

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

8

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

234

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

22.4

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

113

UGG

9/18/1992

SU33SA0302

SURF

SU33SS0101

SU33SS0201

SU33SS0301

SA0302

SS0101

SS0201

SS0301

0.5

Mercury

JB01

0.862

UGG

Silver

JS16

0.997

UGG

9/18/1992
9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

5.82

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

550

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

22.5

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

2630

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

20

UGG

9/18/1992

Silver

JS16

1.11

UGG

9/18/1992

EXPLOSIVES

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

LW12

0.525

UGG

9/18/1992

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

3.4

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

207

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

38.2

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

6120

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

79

UGG

9/18/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.592

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

4.33

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

303

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

156

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

984

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

13

UGG

9/18/1992

Silver

JS16

1.19

UGG

9/18/1992

Arsenic

JD19

3.21

UGG

9/18/1992

Barium

JS16

376

UGG

9/18/1992

Chromium

JS16

23.4

UGG

9/18/1992

Lead

JS16

13000

UGG

9/18/1992

Mercury

JB01

120

UGG

9/18/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.628

UGG

9/18/1992

Silver

JS16

1.89

UGG

9/18/1992

Field45

Field43

SWMUMEDIASITE_TSITE_ID F_SAM_NO DEPTH
R15

CGW

WELL

DA-01

DA-02

R15GW604

9.51

21GW0501

20.1

GW0501

20

R15GW505

19.5

CLASS

DESCRIPTIO

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

5.03

UGL

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

87.1

UGL

4/25/1995

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW01

7.04

UGL

8/23/1991

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS12

106

UGL

8/23/1991

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

6.32

UGL

10/23/1992

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

SD22

7.68

UGL

10/23/1992

Barium

SS10

139

UGL

10/23/1992

Lead

SD20

35

UGL

10/23/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

1.32

UGL

5/19/1993

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

16.1

UGL

5/19/1993

Barium

SS10

105

UGL

5/19/1993

Lead

SD20

1.84

UGL

5/19/1993

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

R15GW605

G-10

G-9

R15GW606

21GW0101

FLAG_METH
C

TCL_VOA

Acetone
RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

11.41

TAL_METAL

Barium

18.2

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

82.3

UGL

5/3/1995

Chromium

SS10

7.95

UGL

5/3/1995

17.5

EXPLOSIVES

UM20

78

UGL

5/19/1993

C

UW32

13.7

UGL

5/3/1995

SS10

91.4

UGL

5/3/1995

C

UW32

11.2

UGL

5/3/1995

Lead

SD20

2.1

UGL

5/3/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW01

5.52

UGL

8/23/1991

UW01

0.55

UGL

8/23/1991

UW01

2.3

UGL

8/23/1991

Arsenic

AX8

3.43

UGL

8/23/1991

Barium

SS12

197

UGL

8/23/1991

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

1.41

UGL

10/23/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

166

UGL

10/23/1992

Lead

SD20

3.9

UGL

10/23/1992

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

1.66

UGL

5/19/1993

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

178

UGL

5/19/1993

Chromium

SS10

6.24

UGL

5/19/1993

TAL_METAL

1

17

9

Lead

R15

CGW

WELL

4/25/1995

EXPLOSIVES

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

R15GW501

UNIT_ SAMP_DATE

11.4

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

GW0101

MEAS_VALUE

C

SD20

2.6

UGL

5/19/1993

1.44

UGL

5/5/1995

11

EXPLOSIVES
TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

166

UGL

5/5/1995

JAW-01

R15GW501

8.9

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

5.93

UGL

5/19/1993

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

134

UGL

5/19/1993

JAW-01

R15GW501

8.9

TAL_METAL

Lead

SD20

3.58

UGL

5/19/1993

TCL_VOA

Acetone

R15GW601

10.12

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

TAL_METAL

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

R15GW603

C

R15GW502

11.9

180

UGL

5/19/1993

5.64

UGL

4/26/1995
4/26/1995

Arsenic

SD22

7.4

UGL

Barium

SS10

209

UGL

4/26/1995

Chromium

SS10

16.7

UGL

4/26/1995

Lead

JAW-02

UM20
UW32

TCL_BNA

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

TAL_METAL

Barium

BB

SD20

6.7

UGL

4/26/1995

UM18

7.6

UGL

4/26/1995

SS10

250

UGL

5/19/1993

R15GW602

CSO

CMPH

21SS0601

21SS0601

21.82

Chromium

SS10

13.1

UGL

5/19/1993

Lead

SD20

7.05

UGL

5/19/1993

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

2.02

UGL

5/3/1995

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

SD22

4.9

UGL

5/3/1995

Barium

SS10

379

UGL

5/3/1995

Chromium

SS10

66.5

UGL

5/3/1995

Lead
0.5

SD20

11.3

UGL

5/3/1995

Arsenic

B9

9.9

UGG

8/15/1991

Barium

JS12

219

UGG

8/15/1991

Chromium

JS12

20.6

UGG

8/15/1991

Lead

JD21

68

UGG

8/15/1991

Y9

0.304

UGG

8/15/1991

LW02

24.9

UGG

8/15/1991

Mercury
SURF

21SS0701

23SA0101

BORE

R15

CSO

BORE

23SA0201

23SA0201

21SS0701

EXPLOSIVES

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

B9

7.86

UGG

8/15/1991

Barium

JS12

173

UGG

8/15/1991

Cadmium

JS12

1.79

UGG

8/15/1991

Chromium

JS12

22.8

UGG

8/15/1991

Lead

JD21

88

UGG

8/15/1991

23SA0101

23SA0201

23SA0201

0.8

0.8

TAL_METAL

Mercury

Y9

0.719

UGG

8/15/1991

Arsenic

B9

5.42

UGG

8/15/1991

Barium

JS12

108

UGG

8/15/1991

Chromium

JS12

19.9

UGG

8/15/1991

Lead

JD21

10

UGG

8/15/1991

Arsenic

B9

6.15

UGG

8/15/1991

Barium

JS12

5100

UGG

8/15/1991

Cadmium

JS12

180

UGG

8/15/1991

Chromium

JS12

613

UGG

8/15/1991

Lead

JD21

6400

UGG

8/15/1991

Y9

0.271

UGG

8/15/1991

20

UGG

8/15/1991

Mercury
Silver
CMPH

23SA0301

23SA0301

3

TCL_BNA

TCL_VOA

BORE

23SA0302

JAW-01

23SA0302

R15SA501

TAL_METAL

5

C

JS12

Arsenic

B9

8.63

UGG

8/15/1991

Barium

JS12

186

UGG

8/15/1991

Chromium

JS12

20.9

UGG

8/15/1991

Lead

JD21

42

UGG

8/15/1991

2-Methylnaphthalene

LM25

12

UGG

8/15/1991

Benzo[def]phenanthrene /

LM25

0.7

UGG

8/15/1991

Fluorene / 9H-Fluorene

LM25

3.8

UGG

8/15/1991

Naphthalene / Tar camphor

LM25

6.2

UGG

8/15/1991

Phenanthrene

LM25

5.7

UGG

8/15/1991

Ethylbenzene

LM23

3.7

UGG

8/15/1991

Toluene

LM23

1.3

UGG

8/15/1991

Arsenic

B9

7.94

UGG

8/15/1991

Barium

JS12

178

UGG

8/15/1991

Chromium

JS12

24.4

UGG

8/15/1991

Lead

JD21

11

UGG

8/15/1991

Arsenic

JD19

9.1

UGG

4/28/1993

GT

GT

10

JAW-02

JAW-03

R15

CSO

BORE

R15SA503

JD19

10.6

UGG

4/28/1993

Barium

JS16

50.2

UGG

4/28/1993

5

Barium

JS16

67

UGG

4/28/1993

10

Chromium

JS16

18

UGG

4/28/1993

5

Chromium

JS16

13.3

UGG

4/28/1993

Lead

JD17

9.4

UGG

4/28/1993

10

Lead

JD17

7.24

UGG

4/28/1993

13.5

Arsenic

JD19

3.87

UGG

4/29/1993

Barium

JS16

71.9

UGG

4/29/1993

Chromium

JS16

12.7

UGG

4/29/1993

Lead

JD17

6.93

UGG

4/29/1993

TCL_VOA

Acetone

LM19

0.026

UGG

4/29/1993

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

4.74

UGG

4/29/1993

Barium

JS16

207

UGG

4/29/1993

Chromium

JS16

18.9

UGG

4/29/1993

Lead

JD17

6.37

UGG

4/29/1993

Arsenic

JD19

4.72

UGG

11/7/1992

Barium

JS16

54.2

UGG

11/7/1992

Cadmium

JS16

1.1

UGG

11/7/1992

Chromium

JS16

7.04

UGG

11/7/1992

Lead

JS16

89

UGG

11/7/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.67

UGG

11/7/1992

Selenium

JD15

2.06

UGG

11/7/1992

Arsenic

JD19

13

UGG

11/7/1992

Barium

JS16

223

UGG

11/7/1992

Cadmium

JS16

1.19

UGG

11/7/1992

Chromium

JS16

30.2

UGG

11/7/1992

Lead

JS16

256

UGG

11/7/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.71

UGG

11/7/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.617

UGG

11/7/1992

Barium

JS16

206

UGG

11/6/1992

Cadmium

JS16

1.54

UGG

11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

25.1

UGG

11/6/1992

Lead

JS16

150

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.53

UGG

11/6/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.459

UGG

11/6/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.53

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.81

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

179

UGG

11/6/1992

Cadmium

JS16

1.38

UGG

11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

22

UGG

11/6/1992

Lead

JS16

142

UGG

11/6/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.523

UGG

11/6/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.602

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

8.6

UGG

10/22/1992

Barium

JS16

811

UGG

10/22/1992

5

JAW-03

R15SA503

5

R15SA0601

SA0601

1

R15SA1101

SURF

R15SA502

Arsenic

R15SS0901

SA1101

0S0901

SS0901

R15SS1001

R15SS1501

SS1001

SS1501

0.5

TAL_METAL

R15

CSO

SURF

R15SS1501

SS1501

R15SS1601

SS1601

R15SS1701

R15SS1801

R15SS1901

SS1701

SS1801

SS1901

0.5

TAL_METAL

Cadmium

JS16

161

UGG

10/22/1992

Chromium

JS16

175

UGG

10/22/1992

Lead

JS16

2170

UGG

10/22/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.91

UGG

10/22/1992

Silver

JS16

16

UGG

10/22/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.9

UGG

10/22/1992

Barium

JS16

392

UGG

10/22/1992

Cadmium

JS16

29.4

UGG

10/22/1992

Chromium

JS16

202

UGG

10/22/1992

Lead

JS16

593

UGG

10/22/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.222

UGG

10/22/1992

Silver

JS16

15

UGG

10/22/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.61

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

188

UGG

11/6/1992

Cadmium

JS16

1.44

UGG

11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

13.9

UGG

11/6/1992

Lead

JS16

90

UGG

11/6/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.389

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.33

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

198

UGG

11/6/1992

Cadmium

JS16

2.21

UGG

11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

12.5

UGG

11/6/1992

Lead

JS16

110

UGG

11/6/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.478

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.82

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

191

UGG

11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

13.9

UGG

11/6/1992

Lead

JS16

55.4

UGG

11/6/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.217

UGG

11/6/1992

Field45

Field43

SWMUMEDIASITE_TSITE_ID F_SAM_NO DEPTH
R11

CGW

WELL

G-17

GW0701

GW2401

G-18

GW0801

GW2501

9.5

8.9

8.6

4.5

CLASS

GW0901

GW2601

R11

CGW

WELL

G-19

GW2601

7.8

7

7

GW1001

7.8

MEAS_VALUE

UNIT_ SAMP_DATE

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

2.51

UGL

7/12/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

105

UGL

7/12/1992

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

4.58

UGL

10/8/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

109

UGL

10/8/1992

Lead

SD20

1.41

UGL

10/8/1992

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

UW32

90

UGL

7/12/1992

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

83

UGL

7/12/1992

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

UW32

1800

UGL

7/12/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

65

UGL

7/12/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

38

UGL

7/12/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

680

UGL

7/12/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

2600

UGL

7/12/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

201

UGL

7/12/1992

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

UW32

190

UGL

10/8/1992

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

110

UGL

10/8/1992

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

UW32

2200

UGL

10/8/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

95

UGL

10/8/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

75

UGL

10/8/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

1100

UGL

10/8/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

8600

UGL

10/8/1992

Barium

SS10

212

UGL

10/8/1992

Lead

SD20

1.95

UGL

10/8/1992

EXPLOSIVES

TCL_VOA

Chloroform

UM20

11

UGL

10/8/1992

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

UW32

69

UGL

7/10/1992

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

75

UGL

7/10/1992

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

UW32

1400

UGL

7/10/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

130

UGL

7/10/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

59

UGL

7/10/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

840

UGL

7/10/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

4400

UGL

7/10/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

188

UGL

7/10/1992

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

UW32

63

UGL

10/8/1992

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

110

UGL

10/8/1992

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

UW32

2000

UGL

10/8/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

140

UGL

10/8/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

96

UGL

10/8/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

980

UGL

10/8/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

8400

UGL

10/8/1992

Barium

SS10

175

UGL

10/8/1992

Lead

SD20

2.06

UGL

10/8/1992

Mercury

SB01

0.349

UGL

10/8/1992

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

UW32

2500

UGL

7/10/1992

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

42

UGL

7/10/1992

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

UW32

410

UGL

7/10/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

110

UGL

7/10/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

29

UGL

7/10/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

1100

UGL

7/10/1992

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

G-20

FLAG_METH

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

G-19

DESCRIPTIO

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

TCL_VOA

GW2701

15

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

R11

CGW

WELL

G-41

GW1201

GW2801

4.8

7

G-43

0

UGL

156

UGL

7/10/1992
7/10/1992

Lead

SD20

7.7

UGL

7/10/1992

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

UM20

1.1

UGL

7/10/1992

1,1-Dichloroethylene / 1,

UM20

2.2

UGL

7/10/1992

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

UW32

2600

UGL

10/7/1992

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

72

UGL

10/7/1992

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

UW32

470

UGL

10/7/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

96

UGL

10/7/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

1700

UGL

10/7/1992

Nitrobenzene / Essence of

UW32

170

UGL

10/7/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

13000

UGL

10/7/1992

SS10

168

UGL

10/7/1992

SD20

2.17

UGL

10/7/1992

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

UM20

6.4

UGL

10/7/1992

1,1-Dichloroethylene / 1,

UM20

10

UGL

10/7/1992

1,2-Dichloroethane

UM20

7.2

UGL

10/7/1992

Carbon tetrachloride

UM20

0.91

UGL

10/7/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

2.15

UGL

7/21/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

8.73

UGL

7/21/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

113

UGL

7/21/1992

TCL_VOA

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

UM20

1.6

UGL

7/21/1992

1,1-Dichloroethylene / 1,

UM20

2.6

UGL

7/21/1992

EXPLOSIVES

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

2.56

UGL

10/8/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

12.5

UGL

10/8/1992

Barium

SS10

135

UGL

10/8/1992

Lead

SD20

2.17

UGL

10/8/1992

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

UM20

3.5

UGL

10/8/1992

1,1-Dichloroethylene / 1,

UM20

2.8

UGL

10/8/1992

Trichloroethylene /Trichl

UM20

0.65

UGL

10/8/1992

Arsenic

SD22

5.97

UGL

7/15/1992

Barium

SS10

285

UGL

7/15/1992

Lead

SD20

1.52

UGL

7/15/1992

EXPLOSIVES

TCL_VOA

GW1301

12000

SS10

Lead

TAL_METAL

G-42

UW32

Barium

Barium

TCL_VOA

G-41

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

TAL_METAL

GW2901

26.6

Barium

SS10

225

UGL

10/13/1992

GW1401

18.1

Arsenic

SD22

4.8

UGL

7/14/1992

GW1402

GW3001

20

Arsenic

SD22

4.9

UGL

7/14/1992

Barium

SS10

397

UGL

7/14/1992

Barium

SS10

418

UGL

7/14/1992

Chromium

SS10

16

UGL

7/14/1992

Chromium

SS10

25.8

UGL

7/14/1992

Lead

SD20

2.71

UGL

7/14/1992

Lead

SD20

1.52

UGL

7/14/1992

Arsenic

SD22

5.33

UGL

7/14/1992

Barium

SS10

407

UGL

7/14/1992

Chromium

SS10

20.6

UGL

7/14/1992

Lead

SD20

1.84

UGL

7/14/1992

Arsenic

SD22

3.62

UGL

10/9/1992

Barium

SS10

506

UGL

10/9/1992

Chromium

SS10

10.6

UGL

10/9/1992

G-44

GW1501

GW3101

G-45

R11

CGW

WELL

G-45

GW1601

GW1601

GW3201

G-46

GW1701

26.4

27

8.9

8.9

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

32.4

9.5

66.7

G-48

CGW

WELL

G-57

Barium

SS10

135

UGL

7/14/1992

Lead

SD20

3.15

UGL

7/14/1992

Arsenic

SD22

5.54

UGL

10/11/1992

Barium

SS10

315

UGL

10/11/1992

Lead

SD20

3.58

UGL

10/11/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

5.3

UGL

7/14/1992

Nitrobenzene / Essence of

UW32

0.751

UGL

7/14/1992

Barium

SS10

588

UGL

7/14/1992

Lead

SD20

7.16

UGL

7/14/1992

Barium

SS10

770

UGL

10/9/1992

Chromium

SS10

6.27

UGL

10/9/1992

Lead

SD20

6.51

UGL

10/9/1992

SB01

0.316

UGL

10/9/1992

UW32

2.15

UGL

7/10/1992

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

SD22

3.94

UGL

7/10/1992

Barium

SS10

131

UGL

7/10/1992

Lead

SD20

2.06

UGL

7/10/1992

TAL_METAL

Tetrachloroethylene / Tet

UM20

8.7

UGL

7/10/1992

Trichloroethylene /Trichl

UM20

1.7

UGL

7/10/1992

Arsenic

SD22

12.8

UGL

10/13/1992

Barium

SS10

954

UGL

10/13/1992

Chromium

SS10

110

UGL

10/13/1992

Lead

SD20

62.7

UGL

10/13/1992

Tetrachloroethylene / Tet

UM20

5

UGL

10/13/1992

Trichloroethylene /Trichl

UM20

1.2

UGL

10/13/1992

9.5

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

92.6

UGL

7/10/1992

GW3401

11

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

1.62

UGL

10/9/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

101

UGL

10/9/1992

Lead

SD20

1.95

UGL

10/9/1992

GW1901

GW2101

GW3701

R11

10/9/1992
7/14/1992

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

7.2

13.4

0

GW2201

GW2201

GW3601

5.6

0

0

7.1

Barium

SS10

119

UGL

7/22/1992

Lead

SD20

1.63

UGL

7/22/1992

Barium

SS10

120

UGL

10/9/1992

Lead

SD20

1.84

UGL

10/9/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

2.99

UGL

7/14/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

61.7

UGL

7/14/1992

Arsenic

SD22

9.06

UGL

7/14/1992

Barium

SS10

131

UGL

7/14/1992

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

45.6

UGL

10/11/1992

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

SD22

3.73

UGL

10/11/1992

Barium

SS10

128

UGL

10/11/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

0.358

UGL

7/14/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

12.4

UGL

7/14/1992

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

470

UGL

7/14/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

325

UGL

7/14/1992

EXPLOSIVES

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

0.313

UGL

10/11/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

10.6

UGL

10/11/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

470

UGL

10/11/1992

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

G-57

UGL
UGL

GW1801

GW3501

G-56

3.15
5.76

Mercury

TCL_VOA

G-47

SD20
SD22

EXPLOSIVES

TCL_VOA

GW3301

Lead
Arsenic

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

G-58

GW2301

GW3801

0

6.9

Barium

SS10

287

UGL

10/11/1992

Lead

SD20

2.28

UGL

10/11/1992

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

0.828

UGL

7/14/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

4.05

UGL

7/14/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

21.7

UGL

7/14/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

860

UGL

7/14/1992

TAL_METAL

Barium

SS10

200

UGL

7/14/1992

EXPLOSIVES

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

UW32

1.05

UGL

10/11/1992

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

UW32

5.03

UGL

10/11/1992

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

UW32

109

UGL

10/11/1992

Nitrobenzene / Essence of

UW32

1.1

UGL

10/11/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

UW32

1500

UGL

10/11/1992

Barium

SS10

223

UGL

10/11/1992

Lead

SD20

2.06

UGL

10/11/1992

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

CSO

BORE

JAW-79

R11GW502

9.1

TCL_VOA

Toluene

UM18

10

UGL

5/14/1993

11SA0101

11SA0101

4

TAL_METAL

Barium

JS12

56.1

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

16.1

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21

5.75

UGG

8/8/1991

B9

3.58

UGG

8/8/1991

11SA0201

11SA0301

11SA0401

R11

CSO

BORE

11SA0201

11SA0301

11SA0401

11SA0401

11SA0401

11SA0501

11SA0501

1

Arsenic

4

1

Barium

JS12

137

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

17.4

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21

Arsenic

1

11SA0601

CMPH

11SA0801

11SA0701

11SA0801

0.5

UGG

8/8/1991

UGG

8/8/1991

JS12

237

UGG

8/8/1991

JS12

30.7

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21
B9

20

UGG

8/8/1991

6.13

UGG

8/7/1991

Barium

JS12

467

UGG

8/7/1991

Chromium

JS12

39.1

UGG

8/7/1991

Lead

JD21

25

UGG

8/7/1991

Silver

JS12

1.39

UGG

8/7/1991

Arsenic

B9

4.28

UGG

8/7/1991

Barium

JS12

304

UGG

8/7/1991

Chromium

JS12

43.4

UGG

8/7/1991

Lead

JD21

140

UGG

8/7/1991

Y9

0.0668

UGG

8/7/1991

Arsenic

B9

4.97

UGG

8/8/1991

Barium

JS12

291

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

42.9

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21

16

UGG

8/8/1991

Y9

0.0879

UGG

8/8/1991

Arsenic

B9

10.3

UGG

8/8/1991

Barium

JS12

331

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

34.4

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21

23

UGG

8/8/1991

Barium

JS12

179

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

78.1

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21

24

UGG

8/8/1991

0.0826

UGG

8/8/1991

Mercury
11SA0701

10
4.26

Chromium

Mercury
11SA0601

B9

Barium

Arsenic

TAL_METAL

S

Mercury

Y9

11SA0901

11SA0901

TCL_VOA

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

LM23

0.83

UGG

8/8/1991

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

B9

4.54

UGG

8/8/1991

Barium

JS12

181

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

31.9

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21

46

UGG

8/8/1991

Y9

0.0744

UGG

8/8/1991

Arsenic

B9

6.6

UGG

8/8/1991

Barium

JS12

279

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

34.7

UGG

8/8/1991

Mercury
BORE

11SA1001

11SA1101

11SA1001

1

11SA1101

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

R11

CSO

BORE

11SA1201

11SA1201

1

Lead

JD21

15

UGG

8/8/1991

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

LW02

7.43

UGG

8/12/1991

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

LW02

6.44

UGG

8/12/1991

Barium

JS12

25.5

UGG

8/12/1991

Chromium

JS12

19.1

UGG

8/12/1991
8/12/1991

Lead

JD21

TCL_BNA

Di-n-butyl phthalate

LM25

13

UGG

6.2

UGG

TAL_METAL

Barium

8/12/1991

JS12

247

UGG

8/8/1991

Chromium

JS12

91.4

UGG

8/8/1991

Lead

JD21

34

UGG

8/8/1991

Y9

0.132

UGG

8/8/1991

2,2-Bis(p-chlorophenyl)-1

LH10

0.0165

UGG

11/19/1992

2,2-Bis(p-chlorophenyl)-1

LH10

0.0235

UGG

11/19/1992

2,2-Bis(p-chlorophenyl)-1

LH10

0.0241

UGG

11/19/1992

2,2-Bis(p-chlorophenyl)-1

LH10

0.0177

UGG

11/19/1992

Mercury
R11SA0101

SA0101

R11SA0201

SA0201

R11SA0301

SA0301

R11SA0701

SA0701

R11SA2101

R11SA2601

R11SA2801

R11SA3001

R11SA3201

SA2101

SA2601

SA2801

SA3001

SA3201

0.5

4

1

TCL_PEST

TCL_VOA

TAL_METAL

GT

2,2-Bis(p-chlorophenyl)-1

LH10

0.0116

UGG

11/19/1992

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

LM19

0.02

UGG

8/5/1992

1,1-Dichloroethylene / 1,

LM19

0.019

UGG

8/5/1992

Arsenic

JD19

5.57

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

245

UGG

11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

20.9

UGG

11/6/1992

Lead

JS16

22.9

UGG

11/6/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.497

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

8.98

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

179

UGG

11/6/1992

Cadmium

JS16

0.813

UGG

11/6/1992
11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

38.5

UGG

Lead

JS16

202

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

2.04

UGG

11/9/1992

Barium

JS16

36.1

UGG

11/9/1992

Cadmium

JS16

0.93

UGG

11/9/1992
11/9/1992

Chromium

JS16

31.8

UGG

Lead

JS16

131

UGG

11/9/1992

Arsenic

JD19

7.6

UGG

11/23/1992

Barium

JS16

196

UGG

11/23/1992

Chromium

JS16

20.4

UGG

11/23/1992

Lead

JS16

27.3

UGG

11/23/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.0711

UGG

11/23/1992

Arsenic

JD19

11

UGG

11/23/1992

Barium

JS16

202

UGG

11/23/1992

R11

CSO

BORE

R11SA3201

SA3201

1

R11SA3301

SA3301

2

R11SA3401

SA3401

TAL_METAL

1

Chromium

JS16

19

UGG

Lead

JS16

23.9

UGG

11/23/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.528

UGG

11/23/1992

Arsenic

JD19

14

UGG

11/23/1992

Barium

JS16

252

UGG

11/23/1992

Chromium

JS16

14.5

UGG

11/23/1992

Lead

JD17

22

UGG

11/23/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.385

UGG

11/23/1992

Arsenic

JD19

18

UGG

11/23/1992

Barium

JS16

461

UGG

11/23/1992

Chromium

JS16

96.8

UGG

11/23/1992

Lead

JS16

26.8

UGG

11/23/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.0552

UGG

11/23/1992

Selenium
AHOL

R11SA601

SA60102

5

EXPLOSIVES

JD15

0.45

UGG

11/23/1992

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

5.21

UGG

5/2/1995

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

C

LW12

2.52

UGG

5/2/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

13.6

UGG

5/2/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

S

LM18

400

UGG

5/2/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

C

LW12

14.3

UGG

5/2/1995

LM18

12

UGG

5/2/1995

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

13.8

UGG

5/2/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

13

UGG

5/2/1995

Arsenic

JD19

6.02

UGG

5/2/1995

Barium

JS16

651

UGG

5/2/1995

Chromium

JS16

12.4

UGG

5/2/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

TAL_METAL

R11SB601

SB60103

0.5

EXPLOSIVES

Lead

JS16

17.5

UGG

5/2/1995

Selenium

JD15

0.261

UGG

5/2/1995

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

5.68

UGG

5/3/1995

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

C

LW12

1.4

UGG

5/3/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

11.7

UGG

5/3/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

S

LM18

2000

UGG

5/3/1995

LM18

0.21

UGG

5/3/1995
5/3/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene
2,4-Dinitrotoluene

C

LW12

7.02

UGG

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

2.1

UGG

5/3/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

9.07

UGG

5/3/1995

Arsenic

JD19

3.61

UGG

5/3/1995

Barium

JS16

148

UGG

5/3/1995

TAL_METAL

Chromium

JS16

9.15

UGG

5/3/1995

JS16

18

UGG

5/3/1995

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

0.825

UGG

5/3/1995

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

2.1

UGG

5/3/1995

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

2.23

UGG

5/3/1995

Barium

JS16

93.2

UGG

5/3/1995

Chromium

JS16

29.3

UGG

5/3/1995

TAL_METAL

R11

CSO

AHOL

R11SB601

SB60103

SURF

R11SB602

SB60201

0.5

Lead

Lead
AHOL

SB60202

5

11/23/1992

JD17

4.55

UGG

5/3/1995

LW12

0.702

UGG

5/3/1995

Arsenic

JD19

2.82

UGG

5/3/1995

Barium

JS16

65.1

UGG

5/3/1995

Chromium

JS16

7.9

UGG

5/3/1995

EXPLOSIVES

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

TAL_METAL

C

SB60203

8

Lead

JD17

3.73

UGG

5/3/1995

TCL_BNA

Di-n-butyl phthalate

LM18

0.21

UGG

5/3/1995

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

1.67

UGG

5/3/1995

Barium

JS16

90

UGG

5/3/1995

Chromium

JS16

5.46

UGG

5/3/1995

Lead
SURF

R11SB603

SB60301

0

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

SB60302

5

EXPLOSIVES

C

LW12

12

UGG

5/3/1995

LW12

1.32

UGG

5/3/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

LM18

0.58

UGG

5/3/1995

Arsenic

JD19

2.49

UGG

5/3/1995

Barium

JS16

212

UGG

5/3/1995

Chromium

JS16

6.17

UGG

5/3/1995

JD17

3.7

UGG

5/3/1995

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

4.02

UGG

5/3/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

3.77

UGG

5/3/1995

LM18

0.56

UGG

5/3/1995

LW12

0.913

UGG

5/3/1995

Arsenic

C

JD19

1.87

UGG

5/3/1995

Barium

JS16

40.3

UGG

5/3/1995

Chromium

JS16

7.91

UGG

5/3/1995

Lead

CSO

AHOL

R11SB603

JD17

6.58

UGG

5/3/1995

LW12

0.788

UGG

5/3/1995

Arsenic

JD19

5.17

UGG

5/3/1995

Barium

JS16

51.2

UGG

5/3/1995

Chromium

JS16

6

UGG

5/3/1995

SB60303

10

EXPLOSIVES

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

SB60303

10

TAL_METAL

C

Lead
SURF

R11SB604

SB60401

0.5

AHOL

SB60402

SB60403

5

JD17

7.61

UGG

5/3/1995

LW12

5.56

UGG

5/4/1995

Arsenic

JD19

3.81

UGG

5/4/1995

Barium

JS16

99.4

UGG

5/4/1995

Chromium

JS16

6.54

UGG

5/4/1995

EXPLOSIVES

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

TAL_METAL

TCL_BNA

TAL_METAL

8

C

Lead

JD17

5.67

UGG

5/4/1995

Benzo[def]phenanthrene /

LM18

0.17

UGG

5/4/1995

Benzo[k]fluoranthene

LM18

0.1

UGG

5/4/1995

Chrysene

LM18

0.13

UGG

5/4/1995

Fluoranthene

LM18

0.23

UGG

5/4/1995

Phenanthrene

LM18

0.1

UGG

5/4/1995

Arsenic

JD19

3.81

UGG

5/4/1995

Barium

JS16

99.1

UGG

5/4/1995

Chromium

JS16

6.73

UGG

5/4/1995

Lead

JD17

7.38

UGG

5/4/1995

Arsenic

JD19

0.947

UGG

5/4/1995

Barium

JS16

183

UGG

5/4/1995

Chromium

JS16

6.06

UGG

5/4/1995

Lead
SURF

R11SB605

SB60501

0.5

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

5/3/1995
5/3/1995

C

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

R11

UGG
UGG

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

TAL_METAL

4.13
20.2

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

Lead
AHOL

JD17
LW12

JD17

8.39

UGG

5/4/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

S

LM18

0.7

UGG

5/4/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

1.36

UGG

5/4/1995

Arsenic

JD19

0.858

UGG

5/4/1995

Barium

JS16

21.7

UGG

5/4/1995

Lead
AHOL

SB60502

SB60503

R11

CSO

AHOL

SURF

R11SB605

R11SB606

SB60503

SB60601

5

0.5

3

UGG

5/4/1995

1.48

UGG

5/4/1995

Arsenic

JD19

1.03

UGG

5/4/1995

Barium

JS16

140

UGG

5/4/1995

Chromium

JS16

9.55

UGG

5/4/1995

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

TAL_METAL

10

10

JD17
LW12

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

C

Lead

JD17

2.44

UGG

5/4/1995

Arsenic

JD19

1.18

UGG

5/4/1995

Barium

JS16

101

UGG

5/4/1995

Chromium

JS16

7.29

UGG

5/4/1995

Lead

JD17

4.77

UGG

5/4/1995

Mercury

JB01

0.0602

UGG

5/4/1995

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

19.7

UGG

5/9/1995

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

C

LW12

1.22

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

13.8

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

C

LW12

7.12

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

LM18

5.1

UGG

5/9/1995

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

LM18

0.87

UGG

5/9/1995

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

14.3

UGG

5/9/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

21.9

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

3.47

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

124

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

10.5

UGG

5/9/1995

Lead
AHOL

SB60602

2

EXPLOSIVES

JD17

3.97

UGG

5/9/1995

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

0.682

UGG

5/9/1995

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

C

LW12

0.981

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

5.21

UGG

5/9/1995

LM18

3.5

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene
2,4-Dinitrotoluene

C

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

TAL_METAL

SB60603

3

AHOL

SURF

R11SB606

R11SB607

SB60603

SB60701

3

1

UGG

5/9/1995

0.52

UGG

5/9/1995

C

LW12

9.61

UGG

5/9/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

2.75

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

2.26

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

205

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

15.5

UGG

5/9/1995

Lead

JS16

19.3

UGG

5/9/1995

TCL_BNA

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

LM18

1.4

UGG

5/9/1995

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

3.24

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

13.2

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

C

LW12

0.492

UGG

5/9/1995

LM18

0.26

UGG

5/9/1995

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

1.05

UGG

5/9/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

2.52

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

4.05

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

132

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

15.2

UGG

5/9/1995

TAL_METAL

CSO

7.91

LM18

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

R11

LW12

TAL_METAL

Lead

JD17

7.33

UGG

5/9/1995

TCL_BNA

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

LM18

2.1

UGG

5/9/1995

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

3.55

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

21.4

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

TAL_METAL

LM18

0.34

UGG

5/9/1995

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

1.86

UGG

5/9/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

0.695

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

4.06

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

639

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

92.5

UGG

5/9/1995

Lead

JS16

38.6

UGG

5/9/1995

TCL_BNA

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

LM18

4.6

UGG

5/9/1995

LM18

0.28

UGG

5/9/1995

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

0.753

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

Phenol / Carbolic acid /
AHOL

SB60702

5

TAL_METAL

LW12

0.748

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

3.48

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

180

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

20.6

UGG

5/9/1995

Lead

JD17

4.41

UGG

5/9/1995

TCL_BNA

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

LM18

5.7

UGG

5/9/1995

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

Phenol / Carbolic acid /
SURF

R11SB608

SB60801

2

TAL_METAL

AHOL

SB60802

3

C

AHOL

R11SB608

SB60802

3

4.5

5/9/1995
5/9/1995

C

LW12

3.62

UGG

5/9/1995

C

LW12

23.8

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

2.66

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

215

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

161

UGG

5/9/1995

Lead

JD17

4.1

UGG

5/9/1995

TCL_BNA

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

LM18

2.8

UGG

5/9/1995

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

6.49

UGG

5/9/1995

1,3-Dinitrobenzene

C

LW12

0.765

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

6.84

UGG

5/9/1995

LM18

1.4

UGG

5/9/1995

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

SB60803

UGG
UGG

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

2,4-Dinitrotoluene
CSO

0.28
0.856

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

R11

LM18
LW12

C

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

LW12

3.79

UGG

5/9/1995

LM18

0.17

UGG

5/9/1995

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

6.19

UGG

5/9/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

4.63

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

4.73

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

256

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

19.7

UGG

5/9/1995

Lead

JD17

6.16

UGG

5/9/1995

TCL_BNA

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

LM18

4.8

UGG

5/9/1995

EXPLOSIVES

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene

C

LW12

0.784

UGG

5/9/1995

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

LW12

8.45

UGG

5/9/1995

LM18

0.26

UGG

5/9/1995
5/9/1995

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

TAL_METAL

TCL_BNA

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

C

LW12

0.638

UGG

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

C

LW12

2.9

UGG

5/9/1995

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

C

LW12

18.4

UGG

5/9/1995

Arsenic

JD19

5.05

UGG

5/9/1995

Barium

JS16

140

UGG

5/9/1995

Chromium

JS16

17.9

UGG

5/9/1995

Lead

JD17

7.09

UGG

5/9/1995

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthala

LM18

8.5

UGG

5/9/1995

SURF

R11SS1201

R11SS1301

R11SS1401

R11

CSO

SURF

R11SS1501

R11SS1601

R11SS1701

R11SS1801

R11SS1901

R11SS2001

R11SS2201

R11SS2301

SS1201

0.5

SS1301

EXPLOSIVES

TAL_METAL

SS1401

SS1501

SS1601

SS1701

SS1801

SS1901

SS2001

SS2201

SS2301

0.5

TAL_METAL

Cyclotetramethylenetetran

LW12

86

UGG

10/19/1992

RDX / Cyclonite / Hexahyd

LW12

360

UGG

10/19/1992

Arsenic

JD19

17

UGG

10/20/1992

Barium

JS16

218

UGG

10/20/1992

Cadmium

JS16

7.56

UGG

10/20/1992

Chromium

JS16

126

UGG

10/20/1992

Lead

JS16

1650

UGG

10/20/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.544

UGG

10/20/1992

Silver

JS16

0.683

UGG

10/20/1992

Arsenic

JD19

8.7

UGG

10/20/1992

Barium

JS16

202

UGG

10/20/1992

Cadmium

JS16

757

UGG

10/20/1992

Chromium

JS16

19.9

UGG

10/20/1992

Lead

JS16

36

UGG

10/20/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.149

UGG

10/20/1992

Silver

JS16

0.753

UGG

10/20/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.89

UGG

10/20/1992

Barium

JS16

205

UGG

10/20/1992

Cadmium

JS16

0.913

UGG

10/20/1992
10/20/1992

Chromium

JS16

31.7

UGG

Lead

JS16

25.6

UGG

10/20/1992

Arsenic

JD19

8.01

UGG

10/20/1992

Barium

JS16

242

UGG

10/20/1992

Chromium

JS16

13

UGG

10/20/1992

Lead

JD17

16

UGG

10/20/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.435

UGG

10/20/1992

Arsenic

JD19

4.98

UGG

10/20/1992

Barium

JS16

27.9

UGG

10/20/1992

Chromium

JS16

7.44

UGG

10/20/1992

Lead

JD17

14

UGG

10/20/1992

Arsenic

JD19

14

UGG

10/19/1992

Barium

JS16

192

UGG

10/19/1992

Chromium

JS16

15.3

UGG

10/19/1992

Lead

JS16

125

UGG

10/19/1992

Mercury

JB01

7.8

UGG

10/19/1992

Arsenic

JD19

9.66

UGG

10/19/1992

Barium

JS16

238

UGG

10/19/1992

Chromium

JS16

16.2

UGG

10/19/1992

Lead

JS16

23

UGG

10/19/1992

Arsenic

JD19

6.2

UGG

11/5/1992

Barium

JS16

115

UGG

11/5/1992

Chromium

JS16

11

UGG

11/5/1992

Lead

JD17

15

UGG

11/5/1992

Arsenic

JD19

6.6

UGG

11/5/1992

Barium

JS16

35.1

UGG

11/5/1992

Chromium

JS16

84.2

UGG

11/5/1992

Lead

JD17

7.84

UGG

11/5/1992

Arsenic

JD19

6.99

UGG

11/9/1992

Barium

JS16

172

UGG

11/9/1992

R11

CSO

SURF

R11SS2301

R11SS2401

R11SS2501

R11SS2701

R11SS2901

R11SS3101

R11SS3501

R11

CSO

SURF

R11SS3501

R11SS3601

R11SS601

SS2301

0.5

TAL_METAL

SS2401

SS2501

SS2701

SS2901

SS3101

SS3501

SS3501

0.5

TAL_METAL

SS3601

SS60101

Cadmium

JS16

7.94

UGG

11/9/1992

Chromium

JS16

19

UGG

11/9/1992

Lead

JS16

59.6

UGG

11/9/1992

Mercury

JB01

5.9

UGG

11/9/1992

Arsenic

JD19

6.84

UGG

11/9/1992

Barium

JS16

221

UGG

11/9/1992

Cadmium

JS16

8.91

UGG

11/9/1992

Chromium

JS16

20.2

UGG

11/9/1992

Lead

JS16

40

UGG

11/9/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.109

UGG

11/9/1992

Arsenic

JD19

5.97

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

250

UGG

11/6/1992

Cadmium

JS16

1.32

UGG

11/6/1992
11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

28.3

UGG

Lead

JS16

153

UGG

11/6/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.0522

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

7.3

UGG

11/9/1992

Barium

JS16

210

UGG

11/9/1992

Cadmium

JS16

12

UGG

11/9/1992

Chromium

JS16

21.3

UGG

11/9/1992

Lead

JS16

28.8

UGG

11/9/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.807

UGG

11/9/1992

Arsenic

JD19

11.2

UGG

11/6/1992

Barium

JS16

211

UGG

11/6/1992

Chromium

JS16

12.5

UGG

11/6/1992

Lead

JS16

180

UGG

11/6/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.0501

UGG

11/6/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.461

UGG

11/6/1992

Arsenic

JD19

12

UGG

11/23/1992

Barium

JS16

224

UGG

11/23/1992

Chromium

JS16

21.8

UGG

11/23/1992

Lead

JD17

24

UGG

11/23/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.0559

UGG

11/23/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.398

UGG

11/23/1992

Arsenic

JD19

5.3

UGG

11/23/1992

Barium

JS16

109

UGG

11/23/1992

Chromium

JS16

22.7

UGG

11/23/1992

Lead

JS16

78

UGG

11/23/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.17

UGG

11/23/1992

Selenium

JD15

0.357

UGG

11/23/1992

Arsenic

JD19

7.6

UGG

11/9/1992

Barium

JS16

56

UGG

11/9/1992

Cadmium

JS16

12.3

UGG

11/9/1992

Chromium

JS16

12.2

UGG

11/9/1992

Lead

JS16

149

UGG

11/9/1992

Mercury

JB01

0.325

UGG

11/9/1992

LW12

0.632

UGG

5/2/1995

EXPLOSIVES

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene / a

C

TAL_METAL

Arsenic

JD19

4.02

UGG

5/2/1995

Barium

JS16

161

UGG

5/2/1995

Chromium

JS16

13.9

UGG

5/2/1995

Lead

JD17

4.01

UGG

5/2/1995

RESPONSE TO EPA COMMENTS 14 AUGUST 2004

